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- Afo home orpm/essiniicif.
sitidiosbovld.be witbnnt one!
FEATURES:
Rapidly and clearly idenlifie&
connections on most audio cables
>- Will test very long cables
Clear led readout
PROJECT JCTSV
*- Robust design
RATING^J'
flverogo.
IDEAL FOR:
.■FWSound engineers '
>- 'Gigging bands
a
Fault diagnosis
Kit Jncliides all components, PCB,'fixing hardrare,'
case, [rbiit pane! label and full instruclions.

PROJECT
RATING'tO'
Sfmple

u'
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KIT

FEATURES
>■- Ideal beginners project
Simple to use - one switch operation
>•- Automatic svritch off saves batteries
' Full source code available
APPLICATIONS
Use to choose your lottery nurr rers!
>- Excellent introduction to
microcontrollers
Use in other games
Kit includes alt components, PCB. fixin,
hardware and fiill instmctions. Two A
batteries are required (not sup pit

AUDIO LEAD CHECKER KIT LU26D £i9;99
Construction details: Audio Lead CIVecker Leaflet XZ20W 80p
Issue 114 / June 1997 Hecbomcs S Beyond XD14Q £2.25

NATIONAL LOTTERY PREDICTOR KIT UJ61R £9,99
Cdnsfnic(/pn ^etsffs? NaUpnal Lottery Predictor Leaflet XZ46A 50p
Issue 120 / December 3997 Electronic ^ faeyond:XP20W £2.65

MELODY ©ENfeutsKiiPlKs DCEli
ML e CLDWR FW^OBEW SC5T
PROJECT
RATING IL?

FEATURES
Ideal beginners project
Safe, low voltage operation
Low current giving long
battery life
Directly drives speakers
(included) or piezo sounders
Large range of melodies
supported (15 available)

FEATURES
>- PAL and MTSC compatibie
>- TTL compatible inputs
3k. 64 colour palette
>- Composite video and UHF
outputs
Analogue or digital RGB
inputs
Optional S-video output

: r.

APPLICATIONS
3k Colour bar generation
>*• RGB to composite and
UHF conversion
Computer displays
Kit includes all components, PCB, Modulator, hardware to connect the Maplin
Colour Bar Generator LF50E and full instructions. A +127 DC @ 300mA. regulated
supply is required (not supplied).

APPLICATIONS
>- Children's toys
>- Teaching nursery rhymes
>- Turn ordinary cards and
gifts into novel presents
Kit Inclufles all components. PCB,
speaker, connecting wire and futl
instructions. One or two 1.5V batteries
are required (nb! supplied).

RAL COLOUR ENCODER Krr.UJ74R£24 99.
<^nsinrctfdn-,deta/fe I^L.l^lburiFncixjer lteafle'tJ^Aiy.BOp
Issue 115 / July 1997:E]ecfrohics & beyond XOIGR

MFIDDY GENERATOR KIT
L066W London Bridge
LOG? OM McOdnatd
men l ove Me Tender
Lp/O 'JIngie Bells
lll/G 12'Bays of Pbristmos 11)77 Vbu fin- My Sunstilno
1 lift 1 TLuinblA'-hbinLlik
110)84
ih^ I'd
I'rf Uke
I iVain
UI8i
TvvffiklQ TVvrriWe
to ik^h
Teach
ttlPl WaminB Ton"
1092 Wodtfihg Mamh
All at'£4 99
CotjstnrcMon defalls . Melody DehBratorleaflei )G47B;50p
Issue 120 ' December 1997 Einctronics & beyond XD2dvv E2.65

uifrttj Happy Birthday
lU^BGieoAsleoyBS
UJ7S Many niirtstmas
Lueo lu.t Called
UI90 While Christmas

These kits are:
>- Supplied with high-quality fibre-glass PCBs - pre-tinned. with printed
legend and solder resist
>- Supplied with comprehensive instmctions and a constructors.' guide.
*- Covered by the Maplin Get-You-Working Service and 12-fnorrtb wairanty
Kits do not include loots or test equipment. Kits may require additional components or
products, dapcryfing on appfcation, please refer to constnretion details or contact the
Maplin Technical Support Hetpline (Tot; O1T02 556001) if In doubt

PROJECT
RATINQtP
Averag#

)•••••«

ORDER NOW!
Tel: 01702 554000, Fax: 01702 554001, E-mail: Sales@maplin.co,uk
Or write to Maplin Electronics. RO. Box 777, Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 BUI
Or Tel; 01702 554002 for details of your nearest Maplin or Mondd'store.
Please quote Priority Reference Code MA044 When ordering.

f

i o.-er £30,00 inc VAT goods are
I free qf hahdBng chaigesl A small
• charged! £2.95 inc VAT is appSed to
= less than £30,00 te VAT. All tons
i eraitetJily. Alt prices <
of VAI and are subject to charge. E&OE

LiAPUN
Inletnet Web Site:
httpi'wvfwjnaplin.co.uk
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Feature®
Sentinel Fan Failure Alert
2© Protect your computer processing
chips from overheating if the fan fails.
Another one of those very useful
gadgets from the Maptin teem.

.1

jlJ

IBUS Expansion Modules
2i Another expansion module from the
10US collection. Neil Johnson reports.
Getting Audio onto CDs
5© Part 3
More from Martin Pipe orva versatile
computer controlled CD-R recording
system.
Automatic
m Loudspeaker Protector
If you have a budget Hi-Fi system,
then why not protect your speakers
from potential ruin. Stephen
Waddington has the details.
Running Ught Display
A novel light display for shop windows
by Dr. Per An.
Model Aircraft
@5 Speed ControUer
The demands of high speed
model aircraft racing requires the
best in motor control. A report by
Dr. Mike Roberts.

Getting on to
the Internet Part 3
Mark Brighton shov/s you how to
install a modem card Into your PC.
The Mysteries of Neptune
Read about the latest information on
Neptune from Douglas Clarkson,
Electronics in Agriculture
In this series George Pickworth looks
at the technology behind dairy farming.

4S

Analogue or Digital?
Mike Bedford examines the arguments
surrounding analogue versus digital
when recording audio and video.

SS

Security Electronics Systems
Ray Marsdon looks at the variety of
home security detection systems.

Id

Radio Communications Review
A look at equipment that can
support the opto electronics Indusby
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ifVSC testing small kits
Mapltn has for many years,-through this magazine,'
presented many electronic construction kits that end
up for sale by mail order and through our stares. The
European directive to Introduce EMC testing on
electrical and electronic systems intended for sale
has brought many benefits and some drawbacks.
Whilst praising the principles behind the need for it
to protect the consumer, there is now a growing
concern that with smaller projects such as we have
seen in Electronics and Beyond, the time, manpower
and equipment required to test each one, seriously
eats Into the overall development time. It now begs
the question of whether it is economically viable on
some projects to continue along this route. In
essence then, this road of well intended bureaucracy
starts to kill off original creativity on the smaller
scale projects and the process of product development
becomes an even greater barrier to cross.
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Wlaplin Catalogue obi CD ROWS
Don't forget that next month we will be giving away
the first edition of the Maplln catalogue on CD ROM ,
with our April issue. So don't forget to go out and biiy
a copy at your nearest store.
Paul Freeman-Sear, Publishing Manager
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A vital communications link is being laid along the line of the local
canal system in Nottinghamshire, as part of a nation-wide optical
fibre network.
Fibreway, subsidiary of GPT, is poised to plug Nottingham and its
environs into a new generation of telecommunication services,
carried around die UK by a fibre optics network laid mainly along the
route of the UK canal system.
Fibreway has no plans to sell its services directly to the public. Its
customers will be service,providers such as cable TV firms,
independent telephone companies and national computer centres
such as those operated by banks.
Nottingham is being included in the link as part of the latest
phase in the creation of a fibre optics figure of 'eight' loop around
middle .England, The route takes in'London, Birmingham,
Nottingham and Leeds, en route to Manchester.
For further details, check: www.gpt.co.uk.
Contact: GPT. Tel: (0171) 835 3144.

Mars PJuotos Stow Evidence of
Water. ] ron a.id Carbori Dioxide
After studying more than 9,500
images taken during the Mars
Pathfinder mission last year,
scientists at. Cornell University
have reported that surface
photographs provide strong
geological and geochemical
evidence that fluid water was
once present on the red planet,
"We now have geological
evidence.from the Martian
surface supporting theories
based on previous pictures of
Mars from orbit that water
played an important part in
Martian geological history," said
James F. Bell, Cornel! senior
research associate in astronomy
and a member of the Mars
Pathfinder imaging ream.
'During the first 30 days of the
Mars Pathfinder mission, the
Imager for Mars Pathfinder (IMP)
returned 9,669 pictures of the
surface. These pictures appear
to confirm that a giant flood left
stories, cobbles and rocks
throughout Ares Vallis, the
Pathfinder landing site. In
addition to finding evidence of
water, the scientists confirmed
that the soils are rich in Iron,"
and that suspended iron-rich
dust particles permeate the
Martian atmosphere.
Mars Pathfinder's camera also

revealed that Mars' atmosphere i .cinus-like clouds, made of icy
is more dusty and dynamic than i water vapour, also circulate
expected. Belt explained.
j throughout the thin Martian
Surprisingly, the scientists found
atmosphere.
wispy, blue clouds, possibly
For further details, check:
composed of carbon dioxide (dry www.cornelf.edu.
ice), travelling through Mara'
Contact; Cornell University,
salmon-coloured sky. White
Tel: ■+! 607 255 2000.
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Computers that can think for
themselves are no longer
confined to the pages of the Xfiles or science fiaion. Thanks to
SignalBav, a ShdEeld-lxised
company, software that can think
for itself is a reaiity.
The software called

Neuroprcdictor is a new breed
of neural network software
appiiration. Neural networks are
programs that v.-ork in a similar
way to the human brain,
examiriing dara for reperitivc
patterns and teaching
themselves to solve problems.

The potential uses of neural
networks are almost limitless.
Retailers can. use them to plot
customer loyalty" and buying
trends. In engineering they can
be used to model complex
machinery to predict when
breakdowns are likely and
minimise downtime.
Potential users thai want to
trail Neuropredictor can
download a demo version from
the SignalBox. web site at
WTtTC5hcf.ac.uk/~sigdallxix.
Sadly however if you want to
predict the lottery results
you will still have to rely on
Mystic Meg,
Mathematically speaking the
National Lottery is a random
event and by definition, random
events cannot be predicted even using neural network
technology.
For further derails, check:
wwTVj3he£acuk*~5ignaIbox.
Contact; SignalBox,
Tel: (01709) S939S9.
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UK Competes With
US and Japan in
Technology Stakes
Growth in the British IT sector Is
presently 9.4 per cent according
to recent research by tha
Computer Suppliers Federation,
Japan, by comparison, has an
Information technology market
that is growing by 8.9 per cent.
These staOstics are
representative of the surge
forward in IT adoption by
companies in the UK. Britain Is
hot on the heels of the US
whose IT market growth is
currently at 11.7.per cent.
To giva these figures some
perspective,' UK IT spend as a
pareentage of GDP Is currently
25 per cent more than the
Western European average of
2.04 per cent. UK IT spend in
proportion to GDP is also
exceeding that of Japan,
For further details, check:
MiW.csf.org.uk.
Contact: The Computer
Suppliers Federation,
Tel; (0i905) 727610.
BT Switches
Packets for
Burton's Biscuits
BT Is ta provide food manufacturer
Burton's Biscuits v.fth a £500,000
high bandwidth, managed switched
mulll-msfabrt dab' service (SMDS)
oetsvmk linking three piDduction
locations and seven depots across
the UK.
Trom its compleSon the network
solutfon v.iD be used to share stock,
mariufacturing end production
informsdon throughout die
com pair,'. Burttin's Siscsits produces
o.er 100,000 tonnes of biscuits a
year at itsfacto4es in Edinburgh,
dsritarnsm ardBiackpool.
For futUier details, check:
vwd.bt.coa.
Contact BT,
Tei; (0171) 40S 7000.
Psion Announces
Messaging 'Over
Digital Phone
Networks
Psion users can now transmit
Short Message Service (SMS)
messages by making a
conneolton to Vodaphone,
Orange or Cellnet digital mobtla
networks via an Ericsson or
Nokia handset, launched this
month, Message Express
software enables messages of
up to 160 characters to be
transmitted.
Speaking to Electronics and
Beyond, John Jarvisi managing
director, Psion said, '"There are
obvious advantages for the
mobile phone user who doesn't
want an important meeting
disturbed by a voice call.
Sending short messages Is
simpler, cheaper and less
intrusive than calling".
For further details, check:
viw.pslon.con.
Contact: Psion.
Tel: (0171) 258 7231.
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Power Case Breaks Boundaries or P^ii Gompnting
BYTES
Modem Make
Reach Agree
on Standards
Tne 12-month battfe over technical
standards for 56k modems appears
to be over. RKat camps hat«
tentatively agreed to compromise
between aComUS Robolic'sX2
and RockweU's K56f!ex
technolog'es. The nsu intemafional
standard, appro-etf by an
Internationa! Telecommunication
Union v.crfdng commrltee,
incorporates details from both
transmission techniques.
For further details, check:
tles.ftu.i nt/hor®/! ndex-es .htiri.
Contact Intemaljonai
Te'ecommunicalion Union,
tef: +41 22 730 5111.
Motorola Looks To
Single Ship Systems
Motorola giving up Its battle with
Intel for a piece of the
microprocessor desktop
business and Is refocusing its
chip business to concentrate on
customised chips that will
combine memory, loglo and
other circuit types, the company
has a portfolio of more than 50,000 chips, including the
PowerPC mforoprocessor, which
it had sought to promote via
Apple Macintosh computers.
For further details, cheotc
Wier.EOt.eom.
Contact: Motorola,
Tel; (01293) 404343.
Digital IV
Software May Ei
HDTV Format Wa
Intel has developed some neat
software, that allows PCs to receive
dlgtal, high-definition TV (HOTV)
signals in any display format. Up to
18 different HOTV standards have
been established worldwide by
broadcasters and TV manufaotureis.
for further details, check;
vftwr.tntel.cora.
Contact' Intel,
Tel: (01734) 403000.

While Windows CE brings the
benefits of irttegration, mobility;
high functionality and file
sharing using companion
' ,
applications, users can still be
restricted by battery technology.
For.example the latest HewlettPackard colour screen HP326IX
handheld PC (HPC) lasts three
hours between charge; And
that's without the addition of a
power hungry fax/modem.
But now'Windows CE users can
extend die time between charges
of their HPC with ftpnable Addons Power Case, a leather HPC
case with Integral battery pack. In
the HP 320IX example, by using
Power Case, users can increase the
time, between charges to a huge
72 hours.
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The Power Case battery pack
is re-charged using a Smart Auto
Charger which takes its power
from a 12 or 24V cigarette lighter
fitting. The Integral state-of-theart Nickel Metal Hydride (NIMH)
batteries take 75 minute to reach
an operational power level and
six hours to reach full power that
will deliver up to three weeks
operation between charges,
NIMH batteries offer taster, recharge times and superior
lifetime performance compared
to roote tradition Nickel Cadmium
(NICAD) te-chatgeable cells.
Power Case currently supports
handheld PCs from Casio,
Compaq, Hewlett-Packard and
Philips and is priced £139
including battery case and charger

For further details, check:
www.portaWe.co.uk.
Contact: Portable Add-ons.
Tel: (01483) 241333.

Mobile Phone Turns Homing Device
law enforcement agendes will soon be able to track, mobile
telephone users as the)'move around the country thanks to signals
emitted from th'e phone., UK mobile phone companies have
revealed that when required to by court order, the)' will allow the
police arid other authorities access to their computer data.
This meaas that not drily could the location ofa'mobile user be
tracked, but that the location of a. jxrson's whereabouts could also
be traced and used in evidence during a criminal case. This Big
Brother type actiyicy is made possible because.digital mobile phones
emit a Jog-on call every 30 minutes to register contact with the
nearest base stadon.

e Poly Simplifies

Scotland

IViobile Design

Centre For

"Even greater scales of
integration will be made
possible by a new fabrication
technology from Philips
Semiconductors. Double Poly
tedmolagy discrete components
such as inductance loops,
capacitors and resistors robe
fabricated In silicon
on-chip to create Monolithic

Single Chip

Microwave Integrated Circuits
(MMIQ. Using these new -MMlCs
the external component count
in a mobile phone's receiver
front end is reduced typically
from thirty to around six.
For frrnher details, check:
hVM.seat conductors.ph i11ps.com.
Conua: Philips Semiconciudixs,
Tek+31 40 272 20 91.
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UK Electronics
Job Prospects up
By 25 Per Cent
Electronics Industry employers
continue to forecast rising
recruitment levels in the UK
according to the latest Manpower
Survey or Employment Prospects.
For the first quarter of 1998, 41
per cent of employers Tn the
industry are forecasting
Increases, representing an
Increase of 25 per cent against
the first quarter of 1397.
Contact: Manpower,
TeU (0171) 253 3300.
ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND March 1998
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Systems
Plans were unveiled in Scotland
at the end of last month for the
creation of a semiconductor
research
and
design
plant,
creating
up to
1,895
skilled
jobs.
Jointly announced by
Scottish Enteiprise and
Cadence Design Systems, the
project is a collaboration
between the public sector,
industry and academia to
create a world class
environment for semiconductor
design, which will help position
Scotland as a centre of
excellence for single chip
system semiconductor devices.
For further details, check;
vAVw.sIi-scotland.org.uk.
Contact: Scottish Enterprise,
Tel: (0171) 808 6600.

Inteco Pubiisiies Digital TV Forecasts
By the end of 2001, household
penetration of digital TV will
have reached 22 per cent in
France and Germany, and 31 per
cent in the UK, according to the
latest forecasts from Inteco's
Interactive TV European
research service.
In 1998, the switch to digiia!
constitutes a discontinuity' In the
development of the pay-TV
market, and presents the cable
companies with an opponunicy
to gain market share, but. they
will have to compere with digital
satellite and, to lesser extent
digital terrestrial alternatives.
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Speaking to Electronics and
Beyond, Adam Damn, inteco's
senior consultant responsible for
the.Interacttve TV European
Research service said, "If cable
gets left behind this time, it may
never get arc'adequate return on
its infrastructure Investment. But
we anticipate aggressive
marketing and etpect 25 per
cent of UK. households to have
cable TV fay 2001, over half of
which will be digitaJ."
For further details, check:
www.inteco.com.
Contact: Inteco,
Tel; (01483) 751777.

Shuttle txperimem te shed Light on future uf Eletiraniuu Miniatunsatiun
After 20 years of exploring the
esoteric nature of liquid helium
when it ts cooled to ultra-low
temperatures in zero gravity,
physicist John Lipa suddenly
finds that his work could have
important ramifications for the
miniaturisation in the
microelectronics industiy.
His latest experiment, currently
taking place in space aboard the
Columbia, is called the Confined
Helium Expenment (CHeX). Its
puipose is to determine what
happens to a material whenit is
confined to such narrow .
dimensions that it begins to
behave as if it has only two
dimensions, rather than three.
In most materials, this
confinement effect surfaces at

j extremely small dimensions,
\ thicknesses of a few atomic
widths. It arises from the feet
that fundamental particles have
a dual nature, acting sometimes
: like solid objects and sometimes
i like a packet of waves..
A partide contained within a
layer that is so thin that the
waves associated with it come in
; contact with both edges Is
i restricted to moving In only two
\ dimensions. This constraint can
change the physical properties of
i the material. If the particle in
question is an eleclran, for
example, then the electrical
properties of the material are
; affected.
"The size of the transistors In
today's Integrated circuits is

UK Businesses .hail

about two tenths of a micron.
Intel and the other semiconductor
mariufacturers.are talking about
redudng this by a factor of 10 or
more in the next decade. That is
about the size where we expect
these confinement effects to
appear in metals and
semiconductors. The preliminary
indications are that this effect
tends to have a depressing
effect on properties like
electrical conductivity, so it looks
as if it might present a roadblock
to the miniaturisation process,"
said Lipa.
Such a roadblock could have
serious consequences for the
microelectronics industry. The
ability to continually miniaturise
the circuitry printed on silicon

chips has been the primary
reason that the industiy has
been able to simultaneously
reduce the cost and increase the
performance of everything from
computers to telephones. If the
confinement effect proves to be
relatively small, and reduces the
cgrrductivtly of silicon oniy
sligjitiy, then the. process of
miniaturisation can continue
until some other fector
intervenes, if the confinement
effect is large, however, it couid
slow or block further size
reductions.
For further details, check:
www.Stanford,edu.
Contact; Stanford University,
Tel: +1 650 725 1944.

To
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Spot the Difference
Nearly 60 per cent of UK businesses do not know the difference
between a Net.PC and a network computer (NC) according to
research published by AST Computer. Tne 1997 AST IT Barometer
Report, also reveals that nearly half of those responsible for
purchasing IT believe it will be at least two years before the Net PC
and the NC even start to make an Impact on the UK market
According to the survey, 20 per cent expect the Net PC and NC to
be widely used business tools within the next twelve months and 27
per cent believe that this will happen in the next one to two years.
However, 8 per cent remain to be convinced that the Net PC or NC
will ever become fully marketable products.
Of those respondents unsure of the differences between the Net
PC and NC, only 14 per cent are, considering,trailing the new
technologies while the remaining 72 per cent said they would not
make any further investigations.
The research findings show that those who understand the
differences between the Net PC and NC favour the NO, but the
margin is slight at only 4 per cent 57 per cent said that they would
never consider trailing the NC, white a slightly higher 63 per cent
expressed no interest at all in the Net PC.
For further details, check: www.ast.co.uk.
Contact; AST, Tel: (0181) 587 3000.

Push on
Electronic

m
Hearth
Despite special packaged
deals targeting home
users, die PC has not
rhade ii.imb the living
&
room to any great extent.
Tiny Coniputets believes
this is .because users want
Surround Sound;
a Single screen rather than a
Convinced yet about the
TV screen and 'a computer
electronic hearth? Thus top of
monitor.
the range 266 MHz Pentium DL
It's a feeble marketing line,
box is an. amazing home
but TTny is so convinced by
entetcaifunent system that
dfis piich tbai it has launched
combines.PC, TTf'sfurffmnd
the Movie Centre Freedom,
sound 'and games console, but
which plugs into an existing
cheap it ain't. The Mode
TV and offers a remote.
Centre'Freedom will set yoii
back a coo! £2,600.
contra!, cordless keylxrard,
.powerful 68 inchprajector
Contact: liny Compurcrs,
and Dolby ProLogie
Tel: (TU 293)'821333- .
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CrediiGard: !fo,vycu can supply immSMART CARD
PIC 120508^609
tars of yow Cltfc orcustomas >w
INTERROGATION SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEM
ovin
Custom
CredJ
Card.
Aflovdng
you
Smart Csril Reader/Writer
• Fully Irtegrated System IncJusVa of connedton
to reed Ihe vate d the cad end lo
(ProgranuiBig tntaiace).
cebte to ptlntef pot Pm-rer supffy. 2 x
CrarEtrDsPS iha veto.
Smart Can! InterrogatiiKi
to Harftfy liie comPlCieCSCfi tefces s detefed Instlircton rtmnDongla Card: PnrtEcl ywacompota
msads accepted by anyvaSd Snart Card aid leg ihera
ital. Sirpp&d wfth htegteed edlcr / asrartdster,
wih the Dootfs card, cede can ba
tB dis^ tOf erfuattei.
Si^pofts MJcrocttp lite., DATA SHEETS &
chanesl Zoning Ihe opsrator to load
Wa isa// Bie usa to 'k es.id' tamm comirranas and
(hsd own coda. Using a Smateard
MPASM supctad on disk
monSof !)w ressa.
• FULL In circus emufeSon'- (Sspteying 39 fite regisReadar you ran conl/ol access lo the
Fasshe Werface to aSow lha user lo nscnSw ihe data
ters.
computer, conScfflng um-srted access.
itev behveen Cad and test sysSau.
• SingSe step throigh coda, run wtihcrvififiou!
TlmeCafd; Ever wanted la he sKe to
244 page Hard fiat* refarence botA. ccvawg a-3 astreat
baei: the tlma jxju started work, cr modptcis o( Smart Card de^gn and pfogranim.'ng.
■.
Euppfed
with drcuS d'agrsms and ASM ffes for;
tor
ccdeagie'B
nwremants.
vdth
the
Sampk pcogram to red Rwns cards
ToneCard you can.
* SigJalVoSMfef
Date on NSW Visa Smart Cards.
£169.95
CRNI: Embedded P!ClSF34micnKtEp
* Saurri Effect Unil (yartebte sctrnds)
"J.
* LCD Werfaee (16*2 Eras)
ratog RB7 pto 13 Input ortput 1024 fcyle
T-ZTZZTTTS
ST"
* Keyboard trterface
mwiHy and 64 bytes ecprom. '
« Slopi-ratch
CRN2: Emhcddtd PlC16F84mfcroch'p
SMART CARD EVALUATION PACKAGE
P(C16x84 & EEPROM
£59.95 I
using
RB7
pin
13
input
cutpu(.1024
fcyts
COMPLETE
PACKAGE
Snort Card Reader; Wrier
VEL^I
READER/WRnER
memory
s>d
64
bytes
eeprem
end
16K
(Programmiq iidertecs)
This
<paay
versaSs
urtt
memory
chip.
Eve'isdnr BKjScations, for use «dh Smart
and wiles to Sl.iART
CRN202; 2)43 a merrksy, u»)fl I2C
Pro-PIC PROGRAMMER
cards prsddsd In lha pactege. Smart ID Card, reads
CARDS. (,(EMORY CARDS,
Bud sedsl memory. (The CRH202 Is just
Prcgiams afl peprter PIC devfces ZIF sochei
Smart Efeclronic Pursa, Smart ic^aly card..
PAY
PHONE
a
PIC
1634
cads,
CC merrary aid does nc( ha-.a any pro1 SCS2.5t,S.S3,57.SB,61,62,63,S5,«.633
'C Lfcrary S Ccmmand deecripdons. Foryco
wJh cornprehajsh's
tection, ideal for storing dsta on smart621^22,71,73,74,83,84,E&4,Sa.
Pi TOT.
lo deygn your cmi Smart Csta eppScslwis us- Compleie
pnigramming
mfomtalicn,
cards.
izcace^ce
togUocsnfaprcr.lded
PHONE
CARD
data
-VISA
CRK1M: 102413 esprom corifgursdas
Frogrammera Derelopmen! Eifie. Ted Edlfif,
& MEMORY DEVICES
CARD deta.
two 512x1 UT memory aones. Feaftses
Assemtto, Simulstof for programming the
24COI.Q2.161C32,LC®
Recifres a PC nmiilng DOS82
sectsa
transport
code,
hw
stage
pe.-Ecn£49.95
Cads prodded.
or
hlgtef.
CompSate
v,rth
CaWes,
erestion,
tovaEd
securSy
cede
fock-iro
Bample smart canfelnc-uded I £99.95
soft.sata
and arstomsr programmatJe Memory
Seaady Access.
£79,95
87C51/2 programmer 39.95
CRN03J; Pin CortroBed 236x8 bit
FULL SPEC ISO 7818 SMART CARD
Pcwet simply £8.50
EEPROf.1 y.«h progreimrable write/
GAL programmer 49.95
eress proieoiion for each o! the fret 32
SOCKET just £1.45 each
EPROM programmer 69.95
bytes.
SMART CARDS FROM
EPROM emulator 59.95
£100 each
1
EEprom Programmer 34.95
CROWNHIIil ASSOCIATES'lilM 1TED
Prices are exclusive of
THE OUjj BAKERY, NEW BARMS ROAD
Postage Packing & VAT
We accept
ELY, CAMBS 'GS7 4PW
delivery is by registered mail
VISA
Tel 01353 .666709 Fax. 01353 666710
Gheques and P/Ois payable to.
MASTERCARD
Email; sales@crownhtll.canibs ncl
Crownhill Associates Limited
•SWITCH

Speaker Design Software 1997 Upgrade for Windows™
Wow with lots of nsw feaiures.induding;
« Database of 1,000 popular drivers from ov^
150 different manufacturers world-wide • dBASE IV fonnEt
» Nev/ Low Pass Fitter opfeons for making sixth order
alignments • See the effects of extra resistances added in
series with voice coil • Improved graphs with -3dB (F3)
point • Save graphs as metafiles or BMPs • Microso& Access™ 2.0 Jet' database engine • Supplied oti4"3.5'1 HD
disks for. £35.00 all inclusive - a must for all audio DIYexs.
For details &. order coupon write to: Three Crowns Publishing, PO Box 5773, laindon, Essex SS15 SFf tel: 0410
225257. E-mail:, tcrowns@inc-h.demon.co.uk. .
See also httpr/Awwunonitor.co.uk

Professional 88-108MHz FM Broadcasting Kits
Typical AppHcatiam Include ^^BOtir Product Rang* Indudcs
RSL Brosdcasling
Transmittefi from OA5W to 2207/
Hospital Radio
FM Stereo Coders
Shidsnl I Campus Radio
Audio Compressor Umiters
Local I Community Radio
Antennas
Festiva! Radio
RF Power Amps
Unk Transmitters and Receivers
Our Full Kit Rsnge
Other RF Accessories
Is also Available Fully
All Our Kits tnchnje
'Assembled,arid Tested
Detailed Instructions with Schematics
Hlflh Quality Scresn Printed PCSs
High Qoalhy Components
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PC Windows™ Programs

Hundreds of trUes available for shareware
prices - if you're using Microsoft Windows™
then you're sure to find something useful among these - includes applications for business, Windows'14 tools S utiliities, educational, 'miscellaneous' & ■'interest' programs &
of course games. Also available: Make your own Windows™ help files, Web HTM(L) page translator, disk &
backup copiers, measurements converter, label maker,
stock control database, working demos'of PaintShop
Pro™, Drag 'n' Zip™. PagePlus™, etc.. astronomy, chemistry - write for latest list to: PO Box
5773, Laindon, Essex SS15 5FJ or send 1 3.5n'
HD disk for free on-disk catalogue.

1W Profrastoml PLL-TransmlttBt lor Ucancsd Use In the UK. Kit Price £65.00
Contact Us Now for a Free Brochure
TBI 01274 883434
Fax01274 816200
emaD vcronlca@l0gQnd.co.t1k
vAvw.legend .co.uk/^ v e r onica/
TB Tictorf-ia <J,
1 Cueembury
BflADFOflD

A
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ROBOTICS instruments

'

8AS(C StampsFeprogrjmmsble stamp sized computers
Easy w use BASIC language
• 8 or 16 tnput'Ouiput lines each 20mA capability
80 <ii 500 Piogram line?
Re-piogrammablD thousands of times uom PC
or Mac 9 5-1 IvDC Supply.. Stamps uom £25.00 each.
Des-elopmgm Kits Including pfogramining.sotns'are.
Stamp. Cable. Project Board and 25+ Applicartnn
notes irom £79.00.
MUSCLE WIRES
Wires thai contract appiox 5% when heated
Seg 250[nj\ cunenO -120 page Project book
and 5 one metre lengths of wife. £40.00

STAMP BUG
Autonomous roving Insect using the BASIC Stamp
as its "brain". Approx 300m*m overall length.
KITS FROM £29.00

mri
r-

LYNX ARM
5 Axis robot arm Ait. appfox siz-? 300mm.*
Control from any serial comrns port or Stamp.
Includes Soinvare to run from PC KITS FROM £85.00
AH prices exclude VAT and shipping.
For a full catalogue of the above rtcnis and tilher products,
plfatc call or fax Milford Instfuihehts at 0197" B03665;Fax'ni97r 661465.

N A T I 0 II A l
GO L I i 6 E 0 F
TECH II OLOGY
DISTANCE
LEARNING COURSES in;
Analogue and Digital Electronic
Circuits, Fibres & Opto-Electronics
Programmable Logic Controllers
Mechanics and Mechanisms
Mathematics
Courses to suit beginners ■
and those wishing to update
their knowledge and practical skills
Courses are delivered
as self-contained kits
No travelling or college attendance
Learning is at your own pace
Courses may have
BTEC Certification and Tutoring
For information contact:
NOT Enterprises
Sarnfield Technology Centre
Enterprise Way, Luton LU3 4BU .
Telephone 01582 569757 • Fax 01582 492928

The Phantom Power Box

Get into PIC Programming with

48 volt microphone phantom powering unit
Professional portable units opemiing from an internal PP3
battery or external mains adaptor

Forest Eiectfoniq Pevelopmehts?
PIC Basic Controller Modules - from £27.00
PIC BASIC controlleiB offers well featured BASIC language running (n
real Bma directly on a PIC Micfocontrollar. The 16C74 version has 8k
EEPROM with up fo 2000 lines of BASIC, 27 lines of programmabfe I/O.
a serial interfacs and a 4MHz clock, 3 x A/D inputs and a PWM output,
3 timsrs and interrupt support in BASIC, and an interrupt driven serial
RS232 interface.
16C57 module kit 3k EEPROM £23.00 Prebullt £30.00
16C74 module kit 4MHz £35.00 Prebullt £42,00
16C74 module kit 20MH7 £40.00 Prebullt £45.00
Instmciions, develcpmsnt software and documenla!iDn on 3.3" disk are Included.
PtC BASiC Compiler - available forth©16C74 £50.00

The Balance Box (mic/Une amplifier)-^ The Headphone
Amplifier Box—Tiie OneStop DIN rail mounting radio
frequency interference filter and voltage transient protector
for voltage and current loop process signal lines

PIC Programmers - kit £40.00, pre-built £50.00
Original; Programs 16C5x. 16C55x, 16CSx, ieC7x, 16C84.
Serial: Programs 12C5xx, 16C55X. loCSx. 16C7x, 16C/F84, PIC14000
Both operate over a serial Rnk to a PC. Includes all components, PCB
and programmed PiC, Windows software plus our Windows based
development environment. Serial programmer has a ZIP socket
PtC Development Environment and Simulator
A Windows based PIC Simulator and Development Environment, up to
50 times faster than MPSIM. £25 Inc. P&P if bought with Programmer,
othen-rise £30.00 inc. P&P. 32bit version available If required.
Bbnk PICs 16FB4-04E6,150747177124.16C57-01 OTP £5.00
12C503-04P £220, 12050S-CMP £2.70, PIC MOM (J4P £10.00
Add £3.00 far Postage. Packing and Hamfling, all ordars which are held in stock will
be sent by nstum, first class post. Payment by VisarAccsss/Mastercard or
chegue/PO payabla to:

Conford Electronics Conford.Liphook Hants gibotqw
Information line 01428 751469 Fax 751223
E-mail contact@confordelec.co:uk
Web hUp;/Avwvv.con foidelec.co.uk/catalogue/

FD Forest Electronic Developments
(FLJ-AJ>tnll GJJ.Warner)
10 Holmhurst Avenue, Chrlstchurch, Dorset, BH23SPQ.
Phone/tax; 01425-270191
Visit our web site at httpV/wwvr.lakewood.win-uIcnet/fed.htm

* Suitable for converting any microphone amplifier to P4S
standard phantom power * High efficienc}' DC to DC
converter for extended battery life * Accurate line balance
for high common mode rejection * Low noise and distortion
* Extensive RH protection

Getting,

On-Line
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THflNTERNET
9«oee»«e9e»eee«)««ee
PASi? 3
by Mark Brighton
Having covered the differentiypes of service providers and the general
considerations of the hardware and software required to connect your PC to
the World Wide Web, we now we get down to brass tacks.
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Photo 1, Undo only the
screws securing the flange.
The time has come to open up your PC
and fit an internal modem into a spare
expansion slot on your motherboard.
Tiiis really is as simple as undoing a fcw
screws and plugging die hoaat in, with just
a cross head screwdriver required in most
cases, but if you realty can't face the thought
of opening up the case (or don't want to
invalidate a warranty, because many new
machines have seals you will iiave to break
to do this), then the external modem
solution discussed in last niomlis article is
for you. Look no further than die new 56K
external modem (order as 1Y60Q), available
from Maplin Dirccr on 01702 5540001
The internal modem chosen as the
subject tbr this article is the Lasat 560V
(Maplin order code.Ii'59P) and will work as
a fax machine, answer-phone and modem,
once connected to your PC and an ordinary
dTjfcl March 1998 ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND
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Iphone line. The unit is supplied as a small
plug-En card that will lit into any ISA Bus
socket. Accessories supplied include an
adaptor that plugs into your phone socket
and provides the smaller American style
modem socket, a lead. logo between the
adaptor and the modem, a disk with
Windows 3-x and Windows 95 drivers
and scripts.
Note that the modem Is supplied in a
special anti-static bag that protects it from the
huge multi-thousand volt static shocks that
can easily result ftom careless liandling in an
ordinary house. Tlie combination pf a dry
aimospliere caused by central heating and
the number of man made fibres in modem
carpets and furniture creates a very
unhealthy environment, for exposed
electrottic circuits. More on liandling
precautions later. For now; leave it in the bag.

Installation
Start by switching the mains supply to your
PC off. unplugging the mains lead from the
wall socket and clearing anything that may
prevent you from lilting the lid of die PC
price you have undone the screws fastening
it. This may just mean unplugging and
setting the monitor aside, or you may have
to unplug all of the corineaors from die
rear of die case if it is in an awkward
position to work on such as a shelf on a
workstation desk. Do try to make a note of
where each connector plugs in, although
they are generally all different so it is not
usually possible to make any mistakes when
reconnecting them.
Once the main PC base unit is in a
position where it is easy to work on, Turn it
to a position where you can see die back of
die case. You will see that there are a
oumlier of screws holding theBange at the
rear of die case onto the back panel.
Unscrew these and set them aside. Try to
keep die screws yutt remove in some logical
arrangement as there are a couple of
different thread sizes and it is possible
to mangle threads if you are careless on
re-assembly.
Many desktop cases also have four screws
underneath that also hold the case shell on
(sometimes on the side, too). Turn the
whole case on it's side and undo these.
When unscrewing die lid or shell fastening
screws, don't get carried away; There tire
quite a few other screws to undo on the
outside of the case, hut over enthusiasm
may result in the heavy power supply case
inside coming adrifrand dropping onto
other, more delicate things. The case screws
should be fairly obvious.
Having undone oil of the likely screws,
the case lid should Basically slide backwards
slightly (the iid.usualiy tucks under the
front panel) and lift off. It is usually easier
to lift the lid from the rear so that it starts

lo hinge open like a air bonnet, before
lifting it clear.
If the lie! doesn't want to move, it may be
that you hare left a screw or two in place.
Have another look before applying brute
force! Altemativdy, your case may just be.
one of those where the shell is attached to
the front panel (the clue is that the rear of
the lid tiocs not have a folded flange that
wraps around the back panel). These cases
come apart frbrri the ffoht, where pulling
fairly sharply results in the whole outer case
assembly sliding out and off like a drawer.
In either instance, it rriay be necessary to
flex the sides of the case outward slightly so'
that folds, flaps or indented screw locations
dear the case chassis rails and front panel

Photo 2. The ISA
socket Is the longer,
black socket.

Inside your PC
If you have never seen the inside of your PC
before, the whole thing may seem a litde
intimidating (not to mention fairly dusty,
depending how old it is). If you do want to
clear any dust before continuing, it is far
better to use a mini vacuum deaner brbtow
through a straw (keeping your eyes dosed)
than to rake about with a duster, whidi is
guaranteed to catch and pull off some of the
little-links that configure your motherboard
and make it work.
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Photo 3, Ensure tho
edge connector Is
nllgned correctly.
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Tlic PC's main board, called The
mothethoard because the smaller
daughterboanls plug into it, has a row of
long expansion sockets at the back. You will
See that some of these already have boards
plugged into them. Your graphics card,
sound card and possibly your I/O and disk
drive controller cartls all plug in here.
Depending on the age of your system,
you will see that not all of the sockets on
your motherboard are the same. Ignoring
the much smaller memory sockets, some of
which will have very short drcuits
plugged into them (these are SIMM's, or
DIMM's that make up your RAM), there arc
black sockets with fairly widely spaced
contacts that are split into a longer socket
and a shorter socket in a line. These arc
your 16-fait ISA sockets. If all of your sockets
look like this, bur two or three of them also
hare an extra third parr, usually brown and
with much more finely spaced contacts,
you have a VESA motherboard and those
arc your VESA local bus sockets. This will
apply to older machines, usually with 386
or 486 processors.
.Most modern motherboards will have
four or fire of the black ISA sockets as
described above, and a few- (usually) white
PQ bus sockets. Whatever the age of your
Match 1998 ElECTHONICS AND BEYOND

moiberlxKird. it fa usiialfr quite east' to
find a .spare ISA socket to fit your new
modem into.
Before you unpack your new motfem
from it's ami-static bag. there Is one more
thing io undo. There ate a row of holes in
the back panel of your PG to allow the
sockets on your plug in cards to reach the
outside world, but spare holes are blanked
with plates. Undo the single screw holding
the plate that lines up with die spare
expansion socket you have chosen
(be careful not to drop it onto the
motherboard), and remove the plateNow you are ready to plug the modem
card into your PC. Before opening the
anti-static bag, reach out and momentarily
touch an earthed object such as a radiator,
to discharge any static you may be carrying.
Try to avoid shuffling about on the carpet,
or wriggling on your chair, after doing this
or you will just build the charge up again.
Touch the PC chassis, too. Alternatively, why
not invest in an ami static wrist strap? The
NSaplin Fli29G is a very affordable way to
protect your PC from damage, with one end
suapjied around your wrist and the oilier
end dipped to a convenient earthed ofaject
throughout the insullaiion process.
Theinstructlnn Sxxiklet provided with the
modem suggests that you "gently lower die
PC card" into a free slot (socket) at difa
point, which Is indeed the first thing to do,
but what it fails to mention fa dun a slot that
has not been used before is quite tight and
that you may have to exert considerable
pressure in order to push it fully home,
once you are sure that you have aligned
the edge connector with the socket
correcdy! Now utkc the screw that was
holding die small plate on the back pane!,
and use it to fasten the modem socket plate
down to the chassis.
That's it! Hardware installation complete.
Slide die lid carefully hack on. ensuring diat
any guides or flanges in the bottom or back
of the case line up and dm die case plugs
back under the from panel, and replace the
screws. Readers with all in one case lids !
irant panels may have to fiddle with disk
drives in order to coax diem into sliding
hack into theapertures in the fronr panel.
Beware of trapped wires at this point. It's
often easy to shtst some of the spaghetti
connecting the front panel switches and
LED's to the motherboard between the case
lid and the chassis.
Reconnect the monitor power and video
leads, the mouse, keyboard and the mains
lead. IF you iiave a soundcard, reconnect the
speakers to die right sockets (they are often
marked), usually nearest the joystick / midi
socket, and plug in the joystick. Connecr up
any printer or other parallel device and
reuim the whole system to its usual
position. Plug the mains lead back into the
wall socket.
tfTfo March 1998 ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND

Photo 4. A slngJe fixing
screw holds the modem
firmly In place.
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Software Installation
So, you've got a plug'n'play PC with
Windows 95? Just switch the PC on and it
will recognise the new Modem and install all
the necessary drivers. Well, that's what's
supposed to happen.' Having installed
another "plug'n'play" modem recently, I am
aware that there may be a litde more to it
than that. Having luted my modem, I took a
deep breath and switched my PC on- All
seemed OK, until I tried to move the
mouse. Locked up!
'IhcTeason for this .was tin IRQ conflict.
Basically, hardware devices on a computer
ciraiit use signal lines to tell the main
processor or CPU diat they are doing
something and require attention. IRQ stands
for Interrupt RcQuest and each peripheral
device should ideally have it's own IRQ
identity number so that the CPU always
knows where a request for attention
(inrernipting the main program cxeeutiari)
comet from.
UnfbnunateK', due to die way the serial
communications jxin circuitry of a PC is
designed. Com 1 shares an iniemiprwidi
Cora 3 and Com 2 shares the same number
as Dim 4! In this case, on this particular PC.
the,mouse was on Com 1 and the modem
sec up as Com 3. on the same interrupc. The

.

CPU tried to look at one device instead of
the other vvith the result diat the system
locked out the mouse. If this happens to
you, you need to change something to
remove die hardware conflict. liming said
this, some computer and modem
combinations are more prone to this sort of
problem than adiers and some don't exhibit
the problem in such an obvious way. I once
had a modem that refused to operate until 1
rolled die mouse around, at which point the
modem would then start to dial out!
In the old days, hefore plug'n'play; the
modem, board would have had a number of
adjustable jumper links to set vvhidi Com
port die modem would appear on. Now
that this fa configured by Windows 95, you
could choose to go to settings / Control
Panel / Modems and try to change the port
to one where there is no IRQ clash (Com 4
for example, where the mouse is on Com
I), all without using the mouse of course! It
fa quite possible to navigate your way around
Windows 95 with just the Tab, cursor
controls and return key, hut ynu are untikely
to find the experience a soothing "one.
Alternatively, ybu could just move the
mouse to Com 2, at which point die
problem goes away; Naturally, nothing in the
world of PC's fa ever quite that easy and you
will probably find that the connector fitted

to Com 2 is a 25 way one instead of the: 9
way one the mouse needs. Most mice come
with the adaptor needed to fit between 9
and 25 way, hut chances are chat you lost
youts within days of fitting the mouse to
tliat convenient 9 pin Com 1 connector.
Be that as k may, once any conflict-is
resolved. Windows 95 should indeed detect
the presence of the new hardware Hie
Windows 95 "Wizard" pnigram will prompt
you to put the supplied CD into the drive.
Pressing nest then allows your system to
search for a driver and load it- My computer
also asked for the Windows 95 CD during
installation, which is not mentioned by die
procedure in the booklet supplied with die
modem. Tire Ixxikiei does mention thar the
modem type may I^e incorrectly identified
during this procedure, which is just what
happened. Tire modem was identified as a
28.SK type, but you are uild to ignore this
and carry on. Subsequent tests later showed
that speeds of 33:6K were ofatainable online
to a (non 56K) (memet Scrvice.Proricfer.
TIic insKillation instructions in die
booklet also state that Windows 95 will
display a message show ing drat a new wave
device was found ('wasn't new wave the
respectable term for punk rock?). This
didn't happen when 1 installed the modem
software. I will retufn to tliLs in a later article
if any problems crop up, hut for now it just
goes to confirm my belief drat installation of
hardware and / or sdltware on a PC never
goes exactly as the instructions specify This
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is really down to die infinite diversity of the
computer we generitally call the PC.
Although sharing a staggering riutriber of
common operating methods and controLs,
PC's come in many thousands of variations,
-with each possible component pan made by
many different nianufactureis in slightly
different ways.
Add to diat the variety of sound cards,
graphics cards, operating systems and other
software you may have installed on die
machine arid it is hardly surprising that an
install roudne wrinen.for one "siandani"
machine behaves differendy on -anotlter,
A PC that has been around for a while is a
little like a man orwoman who has some
experience of life and lias been shaped by it
into the person they are today Every piece
of software ybu iastall on a PC these days
leaves its-mark on die personality ofyour
machine, adding flies to your Windows
and System directories, altering initialisation
and registry files.
Some .software replaces files with newer
arid more capable versions, adds new*
drivers to your system and so on until die
mature "PC hecomes a changed animal that
has ■Teamed'' to desil with many more file
types.and applicaiion types tlv.m it originally
could. TTiis also caused Windows 3-1 to
gri>\v large and unwieldy in the past, taking
longer ami longer to load. This doesn't
seem so noticeable widt Windows 95, or
is it just that our PC's are so much faster
tliese tiavs?

Anyway die point of all this is that install
routines often do something unexpected. It
isn't good, hut it Isn't necessarily bad cither.
It is usually just a case of working out what
disk to [joke into the drive to load die
necessary file. If you have a problem
installation and know what file the program
is looking for, tile "Find" option (right dick
die Start button) is very useful for searching
directories or whole CD" for odd Dynamic
(ink library (.DLL) files, or for whatever is
missing. The modem drivers insinlfcd fine
without having to do tltis, despite the
discrepancies mentioned earlier.
Having installed the modem and it's
Windows driver softw-are, all you need to do
how to get on line is to choose and install
suitable browser software, set up Windows
Dial Up Networking (DUN) software to
make the.connecu'on to your chosen service
provider and plug all of the information that
the service provider gave you when you
subscribed to them. If you haven't
subscribed already* have a pen and jsaper
handy when you phone, them as there are a
lot of details to take down, all of which must
be faithfully transcribed into your PC Itefore
you may successfully connect to the
Internet via their gateway.
Next months article will cover the
installation and set-up of the remaining
spftware and the details to be entered on
the many screens nf information used by
those programs.
fiii-iu.--!
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BREA»CTH ROUGH!
SUN Graphics Display Monitors used by industry
worldwide; sold on the sireilgth of their quality
and reliability but supported by ultra expensive
Spare Stations now PC COMPATIBLE, These
second user models are none interlaced "have
Trinitron RS. Tubes. Resolution up to I2S0 x
1024. Cany a 28 day RTB warranty. The secrer
Lies in the unique graphics accelerator card
which accompanies each monitor. Will run
games to CAD packages. Your chance to have a
Rolls Royce monitor at an affordable price.
MODELS AVAILABLE:
Sony GDM 1962 19'' (18" viewable) £400
Sony GDM 1662 17" (IS'A" viewable) £-300

EM. BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS

Fully Built, Boxed and Tested
Prices start from as little as £30.00
RSL Professional Transmitters
V.F.O. High Quality Transmitters
Limiters / Compressors
Stereo Encodes

PRICES INCLUDE VAT - FREE DELIVERY
MPIP*
All

JAB Blcctronics, 96 Roof of the World
Boxhill Road, Tadworth

RRT Marketing Unit 6S. Hudson Road.
Saxby Road Industrial: Estate, Melton Mowbray;

Surrey KT20 7JR

Leicestershu'e LE13 IBS.

Tel: 0.737 842774

TEL: 01664 66181
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BASED ELECTRONICS COURSE1

'A COMPLETE PC

If you are looking for an easy and enjoyable way of studying or
improving your knowledge of electronics then this is the software for you.
Now includes the PIC]6C84 & PIG16G71 hardwafe and instruction set,
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Srdphtes preseniatioi 1 has heen entiaDced and speeded up with
new menus and indexing which ehapies a quicker access and
more 'Nfgim'qftve descnptioh of the^exignded range ot five hundred
'nd
"
the PiCl 6G84 mlCroGontfoller hardware and instruclion set has
oeen .ntroduced and brought to life through colourful interaetive
graphics where ydu can study 'the a'chitegfure of this device by
Dhonglng 'the data values to simulate all of the registers
ditect/indireai oddresslng, program/data memory ana input/output
sort contiguration AJgng with those analogue to digital tundtloDs of
tie picigc?1 if you weuld liketo 'earn more about'the pnncipies of
hbfeipdpuldr miorOGGntfalleis then If could hot be made easier,
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ouick levision and access tg nundred's^of
etectronics fofmulqg It is esdremely easy
to use. Just>se!edt a topic, vWiieh ts dfways
3 .'pfOsenfed as a 'defQUil diagram (do .btdnR
sareensl) and tnput \feur own1 voices.
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Siecfronics^PjInclpIes software fs eurrentty used inihuhdreds of UK and
averseas schools and colleges to support City & Guilds. GOSE A-evel, BtEG and uhiversily foundation courses. Also NVQ's and
SNVQ's wherg students are required to have art undersfandlhg of
slectronlesipflnGlpies.

Still

only

£99.95*

EPT Edueationol Software, Pump fiouse. Lpckram Lane WtJham, Essex. UK. CMS 28J:
Tel/Fax! 01376 514008 sQ(es@eptsoft.Glenhon;pa.yf< httpy/www.eptsoft demon,eo.uk
^UK and EC eouniries add ^2 per order for post & ptaekihQ. VAT should be added to the total.
Ctutside Europe £3.50tor air mail postage fey return.
Swifch. 0'eltq, Visa and Mastercard orders accepted please give-card mumper end expity
date, Cheaues & Postal Orders should be made payable to EPT Educational software.
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Where Is Neptune?
The orbits of the planets of thc sdar system
are shown in Figure 1. There is some
opinion that while Pluto is considered to be
the outermost planet, it could have
acquired its present orbit during the
development of the solar system. The
diameter of Neptune, some 2445 km, is'
comparable to a variety of the moons of the
solar system. Also between 1979 and 1999
Neptune will in fact be the outermost
planet in the solar system due to the
eccentricity of Pluto's orbic.
Neptune's Composition
Neptune — like the other gas giants, is
considered to have initially formed out of
the same embryonic materials which led to
the creation of the solar system and-with
the entity of the sun as die gravitational
centre of the emergent system. Thus out of
clouds of dustand gas of the Solar Nebula a
spinning vonejf would coalesce into
centres of mass that would in time take on
planetary shape and form. In away,
therefore, the gas gfents preserve details of
the solar system's earliest beginnings.
\Vhite Neptune is a told world, the planet
Is .releasing some 2.6 times more heat than

In terms of scientific achievement, the twentieth
century will be acknowledged for the triumph of its
exploration of space. Tin's, principally by tvay of
unmanned exploration, has seen d vast expansion
of information about the planets of the solar
system. There are insufficient resources to go on
the missions that scientists would like, in
particular, the exploration of the outer reaches of
the solar system is likely to pause with the recently
launched Cassini mission to Saturn. Tlje two
remaining gas giant planets, Uranus and Neptune
are likely to hold onto their remaining secrets for
quite some time to come.
would be accounted for from energy from
the sun. There is some form of internal
heat source driving the planet's various
circulatbty systems which remains a
mystery The energy from the warmer
levels is considered to set in train
convection currents vvhidiin turn provide
energy for surfece weather effects. This is

I
j
!
j
=
:
i
\

In contrast to the earth's weather systems
which are largely driven by the energy of
incident solar radiation. With Neptune's
distance from the son being some 30 times
diat of die distance of the earth from the
sun, Neptune will receive around 1/1000 di
of the incident solar radiation. This will be
equivalent to less than one \Xatt per square
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Oriiiti if lho platiats^of ;ficj'sQinf eystom,
meirei Tlie cccentdciiy of the oitiir.
however, is rebtivdy low.
Ttiere ;ire two firaio theories rcgaitiing the
struaure of Neptune but both dmw on the
notion of.Neptune being boinbanied during
its lifetime by countless comets. With
sufBctently hrge amounts of cnerg\' reletserl
in this process, an extensive ocean of
superhenicd water at high pressure could
I vise been established under Neptune's
Merch 1S9S ELECTRONICS AND BHYDND

atmosphere. It. would also be possible lor a
bier of planemry ices—predominantly those
of water to have ireen foniied. The dominant
involvemem ofaccumulailm of iq.1
'planeteslmals' over millfons of years would
allow any water or ice in Neptune's .deeper
livers to be laced by an exceedingly ridi
mixture of chemical exotics known to exbt
within tire fir tnivelled ice of comets. It fe
likely, however, that Neptune iias a rocky core.

Discovering Neptune
Tlte saga of die discovery of the planet
Neptune really begins with the discovery of
Uranus by Sir William Uerschd in 17S1. The
object had been observed by him as Staving a
distinn motion relative to the fixed smis. In
1802 its orbit vvas workod out at 81.02 years.
Telescope observations from the earth of
Uranus were of very limited value when
tning to determine features of this distant
planet. It was only with the Voyager missions
tliat significanr amounts of data on tltese
planets became available. Hie details of
Uranus and its five major satellites are shown
in Photo 1 and were captured by Voyager 2
during its Jamtary 1986 Oybye of the planet.
This far flung world apjieant as a unilbrnily
blue globe although subtle processing of
such images reveals slight banding In the
upfjeratrhosphere. The satellites are in
order or apparent size (not relative actual
size) are depicted as Ariel, Mirand't, Titania.
Olreron and Umbriel. In its size, Uranus is
very similar to dm of Neptune.
itsoon became apparent, that the newly
discovered planet Uranus was not keeping
to Its expected otfait. figure 2 indicates how
die influence of Neptune would in the
sequence of years 1781 to 1822 tend to
speed Unmus up and then in following
years to 1840 tend to slow it down. It
remains, as then, a complex problem in
Newtonian dynamics.
Fmnijuly 1841 onwards Jolin Couch
Adams, as a student at Cambridge anticiparcd
thai die Uranus problem was in fact a
jienurbatioa caased by another more distant
plancL By mid 18-55 Adams had calculated an
approximate [xxsition for the new planet biit
failed to interesi Alrcy. the Asuonomer Royal
:ii Greenwich to take up observations.
Meanwhile in France, the same problem had
been grappled with by Urixiin Jean Joseph Le
\ferrier who in cum iufomied Airey at
Greenwich and die Paris Observatory. Airey-;
however, did not seem able to personally
direa observations and lefrthis work in the
hands of Challis sit Cimbridge who
undenook the scan from die 29th July in a
laborious way in which objects as small as
magnitude 11 were scanneti
Meanwhile, Le Verrier had iosrpaiieaee
with Ills colleagues in Paris and managed to
interest the Berlin Observatory in his work.
Under the direction of the young student
Heinrich D'Arrest, the object was rapidly
found and confirmed around 25th
Septenilxr. In feet, back in England, Challis
iiad obsenred Neptune tm the fourth day of
his observing and observetl it subsequently
on two mure occasions withour appredaiing
what he was seeing. In foct, Neptune had
been observed hy many erudite observers
including even Galileo in 1612 during die
very first phase of telescope astronotny.-Ar
the time the disputes over die discovery of
Neptune initiated a fudcuis scientific
controversy between France and England
which almost precipitated into an
intcrnaiional incident. Adams and Le Verrier,
however, did not lake any part in this and
remained on good terms.

1:822
. 1810
ta^u.
1822
1830..

1818

1 'O

Figure 2; Relative
positions of
'Uranus and
Naptuuebetween
1781 and 1840.

Giant Dark Spot
At the rime of the Voyager 2 encounter:
Neptune's atmosphere wai durhinated by a
feature known :ia the Giant Dark Spot - with
Immediate parallels being made widi
Jupiter's Giant Red Spot. Photo 3 shows this
feature taken at a distance of 2.8 million km.
It appears to lie" an immense storm system
which is lower in altitude than the associated
white cirrus clouds. There is some evidence
that the structure was rotating in a
oounterdockwise direction. The feature
tended to essentially keep pace with die
rotation of the planet—suggesting possibly
that it originated from deeper layers of the
atmosphere. Neptune is considered to be
the windiest planet in the solar system with
winds travelling up to 2000 km per hour in "
the vicinity cif major storms.
Observations by the Hubble Space
telescojic in Jtine 1994 revealed diat die
Great Dark Spot.as discovered by Voyagcr-2
wus missing. .More prolonged observations
by Hubble, however, have observed a
sunirisingfy active atmospheric system
driven by dissipation of energy from its
strong internal heat source to tlie tops of its
ultra cold cloud tops. On the very outer
limit as it were of the solar system > Neptune
is not a cold and static world.

The Voyager 2 Encounter
Hie encounter between Neptune and
Voyager 2 was in many ways a 'ixjnus' for
the main nussion. As a sjatem designed to
ojxaate for a maximum of 5 years, the
highly successful Neptune encounter was
carried out when the Craft was some 12
years old. A key feature of the craft was the
use of heat from' the radionctivc decay of
Plutonium to produce efectrieity from
thermopile junctions. !n the far Bung
readies of the solar system, tliere would
have been insufiidem energy from solar
radiation to power the Voyagers.
The Atmosphere
The image of photo 2 was taken at a
distance of 157,000 km from Neptune some,
two hours hefore the closest approach to
the planet. The fluffy white dovids of frozen
methane are estimated to lie some 40 km
above the surface. Tlie bright sudhces of the
clouds face die sun while the darker regions
arc shadows cast by die cfoud layers. Such
shadows have not been seen on other
comparable planetary missions. The
atmosphere Is considered to be 85%
Hydrogen. 13% Helium and 2% Methane
and with die blue colour prcdominnntly due
to the presence of methane in the
atmosphere. Table I summarises some key
details of Neptune.
Parameter
.Equatorial fteEua
Meao'Dairity
Mean Distance from Sun
Roistionei Period
Ortj'rtal Psood
Oibiiat eccentricity
HU of aws
Equatsriai surface gra-rity
Mesa ctoud tcmperaUira.

Value
24,746 Km,
i'l.6--tgrcin „
•30-66 x, Eattfi's
15.1 h
l&!.8yea^
0.0097
28;3I dc^ees
li-O nVssc^ec
-193 to -153 C

Table 1: Key parameters of Neptune

Photo 2: Image of Neptune's Surface some two hours before the closest approach
and taken at a distance of 157,000 km. (Courtesy NASA}
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Formal Designated Distance Width
Name
Name
19S9N3R
Gate
41900
15
1989N2R. ti Venter
53200
15
ISSSfMR lssset,Ara33 53200
5S00
ISBSN1R
Adams
62950
<50
Table 3: Details of rings of Neptune
(Distance Is taken from planet centra
to ring's inner edge).

Moon
MainCl
ThataisaDespaia
Galatea
LafesaPraieis
Triton
Nsreid

Radius (km)
29 •
40
74
79
104X89
200
1,350
•170

Distance (km)
4S.O0O
50.000
52,500
52,000
73.600
117.600
354,800
6,513.400
•f
Tabla 2: Satellites of Neptune

Satellites of Neptune
Table 2 summarises the satellites of
Neprune. At present there are a total of
eight known to exist but there is every
chance that others a wait discovery. The
distribution of the satellites around
Neptune, however, is an example of
extremes. In a very eccentric orbit, Nereid
orbits Neptune from a considerable
distance, Triton, the earliest discovered
moan, is by far the largest of Neptune's
satellites. It orbits Neptune in a retrograde
direction—suggesting diat Neptune
acquired Triton at an intermediate phase of
the development of the solar system. The
reiath'e newcomers, Naiad, TKalassa,
Despina, Galatea, larissa and Proteus all lie
within the orbit of fnton.
In the close encounter with Neptune,
images were obtained of the newly
discovered Proteus and larissa which
indicated that they are heavily cratered
rocks'worlds. On Proteus, a very large
impact crater was evidence tharthe object
liad come close to being broken up. Proteus
is also a a very dark world - onlj' 6% of
incident ligiu Is reflected from it.
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Discovered
VoySgEf 2
Voyager?
Voyager 2
Vtiysgsr?'
Voyagar 2'
Voyager?
AV. Lasseil
6. Kuiper

Date
"1989
1989
1SS9
1989
1389
I9SS
1846
IS49

Triton
The irajectory of Voyager 2 had been
carefully conflgured to engage a close
encounter with Triton. This fer flung world
proved to be die coldest world ever
encountered on a planetary mission — with a
surface temperature of -235 C, One of the
reasons why Triton is so cold is its high
albedo or surface reflectivity of around 0.75Most of the incident solar radiation is simply
reflected back into space. The density of the
world was higher than anticipated suggesting that die satellite was two ditrds
rock and one third ice. A very thin
atmosphere was detected of around 14
niicrobars and was determined to consist of
almost pure nitrogen. The surface features
are considered to largely be structured in
water ice - possibly overlain with other ices
such as of methane and nitrogenSome of the most detalied features were
observed in the south polar region shown in
photo 4. The pinkish hues observed there
have been interpreted its Nitrogen snow and
ice. Within this region there was the
suggestion of dark plumes or "wind streaks'
on the surface. These have been interpreted

as geysers powered by liquid nitrogen. At
depth under pressure, liquid nitrogen could
be stable. If the liquid escapes through
vents on the surface it will'experience less
pressure and eventually expand explosively
into the near vacuum of Triton's
atmosphere- Thus even in a world as cold as
Triton, there are still effects of exchange of
energy going on. The areas of deposition
assodated with the geysers was identified
typically as 15 to 50 km wide and up to 75
km long. Unlike other moons of Jupiter and
Saturn, there is not the suggestion of a layer
of liquid water under the outer ice layer.
Triton is also considered to experience
seasonal effects due to its orbit round
Neptune. Thus within this cycle each polar
area will experience a cycle of Mid winter
and mid summer. The southern
midsummer will not occur until 2006,
If in fan Triton was captured at some time
by Neptune, the initial eccentric orbit of
Triton could have resulted in tidal healing of
its surface—which could in turn have
initiated a long lived phase of a Ikjuid planet
surface. This could have given the
candiUons for the existence of iife in some
shape or form during tliis warm period.
Indeed, there is considered to be evidence
of areaswhich one were fluid hut which now
are in the grip ofimmense cold.
The retrogmde motion of Triton is unique
amongst moons of similar size in the solar
system. While four moons of Jupiter and one
of Saturn have a retrograde motion, they are
all less than a tend) of the diameter of Triton.
In die dynamics of Triton around
Neptune, energy is being slowly Lransfetred
to Neptune whose speed of rotation is
consequently increasing. At some time in
the far future, Triton will become unstable in
Neptune's orbit and either break up to foom
a ring or crash into Neptune's interior. Thus
observations from a future mission could
perhaps detect exchanges of energy
between the two bodies to determine time
scales for this cataclysmic event.
Rings of Neptune
There had previously been some conjecture
iiy earth observers regarding rings around
Neptune. The observation ofoccultations of
stars by Neptune outside its known
diameter on several occasions had
suggested die presence of rings between
41000 and 67000 km from the centre of the
planet. Tire Voyager mission was able,
however, to identify'four main ring systems
as detailed in table 3The outermost Adams ring contains three
arcs of denser material within an angular
separation of around 33 degrees. The
detection of the. ring system presented
immease difitcuky for the Voyager enmeras
on account of the low levels of tight present,
the diffuse nature of die rings themselves
and the low reflectivity of die ring material.
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Neptune: The Guardian
of Comets
The discovery of the object Chiron
essentially between the orbit of Uranus and
Saturn in 1977 has led to the anticipation
that this region of the solar system is highly*
populated by comets in stable orbit round
the sun. Any jieriuriwtion of these objeds
by orbits of Neptune and her moons could
in theory lead to the propelling of comets
towards the sun with the citance of an
encounter witli the earth. Thus any
instabilities in this far flung system could
induce ripples of change elsewhere in the
solar system.
The capture of Tricon by Neptune could
also have been associated with massive
disruption of comets in previously stable
orbits round the sun - with the chance that
their orbits could have been directed towards
the inner planets including the earth.
Also, there is a great lack of knowledge of
the energy processes of the gas giant
planets Jupiter, Saturn,'Uranus and
Neptune. It is assumed chatplaneis behave
as stable entities across countless millennia
It may be however, tiiat there are cycles of
variation of such processes so that the
Neptune of today may be quite
uncharaaetistic of the Neptune of many
millions of years ago. The same may also be
true of Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus.
•
Neptune: The Next Stage
The outer planets of die solar system such
as Neptune and Its moons act as chroniclers
of times past, hi studying them, details of
the origin and evolution of the solar system
Itecome manifest. In contrast, iris very
difficult to determine the past history of the
earth since so much of its surface features
are relatively sliort lived. A return mission to
Neptune would undoubtedly bring about

new discoveries - perhaps of a wholly
unsuspected nature.
Any return mission to Neptune —
presumably* of art otbiter type — would
require a specially tailored set of
instruments for investigation of a much
broader range of jtarimeters. During the
voyager mission, many of the instrument
systems were operating on the limit of their
sensitivities.
As with the. Galileo probe to Jupiter, it
could be an option to drop a probe into the
Neptunian atmosphere and determine
details of the pressure/temperature and gas
concentrations with altitude. As with the
Cassini mission to Saturn which is
scheduled to deposit a probe on Titan's
surface, it may be considered useful to land
a craft on Tfiton - though the very cold
surface temperatures may present major
operational .difficulties. An investigation of
Neptune, however, should involve more
derailed spectroscopic examination of the
atmosphere for chemical composition with
also more detailed thermal scanning to
determine temperature variations associated
with atmospheric circulation,
liven ifthe go ahead was given for
mission now, and this took seven yeans to
plan and construct, the outward journey
would take of die order of 10 years so. that
the encounter would not take place until
2015- This perhajw makes us value all the
more the data that Voyager 2 was able to
obtain on its memorable visit ro Neptune
in 1989.
Far Out Plans
In determining furore possible missions,
groups within and associated with NASA can
study a wide variety of options, with the
most interesting missions put forward in a
formal way for selection. Id date some
thought has gone.into a Neptune orbiter

mission but it Is unlikely* in the short term
to be nominated in a formal sense for a
specific mission. For a project of this type, it
is likely* that some form of aerobraking
would be required to slow the craft
suffidehdy to enter into a useful orbit round
Neptune, this would save on the mass of
fuel required to slow the craft down to
achieve orbital capture but introduce tighter
tolerances in angle of approach- There
would also appear to be mote interest in
landing a probe on Triton than dropping a
probe into the Neptunian atmosphere.
At present within NASA, die next mission
to the outer planets looks likely to be a
choice between a mission to either Europa a
moon of Jupiter or Pluto. Europa has the
smoothest surface of any object so iar
encountered in the solar system —
presumably brought about by the:
outpouring of water from the warm interior
layers id its frozen suriace-'There appears,
however to be no significant desire
between NASA, and ESA, however, to team
up for another joint mission such as the
Cassini mission to Saturn.
Neptune the Mystic
As well as acknowledging the scientiBc
associations of Neptune, it Is interesting to
mention in passing the associations of
Neptune - principally dirough Asrrology.
The so called trans- Satumian planets are
claimed to be associated witli subtle mental
energies. Uranus is associated with scientific
invention and flashes of inspiration.
Neptune, is associated with higher realities
either as constructive engagement of the
mental faculties or escape into substance
induced sensation. Pluto Is associated with
die process of transformation - typically
associated of turning to something else
through sudden change and alteration.
Neptune is also associated in Astrology with
musical talent, in Gustav Hoist's the Planets,
Neptune is described as the Mystic and
mastedully conveys the feeling of great
distance and great deptlis. An Astrologer
would wish to find the yearnings assodaied
with Neptune coupled with die rigid
discipline of Saturn which rules the material
life. In this way there will ije a balance of
things material and things of a higher
mental levelAs we are entering more and mare into
an age of information and data, perhaps
there will also Ire developed subtle systems
of sampling of trends in events and
happenings that could test some of these
aspects which are claimed to be part of
our existence.
i||l'll~;,l
Further Information;
Atlas of Neptune. Gairy ErHunt and
Palrick Moore Cambridge UniversUy Press
Aslrologicalty speaking, Ingrid 1 fnd,
puWmhed fiy L;N- Fdvdcr, 1991
http^/seds.lpl.arizona.edu/nineplanets^
ntnonlanets/neptunchlml
httpd/pils'.lpl.nasa :gov:80/p janeis/
welcome/neptune
httpV/Kang,laril.gov/solarsysAieptorie;lttni
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AMAZING SAVINGS!
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HOBBY
MULTIMETER
CATALOGUE PRICE £13.49
SUBSCRIBERS' PRICE
£9.99
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MULTIMETER
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Coda 53695

Code 53693

SINE/SQUARE WAVE
OSCILLATOR

LAMPHOLOIR

f

CATALOGUE PRICE £61,19
SUBSCRIBERS'
PRICE £B1.19

liCP DAWN

»tQUtUCY

TIME SWITCH

S^nal

CATALOGUE PRICE £15.99

r.i
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Code 53697

Coda 53692

DISCOVERY
CORDLI
""
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PHONE
7

CATALOGUE
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LCR BRIDOE
CATALOGUE
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SUBSCRIBERS'
price £37.99
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#

'
Code 53694

Code 53696

When Ofdering any of.thesa special offers which apply only for Subscribers and new Subscribers of e/eclron/cs and Beyond, pfease quote your
Subscribers' Membership number (telephone Customer Servicesbp 01702 554002 if not sure) andthe special order bode number. All items are subject
to availablftity. Prices include.VAT. Catalogue prices refer to the 1997, Maplin Catalogue, Overseas subscribers telephone +44 1702 554000 Ext. 326 for
carriage charges. A £2,95 Carriage Charge will apply loan UK orders under £30,00 (MPS Account Holding Customers exempt):

PROJECT
RATING
Kit Available
Order as UJ73Q
Price £16.99

FEATURES
Automatic detection of
expensive CPU cooling
fan failure
he

FAN

Se

'tit

?l

FAILURE ALERT
••seeeeees

Design by the Maplin Project Team
mi
**■
^1\

C£

^AftpU^,

Some time ngo, I
remember a colleague
phoning one evening and
asking if stalling die. CPU cooling
tan could damage a Pentium
motherboard. I had a think, but
not being willing to admit to my
tack of expertise in this field,
replied thai 1 felt It to be highly
unlikely. He had a new, working
system and liad, briefly, been
testing the machine without a
CPU cooling fan. The machine
liad tailed and subsequent
investigations had shown the
mothetboard to be faulty. The
symptoms were unusual because
the VDU would not display but
the Power On Self Test . POST,
routine completed normally.
Further, the CPU and graphics
card worked when switched to
another tnachincJust recently a work colleague
was having problems getting iiis
PC to display anytliing. His
s; •stan liad iieen running
unattended over the weekend
and a failure liad occurred during
this time. Curiously, Jus system
motherboanl had developed a
fault that was not detected by the
POST at start-up. All other pans,
including the CPU worked fine
when tested in another machine.
Then he noticed his CPU cooling
fan was not running!
Could this be a coincidence? I
am still unable to answer this
question ami would be
interested in other similar
eSperiences.The latter failuxc.
prompted a discussion
cpnceming damage to CPUs and
die possibility of secondary
damage to die motherboard and
plug-ih cards. The topic gradually
moved to a device to detect a fen
feiiure and alert the user. The
result of these discussions is the
Sentinel - Fan Failure Alert.

Many computers use a heatsink and
fan assembly to assist their
microprocessor keep its cool in this
racy world of high speed processing.
This is particularly time of the good
old PC but what happens when the fan
stops working as it appears they
invariably do.

■A
of

^
U:

Photo 1. A fully armed Sentinel.
Defence tactics
lb detect when an event Is not
occurring necessitates detecting
when it is. lb detect a stadonaiy
fan meant finding something
that indicates when a tan is
functioning and then detecting
diat 'somethings' absence.
Three main mediods for
detecting rotating shafts exist:
1. Magnetic coupling:
2. Opto coupling;
3- Direct connection

"Worded simply, magnetic
coupling uses a magnet, or
magnets, placed around the
circumference of die moving
shaft. A detector, hall effect or
reed switch, is arranged to pick
up die aftemating magnetic
field giving an indication of
shaft rotauon.
Opto coupling uses a light
beam, possibly infra-red, which
is either broken or reflected by
auachnieius to the shaft. For

SPECIFICATION
Supply voltage
Supply current

5V and 12V DC (From PC power supply)
(5V) '2mA standby. 65mA Alarm
(12V) 6mA plus rated fen current (Standby)
8mA plus fen stall current (Alarm)
Audio alaim
4 x 2kHz tonebursts every 0.6s
Speaker power
lOOmW (min.}
Sound input.
compatible with most motherboards
Sound output
Soundblaster" and Blaster".compatible
Accessibility output Red warning beacon
Rash rate
4 x 5ms pulses every 0.6s
Fans supported
■DC, bnjshless
Fan current"
1A (absolute max.)
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No special connections or
mounting required
Suitable for beginners
Ciear-audible warning
Compatible with most PCs
Plugs into PC
power supply
Accessibility option
APPLICATIONS
CPU overheat protection
Power supply protection
Other fen cooled equipment
example, placing a LED on one
side of the fen such that the
rotating blades, cut the light
alternately will give pulsed light
when the fen is operating. This
can be detected by a light
sensitive device on the opposite
fen face giving an electrical
signal corresponding to the
pulsed light.
Direct connection can be
made by placing one-half of a
switch contact onto a fan blade
and arranging the other half
such that a contact is made
even' time the blade passesThere arc many variations of
the above but a)] these methods
require mechanical assemblies
around the fen periphery; a very
dusty area Several require
attachments to the fen which may
affectits balance or result in some
loss of airflow: However, another
method of direct connection
exists and is used here.
The type of fan used for
cooling CPUs are generally
brushless types. As the name
suggests, these fens do not use
brushes utilike most DC
operated DC motors.
(Interesdngly, nearly all AC
motors are actually AC operated
DC motors). The coils of
brushless fans are elearonically
switched so do not require any
form of sliding contact. This
results in longer operational life.
An annoying effect of die
high current switching of the
coils is noise spikes Imposed oh
the supply rails. It is these noise
spikes that are detected by tire
Sentinel as their presence
indicates a working fen.
Unfortunately the PC is full of
spike producing electronics.
The CPU, motherboard and
support cards are fiill.of digital
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Figure 1- Circuit diagram of the Sentinel.
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comjxjnents that work by
switching between two valtages,
Tlie disk drives have a bmshless
motor spinning the disk plauecs
and an efccrronic device to step
tiie heads over (he disk surface.
Finally: all PC's come with a
j)ower supply cooled by a
bmshless fan just like the one
on the CPU!
Guarding your CPU
The full circuit diagram of the
Sentinel is presented in Figure
1. Figure 2 Is a block diagram
representing the full Sentinel
circuit. This should help you
follow die description of circuit
operation that follows.
The Sentinel receives its
power from the PC supply but
passes the 12V through a lowpass T filter. This filter structure
is used in preference to a PI
fitter because the input and
output impedances, presented
jo die filter, are very low.
Further die load impedance
would normally be much higher
than the power supply output
impedance.
lliis provides better matching
to die PC |xwer supply and
CPU cooling tan. The CPU fan is
connected to this supply after
the filter meaning any significant
noise present on the 12\r must
be produced by the CPU fan.
The T-filter presents a high
impedance looking back into
the filter from die fan. Tliis lias
the added effect of exaggerating
the noise amplitude produced
by the ftm. This noise is usually
attenuated by the PC PSU
reservoir capacitors.
The fen noise spikes are ac
coupled to ICIaby C2. Tliis opamp forms an inverting amplifier
with a gain around 10, set by R1
and R4, with an offset DC level
set by R2 and R3. The DC offset
(0.5V) sits aixive background
noise level but below the spike
level produced by the fan. This
acrion means only pulses from
the fan are amplified.
iCIb is a comparator with-its
2.5V (approx.) reference on pin
5. set by RS, R9 and RiO,
Output pulses from ICla are
inverted by this comparator
only if their level is above die
reference level. The normally
high output of IClh charges C3
via R6 and R7. With fan noise
present, and therefore lowgoing pulses on ICIb output,
C3 is rapidly discharged via R7
and DI. D1 bypasses 116 when
discharging C3 so the.charge
time is long (around 2 seconds)
compared to the discharge time
(around 10).
As long as C3 is kept
discharged, i.e. normal fan
operation, then the output of
ICicwiU be low, the non-alarm
March 1998 HLECTRONICS AND BEYOND

condition. If pulses atop
arriving. C3 charges slowly until
the voltage on pin 10 of ICIc
exceeds the reference level
{3.5V approx.) on pin 9. The
output of iClc then goes Itigh,
the alarm condition. The two
comparators, C3 and its dining
components together with the
reference voltages constitute a
missing pulse detector.
'Ihe output of IClc is
buffered to produce an active
low shutdown signal via R19
and TR2. Rll and R12 form a
potential divider. When the
output of IClc goes high these
provide a reference voltage,
previously around Chi for ICld.
ICId andTR1 form a precision
voltage follower where the
output voltage, at the emitter of
TR1 is the same as the
reference voltage. The high gain
of the op-amp and the 100%
negative feedback from TRis
crriittcr guarantee this. rfhe
action of ICld add TR2 is
probably better described as a
high-current buffer. This stage
provides a voltage regulator for
iC2 which has a maximum
supply of 5V Oi and C5 bvpass
this new supply and provide
smtxjihing.
1C2 is fheaiarm tone
gtaterator. Deuuls of the
opcrauon of this IC can f5e found in die catalogue or die
tiata sheet for the device. Tlie
output of IC2 is passed through
13 ami CM to remove
harmonics not permitted under
KG regulations. 13 and CM form
a tow pass filter with, a steep rollo(I above die alarm tone
frequencies. The output of IC2
can drive die PC sjieaker directly,
K13 provides a suitable load far
ICl.if option 2 is fitted. If die PC
speaker is used by other
applicatioas, a mixer based
around IC3a allows tlic
applications sounds and the
Sentind's alarm to tie combinedThe mixer takes a signal from
the existing source (usually the
motherboard) via volume
control RVl and mixes this with
the Sentinel's alarm sound.
The mixers output is
amplified by IC4 before being
fed to the PC speaker.
Hie sound generator also
drives a LED buffer which gives
a visual warning of fan fiiilorc
for fJC users vvidi hearing
difficulties. This is a voltage
follower, ac coupled to the
sound generator, which causes
the U;D to flash in sympathy.
R21 holds pin 5 of IC3b low
when the alarm is not
sounding. Hie ac coupling on
this input would allow it to float
high vvidi leakage currents. R21
discharges these currents and
the output, following the input,
stays tow.

Figure 2. Sentinel
block diagram.
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Tactical logistics
The Sentinel is provided with all
die components to allow fiinopemtlbti monitoring and
sound a distinctive alarm,
through die PC speaker, if the
fen stops operating. The
Sentinel requires exclusive use
of the PC speaker but, if this is
already used, option 2 is
provided. The inventory (pans
list) lists all parts required for all
options.
Option 1 provides a high
current transistor allowing
external hardware detect a fen
feilure. This output could be
used to provide a P51J
shutdown, drive a louder
warning device or provide a
hardware interrupt to allow
automatic, "safc applicationdosttre followed by system
shutdown.
Option two provides a miser
allowing die motherboard's
speaker output to lie used in
conjunction with the Sentinel. If
only CIO, Cll, RVl, R14, R17,
RIS and ICS are fitted from this
option, the PC sound-card
amplifier must be used, l-unher,
tlie two pin plug shoukl be
fitted at P7 / P8, the sound card
output. If your sound card does
not have the necessary input, or
you do not warn to use your
sound card, then fit all of
option -2. Move the two pin
speaker plug to its alternative
position 'Si'ivAKI-R 2'. Sec
Figure 3 for tHesc connections.
Option 3 provides an
accessibility option for die harriof-hearing. A snap-qfF portion
has been added to die PCB.
Tills should be mounted at cycicvel on the monitor using a
Sticky-pad. if the fan shoukl fail
the Sentinel will flash the LED
in lime with die tone. Tills
should help a disabled user
avoid a sudden end to their
computer session.
NOTE. 76 use option 3. CIO
must be fined.
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Arming
your Sentinel
The following procedure for
assembly is given for guidance
only, it assume? dial all options
are to lie used, if die procedure
calls for a component to be JBtted
that is not to be used, then ignore
the reference. Ingure4 and Photo
1 will help vou locate the cornea
place for components. The PCB Is
very* full!
After deciding which opdons
are to lie used, fit ail the links
using the length of 24s\vg
tinned copper wire. If pins are
used to rtiakc connections to
the PC!J, fit these next. Fit all
die resistors dm lay Oat to the

Snap off Section
LD1 + 5&
LD5—

-canLSI- SO
O^QgL

r
Auto mo lie ^
Shutdown
+5V (Rod)
GY (Block)
hl2V C»ormoily Blue
or Yellow)
Wotherbaord r_
Sound)
Input *•"
SoundfCardU

i
P3

r QO +
EE — Far> —
EE4—. \ Speaker 1

sir
_i i

IZKt
-EE
-LD1 +

PCB and Dl. Nest, fit the
resistors Uiai stand up followed
be the smaller capadtors like
C2, C3 and C4, Fit the IC
sockets but do not insert the
ICs. fit fuses PS1 and FS2 taking
ore not to overheat these
components. Rr the remaining
opacitors and 13. Fit TR1,1C2
and RV1 follower! byd.l and 12.
fit the two pin plug. Tills goes
in "SPKAKKR !' on the PCB for
the basic option or 'SPEAKER 2"
if option 2 is selected. See
ladiail logistics above for siting
of the plug.
finally fit the .remaining ICs in
their respective sockets.Check
everything! Make sure that the
components are in the correct
places. Make sure Dl, Ci, C5,
C7, C8, C9, C12 and C14 are the
right wax1 round. Dl will not
explode but any of the
capadtors might. Make sure
that the ICs are the right way
round. Make sure no pans are
left oven
Cur two 100mm lengths from
the black wire .and lOQmm from
the red wire. Strip 6mm from
both ends of all the wires,
including the remainder of die
red and black wires, then twist
and tin diem.
Fit one end of the red wire,
one end of the yellow wire and
one end of the two 100mm
black wires through die PCB
holes at PL1. Crimp and solder
the pips of PIT, the PC power
plug, to the other ends of these
wires. Push die pins into the PC
power plug shell as shown in
Figure 5.
fit the remainder of the red
wire through the holes at PI
and the remainder of the black
wire through the hole at P2.
Solder the ends in place. IBpe
die I rare entis of these two
wires to stop them shortiiig.
The fan will connect here later-

T.
Speaker 2.

Xli
wi«
rO PS-—PJ
CC

n°i
Figure 3. Connecting
to the Sentinel.
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Figure 4. Track layout and component overlay for the Sentinel.
Remove the rhin sections on
die walls of the bos base. See
figure 6. This will allow the
rallies to pass in and out of die
case. Remove any buns and
sharp edges around the cable
'entries to prevent chafing the
insulation. Push die PCB into
the case making sure that it.
clips under the tags near the
case Ixniom.
Preliminary
manoeuvres
If you have a spare SO. speaker
that is expendable, use it.
Connecr the Sentinel's power
plug to a spare power socket in
die-PC. if the wiring is correct
then the red and black leads
will connect together. The
'yellow wire" is normally blue or
yellow in die PC but may be
some other colour. The colour
Is not imponam but die
conntxtion is so make sure that
red connects to red and black
connects to black.
Unplug the PC speaker from
the motherboard and connect
to the two way plug. The
jiolarTty is nor important, leave
the fan connected as normal,
not connected to the Sentinel.
Snitch on the PC. After a
couple of seconds die alarm
tone should sound. Switch off
the PC. (If running Windows
then let it complete its boot-up
sequence and shut it down
normally).
Remove die insulating tape
on die Sentinel's fen connecting
wires. Cut the heatsitrink in two
equal pieces. Slide one piece
over each wire. Solder the PC's
fan red (positive) wire to the
.Sentinel's red wire. Solder die
black (negative) wires similarly.
Slide the heatshrink sleeting
over the soldered joints and
shrink it in place.

Siirinking caii be done with a
hoi-air gun but you can use a
(very hot) hairdryer instead. If
neither of these is available use
a soldering iron held close but
not toucliing die sleeting. As a
final resort a match or gas-lighter
Same held dose will do die job
but be careful no: to bum the
wires or other nearby parts.
Bmshless fans can usually be
connected the wrongwayround widiout any problem,
but don't take chances. Switch
on die PC.
The fan should spin and the
alarm should stay off. Stall the
fan by pressing gendy on its
centre but watch your fingers.
After a couple of seconds the
alarm should sound.
If iiU is well, fit the case lid and
screw in place asing die four
self-tapping screws supplied.
Using scissors, separate the two
labels. Remove the backing
sheer from the front panel label,
the one with die picture of die
Sentinel, and carefully apply diis
to the front panel. Rejieat die
process for the rear panel label.
The rear panel label lias clear
zones to allow the two fixing
holes to lie used.
The Sentinel can nowbe
fixed in some convenient place
inside the PC.
if the Sentinel is not delecting
_\-oiirfmt: We have found one
instance, a iSOmrn £in, of die
Sendnei failure to detect. This
fan was a low noise version that
smoothed its supply so
effectively the Sentinel couldn't
see die noise pulses. E4 was
changed to 220KO and all
worked well. If you experience
problems this can be cured by
increasing R4 in steps. Tills Is
inconvenient but unusual
and is symptomatic of the wide
supjion provided by the
Sentinel.

K4 should lie dianged as
follows;
220K, 470K, 6S0K, 820K, JM.
The Sentinel cm now be
fixed in some convenient place
inside the PC.
Sentinel
deployment
If the teic opuon is selected,
then mount die Sentinel in die
PC as explained below. If opuon
1 is fitted then a connection
must tie made from P9 to the
user circuits). Tills is entirely
dependent on the users
requirements.
If option 2 is fit ted then a
cable must be made to connect
the PC motherboaixl to the
Sentinel The cable should
consist of a length of 16,.0.2
gauge flex, one end of which is
stripped, twisted and tinned.
These ends are soldered to PI2
1&2 of die Sentinel. The other
end should he fitted into a twoway PCB socket. Note drat the
two-way socket shell tint
Maplin stock will not fit all PC
motherboards, so check first.
Fit the connector to the
motherboard Speaker output.
Plug die PC speaker onto the
plug fitted at 'SPEAKER 2'. Set
RVJ to its mid-point posiuon.
Switdi on. Use an action diat
triggers a sound through die PC
speaker and adjust RVJ until the
volume is correct. If no sound is
produced it is likely die lead is
on die wrong motherbonrd
cernitnaL Turn die connector at
the motherixrard end around
and rc-fit it. Finish by securing
the. lid and mount the Sendnei
If the sound card output is
used then a two-wire connector
will lie required. These areavailable for many sound cards.
Please ask for ad wee.
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Option 3 is provided for the
hard-of-hearing. A pair of wires
mast Ix; connected to PIO and
PI ]. These must lie passed
through the back of the case
and up to themohitar. The
wires are fitted to the snnp-off;
portion of the board. Note that
the wires are connected as
shown on the circuit diagram
(PIO tpIDl-f). 5eeTigurc3

for clarification,
A stick pid can be used to fix
the LED to the top, or sitle, of
the monitor. Use a good
position at eye level where die
IJJO is not likely to get covered.
Test the position by stalling die
fan to cause a {allure.
Mount the Sentinel inside
the PC where it will not foul
other cables, the motherbaard

Figure S. Power
plug wiring.
Red

Yellow
Black

Remove Tab
o\

Figure 6.
Preparing
the
Sentinel's
case.

or the .case lid. Two sticky
fixing-pads are provided but
make sure that both surfaces
are clean and grease-free before
using them. Alternatively. Hie
box base has two fixing holes
which can be used to secure
tlie Sentinel in position. Fixing
can be achieved using screws
or a cable tie. If using screws
make sure that the Sentinel's
PCB does not short on die
screw heads.
We mounted outs using the
provided sticky fixing pads. See
photo 2.
WARNING. When testing die
Sentinel, do not stall or,
disconnect the fen for more
than five seconds. Fan failure
causes CPU. overheating and
subsequent failure.

View Inside Box FK73Q

O,
Remove Tab

PROJECT PARTS LIST
Resistors:
All
0.6W
1% Mela! film.
Rl.:3,9 1
10k •
4
R2.4,5
.iOOk
3
R6
10M
1R7.13
.,47ft
2
R8
.24k
1,
RIO
15k
1■
Fll
360ft
1.
Ri2
620ft
.1
CAPACITORS
Cl,i2
lOOuFAI'Bect 16V
2
C2
lOnF 50V Cerarriic
1.
C3,4
lOOnF 16V Ceramic
2
C5,14
lOuFAl Hect 63V
2
C6
220nF 16V.Ce ramie
1'
SEMICONDUCTORS
01,
IN4148
1
THi
BC547
1
1C1
Op-Amp LM324N
l!
1C2
M 667-215
.1;
MISCELLANEOUS
11,2
Inductor'1200/15
2
L3
Inductor iOOuH
1
FS1
PCB Fuse 1A
1
FS2'
PCB Fiise SBiov/-2A
1
PL1
Pin Strip 1x36 St
1
Box 321
1
1&"0.2 Wire Red
1250mm*!
16/0,2:Wire Black
1350mm*
16/0.2 VAre Yellow
lOOmm*
24svvgTC Wire
100 mm*
HeatshrinH CP24,
30mm*,
..
Quickstick Pads2*
Sentiriel.PCB
i
Sentinel Front Panel Label
i"
Sentinel Lea fie 1
i
Constaictors Gukte,
i
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MIOK
MIOOK
M10M
M47R
M24K
M15K
.M360R
- M620R
AT40T
BX00A
YR75S
A777J
JLOIB
:

QL80B
QQ14Q
AV42V
GX60Q
UM13P
AH36P
DA53H
PE06G
AV39P
B<7.3Q
FA33L
FA26D
EA36P
BUSH
.BF87U
HB22Y
GFC3D
LF/TSQ
XZ49D
XH79L

OPTION i'
RIB
TR2:
OPTION 2
814,17,18
R15
816
ClO.U
C7
ca
C9
1C3
104
OPTION 3
R20
R21
CIO
ICS'
LD1

Sentinel
weaknesses
The Sentinel is not suitable for
use with pulse width
modulated speed controllers or
other controllers that rely on
.switching techniques to
regulate the fan speed. Speed
controllers using DC level
control can be used. Brush less
fens that consume currents
below 1A can be; used but
some may cause the Sentinel to
operate irregularly. This is due
to the vast differences in
implementation of fan drive
circuits. The Sentinel has been
tested with a significant
number of fans and operated
correcdy with all. See
Preliminarv manoeuvres.

OPTIONAL ITEMS (not in kit);
• ,
10k
i:
Mibk
VMOS FET VM10K
1.
Q027E
•
100k
3:
MIOOK
15k
1.
"MISK
SlOft
1
M510R
lOOh'Ceramic
2
YR75S
IjjFAl Sect 63V
i
AT74R
47/jF'AI'Elsct
1
AT39N
lobp Aj Seel
JL,
AT40r
LM35S dual op-amp
■1
UJ34M
LM386
UJ37S
• •.1 1
1051
1
'M10R
IOOk
1.
M100K
!
iOOri Ceramic (in option 2)
1
YR75S
U.tSBS'ffn option 2)
1
UJ37S
5mm Red LED
1
W127E
16/0.2 Wire Red
as.req.*
FA33L
16/0,2 Wire Black
as'req.*
FA26D
Quickstick Pads
1HB22Y

The Mapiin 'Gst-Ypu-Working' service Is available for this project, see
Consuuctors' Guide or current Mapiin Catalogue for details.
The above items (excluding optional) are aval/able'as a kit
Order as LU73Q (Sentinel - Fan Fail Alert Kit)
Please note: Items in the Parts List marked wflh a * are
supplied in 'package' quantities (e.g., packet strip, reel etc.],
see current Mapiin Catalogue for full ordering information.
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Design & Development by Neil Johnson
This project continues the series of articles based on the
IBUS - a simple, slotv parallel eight bit expansion bus for
the IBM PC and compatibles. Tins was introduced in
Electronics and Beyond - The Maplin Magazine issue
number 119, for which back Issues are available.
Hot on die heals of last
month's eight channel
digital input/output
module comes this new
.addition to the Family, offering
eight opto-isolated digital
inputs - ideal For monitoring a
number of digital signals
without causing any interaction
between individual inputs.
Some example applications are
discussed later on.

Circuit
Description
Most of this circuit is based on
the' eight channel digital
input/output project fcanired
in issue number 122. The
major difference is the removal
of the output circuitry, and the
addition of eight opto-isolators
and associated input circuits.
The full circuit diagram Is

shown in Figure 1. Starting at
the top left liand comer is the
IBUS .interface, consisting of
the address decoder and
enable gates. The IBUS address
(A0-A7) is compared, with die
board address, selected hy SWT
and RPI, by 8 bit magnitude
comparator ICI. if both bit
patterns match arid pin 1 is set
low by the Read line, then pin
19 is set low; activating the tri-

state buffer, 1C2.
When buffer 1C2 is enabled,
the logic signals on its inputs
(AI to AS) drive its eight
output pins (B1 to BS) and
iiirimatehr the IBUS data bus,
DO to 07- This data is dien
read into the PC \ia the IBUS
Printer Port Adaptor (PPA)
described in issue 119.
The inputs to the buffer arc
pulled high by resistor pack
RP2 - eight 4k7 rcsistots in a
single-in-line (Sll.) package
with the common wire
connected to +5V The inputs
are pulled low by the output
transistors of the opto-isolators,
fCT-ll. Willie produdnga
simple circuit this arrangement
does mean that the sense of
the Iriputs is inverted - with no
voltage applied the respective
data hit will be set to a T
while an input voltage will set
the cocresponding bit to a '0'.
The input circuits, consisting
of resistors R2-9 and diodes
D3-10. The diodes protect the
Opto-IJEDs against revcise
voltages, the resistors limiting
the forward current through
the opto-LEDs to about 3mA.
The value shown in Figure 1,
2k2, is suitable for input
milages in the range 3-7 to
13 volts.
For differem input voltage
levels a new value for the
current limiting resistors must
be calculatetL Using a typical
forward current of3mA and
voltage drop of 1.5V for the
opio-lJiDs the new value of
input resistor can be calculated
froni the Following equation:
R, = <V-- 7-5)
0.003
For example, for an input
voltage of 24y a resistor of 7k5
is required- The nearest
preferred value would be 6k8,
giving .a forward current of
about 3.3mA.
The final pan of the circuit is
the power supply. The input
voltage, of greater than 9 volts,
passes through reverse
protection diode Dl. The
supply voltage is then
smoothed by C3 and C5 before
tjeing reduced to, a regulated
t-5 volts by IC3, a member of
die cheap and cheerful 7Ssx
family of voltage regulators.
Second protection diode D2
prevents any reverse voltages
from damagim; 1C3, while R1
and tEDl provide .indication of
power. The remaining
capacitors, Cl, 2 and 4, provide
local supply rail decoupling.
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Figure 1. Main Circuit of
Opto-lso!ated Input module.
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(a 9V (lattery wilt do) check that
aU eight Inputs work correctly
Remember that with no input
voltage the corresponding data
bit will be a'T, and when an
input voltage is applied the data
bit will be a '0'. If at first you do
not see a response check die
polarity of the input voltage — a
reverse connection will not
harm the board, butwill not
proride an input signal cither.

Figure 2. Component positioning
on Opto-isolator board.
iKPure 0-3
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Construction
As for Use pre\1oiis I BUS
jtiodtile. assembly is wty
straightforaurd, wiih all
components mounting ciirecth"
on die circuit board, as shown
in figure 2.
Begin with the snmli
components - resistors, diodes
and small capacitors. Take
particular care widi the
oilentation of die rxo power
diodes. D1 and D2. With D1
incorfea the board will not get
any power, while an incorrect
D2 will blow every
semiconductor on the board.
Continue with the reinaining
semiconductors - IC1 to ICl 1 and the address select switch
SXVl. When mounting 1C3
carefitLiy bend the titree legs so
that the metal face of the
package is flush against the PCB
and the black plastic body
points upwards. Follow with the:
three connectors and the
power LTD. Finally, fit die large
smoothing capacitor, C5.
Testing
The first test of your assembled
board is to give it a thorough
visual inspection. Check for the
correct orientation, of the
polarized components, in
particular 1C2 which.is upside
down, and the correct
orientation of the optotsolators. Also check that
polarized capacitor C5 is the
correct wav round.

The next test is to itower up
die board. Use a bench power
supply or one of those small
black multi-voltage mains
adaptors, slowly raise the input
voltage from, say. 2 volts to
about 9 volts. Using a
niultinieier check die output of
die voltage regulator, 1C3 pin 3.
rises up to, but does not
exceed. 5 volts.
The final test requires the
board to be connected to a PC
via a PRA. This should be done
with a length of 3'1 way IDC
ribbon cable and riiatdiing
conncciots. The IDC
connectors can be crimped
onto die cable with caretul use
of a small bench rice.
With the board connected to
the PPA, the PPA connecietl to a
PC, both boards powered up,
and the PC running the IBUS
software (available from the
audior-.see Parts list) you are.
ready to send and receive data
from the interface board.
The IBUS address to which
the hoard will respond is set by
SWT. With a switch dosed in
the ON position die
corresponding address bit
corresponds to a '0', and rice
versa. The switches are
numbered one higher than the
corresponding address bit, so
address bit AO is set by switch 1,
'address bit A1 by switch 2. and
so on. So, for example, if ail of
SWI was set to ON the board
address would be 00000000, or
00 In hexadecimal..likewise, if

all of SWI was set to OFF, the
board address would be
11111111, or FT hex. Once you
have determined the address of
yourintedace Ixiard diis value
can be entered into the address
box. see Figure 3- To read the
input register press die "Read"
button, to the left of the
windows The data read from the
input register Ls then shown, in
hex formal, in the bos belowthe button.
Using smother power supply

Applications
If you are now wondering why
anyone would want opro
isoiated inputs, this section is
for you! Even if you already
know wiiat to do with such
inputs, please read on as you
may find one or two more
nuggets of usefijl information.
An opto-isolated input is, as
its name suggests, an input that
provides some son of isolation
by optical means. In the case of
this project this function is
provided by a device known as
an opto-isolator (author s note:
this reminds me of a TV advert
regatding a certain brand of
wood varnish — "it does exactly
what it says on die tin").
The opto-isoiator provides an
electrical barrier betwen its
input and its output. When
current passes through the
input UED, turning it on, it
shines infra-red light onto the
matching photo-LraiisLstor, see
Figure 4. This, in turn, passes
current through its collectoremitter junction. With the aid of
a collector load (pull-up
resistor) the opto-isolator thus
transfers an electrical signal
across an electrical barrier.

sldtNS rev. n-15/iS/,37
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Rgure 3. PCB foil.
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insulation in the equipment
fail, your computer will not
survive the experience.
However, by careful use of an
opto-isolator you can effectively
isolate your computer from the
high voiiages present.in the
equipment.
The author can. through
persona! experience, verify- that
high-voliagc equipment will foil
in. a way most likely to cause
injury - what may look like an
earthed box may in foct be
charged to several hundred
volts, only apparent on picking
up, and rapidly dropping, die
unit' Opto-isolators can, if used
properh; avoid this unpleasant
experience.
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Epilogue
Thai is all for this month. The
next IBUS module will offer
eight channels of relay
switched outputs, ideal for
operating higher voltage loads,
each isolated from the other.
So, until then, happy
intedkdngl

V
9

the light emitter and
detccror are pin-sicaily spaced
apart, usually by a fenmillimetres of plastic, which
can provide electrical isolation
up to several thousand vxilts.
Because of these high ratings
opio-isalators are used extensively in mains control
systems, providing isolation
between the "cold" low-voltage
control circuits and the "hoc"
high-voltage mains switching
circuits.
Opto-isoiaiors can also be
found in measurement
systems, this IBUS module
being an example. In this case,
the opto-isolator oilers
electrical isolation between the
inputs, panicularly essential for
monitoring signals that may
hot have a common reference

iw:

voltage, eg. ground.
lb illustrate this application
consider a system of solenoid
valves operating at 24 volts,
using a corhtnon -f 24V rail and
open-collector- drive circuits.
Conventional input circuiLs
would not be suitable for
monitoring this system, as die
loads are. not referenced to
ground Opccwsolaced inputs
would be much better suited
to this system — with each
input circuit electrically
isolated from the other you
can directly connect die inputs
to the solenoid coils, safe in
the knowledge that there will
be no circuit through the
measuring system that could
cause a short circuit to,ground.
Finally, consider a highvoltage digital monitoring

Figure 4. The Opto-isolator.
+Ve

system, which might provide
an output to indicate a
particular state of operation or
failure. Connecting any output
from this equipment to your
computer would lie highly
dangerous — should any
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PROJECT PARTS LIST
RESISTORS - all 5% 0.25vratt unless stated ■
R1
33OR
R2-92k2
RP1, 2
4K7 S-way SIL resisior pack

G330R
G2K2
RA29G

CAPACITORS
ci-4
-lOOn cerarnic
C5.
UOOOfiF 25V radial electrolytjc

RA49D
AT52G

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1
74LS68S
:
IC2
74LS245
1C3
UvI/SOS'
tC4-ii
SFH818-2 i
LEDl
omm red liED

KP49D
VF91Y
QL28F
CY94C
VYL27H

MISCELLANEOUS
JP1
34-vray IDC. right-angled PCB header
jP2.3
IS-wsy IDC ri^tt-anged PCD header
SWT
S-vrsy DIP Wrftch

FA44X
FA42V
QY70M

Rood

IC sockets (optional), PCB. solder, vrire, 2 vetopins for power.connection1
SOFTWARE DISK
Input

Output

▼
k
Borrer
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The software accompanying,this projscb .supplied on a 3V>" disk, is
available from the author at the address below. Tne disk costs £10.
, Postage is £2.50 for the UK. £5 for everywhere else. Please send your
order, with cheque or postal order payable to 'Neil Johnson", to:
Neil Johnson. IBUS Module, 2 Chapel Held. Dhter Road, NORTHlAM, '
East Sussex, 7N31 6PQ. UK.
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by Keith Brindley
While 56Kbi!/s modems have been
around for a .linle white, they
haven't been accepted with open
arms the way manufacturers had hoped.
Of course,.it's die manufacturers' own
faults — there Isn't a standard yet for
56Kbtt/s modems.
Two competing technofogies have been
develojKd to production stages. Rockwell Is
the biggest rame in the group heralding die
K56fiec technology, one of the two main
variants. 3Com on the odier hand proposes
thex2 technofogr: Botii use simitar, although
largely incompatible techniques to maintain
a high dara transtnission rate from a service
provider's server to the user's personal
computer. Dara flow in the other direction,
from the personal computer to die. service
provider's server is not so high, although
that isn't really as important. Most Internet
or online service users want high download
speeds while the upload speed Isn't as cdtlcal
So to date, as I've said, these two
competing technologies have been
incompatible. This means that for a user to
purchase such a modem, the user's
Internet or online service provider has to
use the same technology — otherwise the
user has simply wasted money buying a
technology that can't be used. And, as the
tedinology is so new; it has not yet been
apjiarent which of the two main technologies
— if either — will become the default. The
tesult has been a decided reluctance to buy
modems of either technology.
Recently die two developers met in
Orlando in the US to discuss ways of
bringing their technologies closer togedier.
The outcome of this meeting is that both
sides are claiming victory, saying dint their
technologies will be used in the final
standard. In crudi. it's probably safe to say
that the final standard is a decent mixture of
the two, and have set themselves an
ambitious target of defining their merged
standard as soon as early February. Oriire
they have done this it's then up to the
InternaUorm! Tctecommunications Union
(ITU) to ratify ir, which it hopes to do by
September. Both groups however, intend to
have ptoducrs available that use the merged
technology by April, so it's likely that the
•ITU ratification will be merely a de facto
approval rather than the final verdict it
would otherwise have hoped to have been
seen undertaking.

That's good news for most Internet users
around the world. For a start it means dm
service providers who have been
understandably reluctant to commit
themselves to buying new equipment
capable of such high data rates should
hopefully be able to jump rapidly in die
'spring to the new standard. After all, as they
have been reluctant to upgrade and so have
not purchased modems using either of the
competing technologies, they should have
some money around to upgrade immediately
the new standard products that are
available. Well, that's the theory anyway.
Secondly, although it's probably a red
herring, having a faster data communication
link ostensibly implies that users should
have to spend less time itangmg on die
phone line waiting for dara to be
downloaded. Hence, phone charges should
lie reduced. That sounds good in theory
too, except thai it's probably not true. Users
who have been-wired foe several years will
probably rememlier the same aigumeot
being used when they justified to
dieniselves die extra purchase of a
28.8Kfai0s modem to replace die old
14.4Khit/s modem. Using the internet is
very much like trying to lialf fill a sponge
with water in the bath.Tbu simply can't half
fill It. Likewise, when you're logged onto the
Internet with a faster modem, you simply
do more things that use up the nest of the
time originally saved by the modem.
Not so Smart
While modem manufacrurers can be
cDngratuIated for agreeing (albeit eventually)
on a merged standard for two competing
technologjes, it appears the two leading
proponents of electronic cash smartcards
Visa and Masiercird don't have the same
idea in mind. The two smartcards have
diHerent operating systems that don't really
altow cornpatibility. At present there are no
plans between the two companies to meet
and standardise.
DVD Soon?
The European launch of digital versatile disc
(DVD) entertalnmenc machines looks set to
be a hyped event. Expect die media rd
pounce on it as a newsworthy event.

despite the fact that there have been several
problems — not the least of which is
growing concern tliat there may not be
many disc titles available at the launch.
Apparently there are difficulties when
producing discs for use with European PAL
television systems. Discs for US and Japan
television systems are based on die NTSC
standard, and discs for dial are more easily
produced. Nevcnheless, manufacturers are
hopehil that problems have been ironed
out, and that a significant number of titles
will be available for the launch date.
Another concern is that standards are
expected to change with tune — even after
product launch. Particularly important here
Is the audio compression format used.
While a Dolby digital format is esqsected to
lie used in the system now, it has been
proposed that this changes in the furore as
the MPRG2 audio format becomes die norm
for digital media in time to come. Naturally,
users will need some reassurance that what
they buy initially will not become outdated
by each new/ advance in technology.
Of course, DVD in its personal computer
guise as DVD-ROM is iirroally guaranteed
success as a means of storing huge
quaniiiies of data for archival purposes and
even as a means of distributing multimedia
arid new applicatioas to the computer
desktop. But it would be nice if DVD as an
entertainmeni medium could follow suic If
it was, prices of both variants would be lower
(as it is. prices are going to be very high at
least initially), the technology would be the
first to bridge the gap between computer
and television, and 1 could drop the.vinually
when 1 say it would be guaiarueecL
However, even in the United States and
Japan. DVD's future is not guaranteed
unless it's accepted in large-scale by the
consumer. It would be a pity if consumer
acceptance is held back (or even is nonexistent) simply because of production
problems getting software titles into the
shops for people to buy (or rent from
tomorrow's versions of video hire shops),
or because backwards and forwards
compatibility is not assured.
Wiu ■ -i
The.oprrkms e/presseil by Ine atilfirrare'not
neves-axilyaiowafthe publisher or the editoi.
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In the third part of his article on
making your own CDs, Martin Pipe
examines hoiv to master audio CDs
from digital sources, such as DAT,
DCC and MiniDisc.
So fitr. we've concentrated
on mastering CDs from
analogue recordings such as vinyl records, cassettes.
FM radio and reel-ro-reel tapes
- using that most versatile of
computer peripherals, the CD-R
burner. In essence, you're using
your PC, sound card and IiartI
disk as a random-access digital
audio recorder. Musical (or
whatever) selections arc
captured to your PC as WAV (or,
in the case of Macintosh, ALFF)
4-5.1 kHz 16-hit stereo PCM files,
in this domain they can be'
edited and'or modified by noise,
reduction filters thanks to the
features provided in programs
like Cool 96. before being
written to the CD as Red Book
format tracks comjiatible with
regular CD players. The audio
files on your liard disk are then
deleted, creating room for the
next disc-making projeer — this
system, unlike that of hi-fi type
digital audio recorders, doesn't
have the luxury of cheap
removable media.
Direct Digital
But what about digital sources?
OK. it you've got a CD-ROM
drive that supports digital audio
extraction then you'll be able to
copy tracks onto your Itard
disk, and produce a compilation
from diem. Tfiis practice was.
indeed, examined in previous
parts of die series. If you've
built up a collection of music
with cjpc of the more accepted
forms of digital audio recorder.
however, then it's still possible
to make CDs ikim TOur
recordings. You could plug the
line output of die recorder into
the soundcaid s line input - but
you're introducing digiutl-tounalogue (audio reenrdef) and
analoguc-to-digitaJ (soundcard)
conversion stages that could
impair quality. A digital
recording format and a digital

computer - these intermediate
processes seem rather pointless
arid inefixcient, don't they?
Bypassing them, and
providing a direct digital path
from recorder to computer is
however possible. Hie PCM
daiastream can then be written
to the hard disk directly as a
WAV file. You'll need a special
sound card, all of which I know
are specific to die PC, but we'll
come onto that later. But
imagine the possibilities! If
you're into live recordings,
either made with surreptitipusly
with a pair of microphones and
a pocket-sized, digital recorder
or with a DAT machine hooked
up to die stereo mix-down
mixing desk, the concept of
eliminadng all analogue
recording and mastering stages
is a [Kiwerful one. Ac the very
least, that DDD' logo that you'll
be entided to stamp onto your

'■

disc sounds very impressive...
Let's move onto compatible
digital audio equipment. All
DCC. DAT and MiniDisc
recorders have digital audio
input Mid output connections
of at least one variety. On such
terminais, you'll find the raw
PCM datastream. They're
designed for making digital
copies (subject to the restraints
of die SCMS copyright
protection system, examined in
the first part of diis article),
making the best possible
recordings from CDs, and for
feeding high-quaJity external

digitnl-to-analogue convener
units. An added benefit is thai
dierc is no need to worry about
getting.recording levels
incorrect, and either getting
distortion from overload or
inadequate resolution. Hie
most common of digital audio
interface is the coaxial type,
which conforms to a standard
known as S.TDlF (Sony/Philips
Digital Interf ace).
In this case, the PCM signal
am be found on a phono
socket at a level of 0.5V peak-topcak. It is typically Isolated, on
both pieces of interconnected

AudloSystem EWS 6a (signal path)
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Figure i. Block
diagram of HWS-64
soundcard.
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Figure 2. SPDIF-to-TTL Converter
(based on circuit from Helko
Purnhagon),

TOS Link
Output J—1
Optical
k2[] L/Pi
2t<2
GND-j-JDecoupling
Capacitor
across Device

Vcc
„ C-1
SPOIF '/P@—IB-r

i/5 !C1

7|\pi

Vcc +SV

^Tl^O/F
i/S IC1

QR1

ip/P
r5V(
TOS LINK
Optical
C2
Module

7i\D2 \7I'03

wDA-

R3
OV

C
t
-i—fl"
-Pin 14,105
:C3

-Pin 7,101
DV

DV

DV
equipment, by means of a pulse
tmnsrormer. The other fbnri of
digjial audio connector is
known as TOSIink, or 'optical'.
This also uses die S.'PDIF data
format although, as its name
suggests, interconnects are
made via optical fibre cables,
terminated at either with a
special ope of plug. Such cables
can be lioughi from hi-fi dealers
(albeii at a price). Maplin also
sell these cables (order code
CC40T), although they're still
quite dear at £15.99 each. An
alternative would be to
improvise using Maplin's own
fibre optic light guide (XRnoL).
Inside die equipment. TOSIink
inputs use a special optical
receiver module based around a
phototransistor, while the
Outputs employ a LED-based
traasmitter. Because the
tmnsmission path is optical,
complete isolation is afforded.
SP/DIF digital connections
support the transfer of digital
audio at a wide range of sample
rates. Digital audio recorders
are capable of working at tiiree
sample rates - 32kH2 (FM
radio), 4-Llkf-fz (CD-qiialit\-)
and 4SkHz (highest qualiq-).
DAT madiincs allow you to
select the sample rare by means
of a from panel switch. The
32kl t7. mode was deveiojied for
compatibiliq- with digital
satellite svstems—either Nicam
or, as with curreni DLT?
equipment, MPEG. Not that I've
seen digiial outputs on such
equipmenL,.). Some DAT decks
will record in LP (half-speed)
mixle :',t this rate, thus douliling
the recording time.
DCC ;uid MiniDisc decks
select sample rate automatically.
4-1.1 kHz is selected if recordings
are made from CD or analogue
sources; the 32 or 48kHz
modes are only selectcd if the
machine is fed from an aiidio
source that selects that sample

1/5 IC1

1/6 IC1
TTL l/Pi/6 rci

1/6 IC1

•• it
ttitf 1" i"

R2 0
OV

OV

Virtual
control
panel of
AV310
soundcard.

record the 14-bit samples
without problem - they would
simply occupy the 14 most
significant bits of the 16-blt
digital audio word. For full
compatibility with the CD
standard, however, sample
conversion to 16 bits may be
required; this could lie achieved
by software, although I don't
know of any such programs that
will handle this. The biggest
problem remains the sourcing
of s NICAM chipset that offers a
S/PDIF-format output.

can be handled by most
soundcards (and converted into
44.1kH7. by Coo! ;§6). What's
more, you should be able to

Which Recorder?
If you're planning on purchasing
a digital recorder for this kind
of work, then there is much

OSS
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rate (e.g.. DAI), if you are
transferring recordings made at
any sample nuc ather than die
CD-stantlmi 44.1kHz, you will
need to convert the sample rate
of your WAV capture prior to
putting your CD together. The
Cool 96 program, which has
been featured throughout this
series, offers such a facility.
Before we go any fitrther, it is
worth pointing out that Nicam
TV sound Is a bit of a no-no, at
least for the present. A shame,
because much excellent
material in the form of concerts
is provided. For a start, no
Nicam tuners or VCRs diat I
know of provide a PCM digital
output (which would be located
just after the 10-co-l4 bit
compander, and just before the
DAC>. Hie 52kHz sampling rate

C3
-tDO
-Pin !4.IC'
C2
-Pin 7.IC1

spdif o/p
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Rgute 3. TTL-to-SPDIF
converter (based on circuit
from Helko Purnhagen).
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Edisonwave, the audio editing program that is supplied with EANSSA
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choice and there are some
bargains to be had. If you're
planning on making unattended
recordings of radio broadcasts
for subsequent transfer to CD,
then you may need a digital
recorder if you want a higherquality alternative to analogue
tape. Many such recorders, like
their analogue cassette
counterparts, offer a timer si'arr
facility. The best potential quality
is achieved from DAT, which
doesn't employ any form of data
compression- DAT, which uses a
complex VCR-type mechanism.
Is expensive; and is relegated to
money-no-objcct audiophiles
and professional users.
Let's move onto the consumer
systems. Philips DCC and
Sony's MimDisc, wiiich use
MPEG audio tyjie compression
systems (esamincd Last montli)
to reduce data rates to levels
that can be recorded by
inespensivc-io-produce
clectromechanics. Tliey work by
discarding information that
psychoacousiic modelling tells
us that we can't hear, whereas
DAT records everjihing that the
ADC captures. In both cases,
such a good job Is done diat
most ears simply can'tnotice
the missing data, listening tests
demonstrate that the average
person cannot tell the difference
between the original CD, and
recordings made from it on
DAT MiniDiscand DCC. ^
Despite its excellent
performance DCC hardware is,
sadly no longer being
manufactured. DCC (ailed as a
consumer format, largely

j
I
Front panel I
of EWS64
designed for i
insertion Into
PCs apace
5'/'" drive bay.

>■•■*17
I

fWStM
o

because of atrocious marketing
by Philips. Tapes continue to be
available from some sources,
though, and bargains are to be
liad. One company. SRTL
bought the last few batches of
machines from Philips and is
selling,them at very keen prices.
At the time of writing, you
Could pick up a homedeck (the
.DCC730) for ISO, or the highly
desirable pocket-sired recorder
(the DCC17C1) for£230. The
DCClTOIs a supetb machine
for making live recordings,
although the microphone
preamp is perhaps slightly
noisier than ideal. I use mine

with a superb hassle-free stereo
elec t ret microphone from Sony,
the ECMS959C. DCC also be
acquired tn'espeosively secondhand. During the course of
research for these atticles t
bought a Warantz Db-82 .
homedeck, plus a Philips DCG130 playback portable and 10
tapes, for £130. Keep an eye cm
Exchange and Aiart, and the
relevant for sale newsgroups.
After a shaky start, particularly
with regard to sound quality,
MiniDIsc is slowly beginning to
establish itself with hardware
available from Sony, Kenwood
and Sharp amongst others. The

A

fj

iH
MS

GP1F3tT/GPlF3tR

latest machines, paracuiariy
audiophile models like ihe Sony
jiV3ES, hare a sound quality that
is at least as good as the best
DCC machines. You also get
uninterrupted recording of up
to 74 minutes (DCC offers up to
90 minutes, bur with a side
changeover in the middle), plus
random track access (which
DCC, as a tape-based medium,
cannot offer). A very neat
portable recorder, which is
rather more pocket-sized than
the Philips DCC-170, is also
available from Sony—this
machine has a mono mode in
which twice the recording time
is available.
But do you need a recorder
after all? A possible alternative
would be to use your PC with
the tuner connected to the
sound card's line input. Some
shareware programs available
will carry nm user-defined
sequences of commands (such
as invoking a particular
program) when a particular
date, arid time is reached. There
is no reason why such a
program shouldn't be a hard
disk audio recording program,
or the recording element of
audio editing software.
Unfortunately, PC real-time
clocks are horrendously
inaccurate and need |ieriodic
retelling (unless you've got one
of.those.Rugby receiver
jieripherals that automatically
do tiffs job for you). What's
more, PCs are heavy consumers
of power—even with the
monitor switched off

GPlF32T/GPtF3Sn
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Sound Cards
Many rccoixicrs, such as the
Maniniz DDS2..y2 DCC
homedeck, have (xjth co:isial
and optical digitai S,'PD1F inputs
and outputs: Odiers, such as
Sony's JA3ES MinEDisc recorder
and many portable recorders
(including Phflips DCC17b)
have coaxial and/or optical
inputs, but only optical outputs.
Some audiophile-quality CD
plaj'os also have coaxial and
opdcal digital outputs.
Unfonunately, ten* few PC
spundcards are equipped with
these connectors. Those that
do tend to be aimed at
professional musicians, and are
rather more expensive than
your coramon-or-garden
consumer types. In most cases,
die inputs and outputs are
provided for uploading audio
snippets of the best possible
sound quality into the sampler
that tends to be offered.
At least one product available,
the 549 AdB MultiWav; is just a
!6-bit ISA audio I/O card and
offers no synthesiser fadkies
whatsoever. Its sole purpose Is
to get audio into and out of the
PC with a high standard of
performance — and is primarily
intended for digital multitrack
recording. Digiuil connections
aparr. it is equipped with a
high-quality DAC and AOC (with
up to 24-bit resolution) for the
analogue inputs and outputs
that it also offers. It will work at
sampling rates of up to 48kHz
(commonly used by DAT), or
even 96kHz if an upgrade is
purchased. In comparison,
most soiiridcards only go to
•14.1kHz and are hence
incomjtaoble with digital audio
recordings made at the higher
rate. The coaxial sockets
support both S/PD1F and the
professional AES.'TBU standard,
and there is also TOSilnk I/O.
Although it's designed to be a
recording tool, it is also possible
to employ the MnhiW'av in the
Qexible creation of audio CDs
with a CD-R burner.
However, the AdB product is
rather expensive,and is very
much a one trick pony. Most
readers use their PCs for casks
other tlian CD mastering; such
as playing games,.and will want
a sointdcaid that includes other
features such as MIDI
connectivity and the synthesiser.
Two aiidiophile-qiiiility
so and cards with digital audio
inputs arid outputs are available
in the UK. The Bret is ihe.349
MultiSound Rji firom Turtle
Beach Systems, a 16-bit ISA card
that can be upgraded (for a
further 50) with a
daughterboard to provide

EWS-64
control
panel,
showing the
breadth of
facfllties
offered.

coaxial (but alas no TOSlink)
S/PDIF inputs and outputs. This
card has also beea designed
with high-qualiq' analogue
stages (20-bit conveners areused), and a 97(18 signal-tonoise ratio is claimed.
Although it lias MIDI
connectivity, there's no sampler
and the Fiji doesn't have any
music generation capabilities of
its own, There is, however, a
standard Wave-Blaster connector
for attachment of synthesiser
daughterboards, such as die
Roland SoundCanvas or Yamaha
□B50XG. if you want all of this
as standard on the one card,
then the Pinnacle, also from
Turtle Beach, will satisfy In
addition to the Fiji's facilities,
you get a wavetable synthesiser,
and a sampler that will
accoiiimodaie up to 4SMb of
RAM. Pinnacle retails for £339.
with the SP/DEF input/output
module. AdB and Turtle Beach
are distributed in the UK by lit
Cetera.
EWS64
A European alternative to the
Pinnacle is the German-made
Terratec IvWS64. which is
distributed over here by Imago
Micro. This 399 product
consLsts of a 16-bit ISA card, and
a connector module that sits in
a spare 5.25)n. drive hay The
latter, which connects to die
ISA card via a couple of ribbon
cables, offers front-panel access
to the MIDI sockets (proper 5-

pin DIN types!), headphone
socket and digital audio
terminals. Here, the EW364 is
particularly weli-spccificd. You
get coaxial and optical S/PDIF
inputs, plus a pair of coaxial
outputs (Ixitli of which carry
die same signal). Indeed, the.
ESVS64 is die least expensive
card with a optical input.
Unfoirunately all of die
analogue audio connectivitv'
(and the game pon, for that
matter) Is as per other sound
cards - in other words, at the
back of the PC. Abu cenainly get
a lot for your money with die
EWS64. The 64-vblce simipiec
comes with 6.Mb of RAM (2Mb
on board, plus a 4Mb SIMM).
but can be upgraded to 64Mb.
On boot-op, it loads up a set of
samples that conform to the
General MIDI spec, but you can
create your own and use those
instead- The EWS64 also has a
VXhvcBiastcr connector for a
synthesiser dauglircrfaoard (if
fitted, this is treated as Syn 2 by
the mixer), 'ihcrc is also a
digital effects generator, ami
comprehensive multitrack
digital recording fadlties (the
card can operate in full-duplex
mode, and Is supplied with
Stdnberg Cubasis A\{ an audio
recording/sequencer program,
to make die most of these).
Finally we ivave real-time DSP
eilects (chorus, reverb and F.Q),
implemented in liardvvare (as is
MIDI) on die Dream synthesiser
chip. All pretty powerful stuff as

7ft
m
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&r as die musician is
concemed,
The hardware Is rather
complex, and this is reflected in
the signal path reproduced in
Figure L There are two sets of
analogue inputs and outputs,
and both can be treated quite
differently. As Figure J
demonstrates, there art in foa
tv.'O sets of conversioii circuitry.
The first.Ls a J6-bIt A-.to-D and
D-A pair, housed within a
Crystal codec, and provided for
compatibility with Windows
software. Tliis codec provides
haitlware support for a number
of real-time compression
algoriiHms (such as ADPCM and
A-law). Tlie second set, built
into a pair of Philips dilps, has a
maxirnum resolution of 18 bits,
and is intended primarily for
use with the sampler/
synthesiser. These high-quality
components are capable of
working at 16 bit (and 8-bii, for
that matter)..Bolit sets of
conversion cireuitry are capable
at working at sample rates up
to 48kHz-'
It is possible to use them for
writing WAV files to the hard
disk. Indeed this is preferable
for high-quality work, since you
bypass ihe mixer drcuitry; die
second (straight) audio input is
provided for this purpose. Hie
synthesiser derives its samples
from either the 18-bli ADC or
die direct digital input. It is
connected directly to the ISA
bus so diat it can read or write
samples to or from die hard
disk. The digital output from
the synch is fed into one of two
18-bit DACs. The first DAC's
output is fed into either to the
(second) dedicated output (for
ijest results). The second is
routed into the miser (where it
can be combined with
conventional WAV playback, me.
line/mic inputs, etc.). It appears
as if the synthesiser has a digital
input attenuator, its the level of
the 5P/DIF inputs can be varied
asing die mixer software.
Installing die card proved to
be a bit of a pain. Hie only way
I could get it to work property
was to disable the plug and
play Option, by editing the
autoexec.bat file - something
which isn't documented in the
manual. Doing tliis had the
positive side effect of making
the card much quicker to
initialise. Some of this might be
attributable to the test PI33 PC,
which bad an early plug and
play BIOS written some time
before the.official release of
Windows 95. On which point
the EWS64 is strictly Windows
95 only—diete are no Windows
3.x drivers, and the card doesn't
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•work under Windows'NT. Tliat
said. Window's NT drivers will
be available soon from die
Terraiec wdi site
(hitp:/A«vw.teriaiec.net).
Mvcn after installation, there
were some problems. The card
wouldn't work with certain
programs. Tning to use it with
Iomega Recnrdlt. the rcaf-time
MPEG audio program featured
last month, caused the PC to
lock up altogether- the onlyway out is a press of the PC's
reset button, lite same .
problem was noticed with Spin
Doctor, the audio recording
program that is supplied with
Adaptec's Easy CD Creator
Deluxe package. The EW56-i
was, liowever, much happier
with the audio editing programs
Cool 96 and Gt)!dwave. Just as
well —a runGtiormlly-similar
program that is supplied with
the EWS(S4t-Edison Wave, is
prone to crashing.
EWS64 does not work fully
with the Windows audio mixer,
jtossrbiy because of all the extra
1 laid ware that is provided,
instead, you should use the
rather more complex EW'Sfri
mixer, ibis provides a more
user-friendly (but nevertheless
still intimidating) way of
harnessing the card's complex
signal routing arrangements. It
allows you to select Itetween
the rwb line-level inputs, .switch
I vet ween TOSlink or S/PDU-'
digital inputs, and switch on or
off (i.e. mute) various channels.
As the name suggests you can
mk varioas inputs, and you can
(usefully) pan, or adjust the
relative levels of cadi stereo
channel- Another useful feature
is a PPii (peak program meter),
spectrum analyser (wliidi only
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Sample rate conversion
with cool, 96.
works well on a fast machine)
and the ability to save and load
various combinations of mixer
settings. Another control
window, accessible from the
mixer, allows you to adjust. DSP
effects. Unfortunately some
features (such as the master
level control) aren't.iniplememed
In* some programs, and there
were some minor bugs. The
panriiirg was ernuic, for example.
Hie E\XrS6-l is a new prtxlucr.
and diere is a fair chance that
die software foibles (and the:
NT drivers) will have been
soiled out by the time you read
this. Hopefully so — the product
offers analogue capture that is
detailed and transparent
enough to make the most of
the best sources. The digital
input is also superb. There is
absolutely no tilscernable
difference iietvveen a highquality live DCC recording and
die CD-R thar was produced
from it. It may well be vvonh
hanging on. thougli: Creative
lobs reckon diatfts new
soundcard, wiiich will topple
the current AWE64 Gold fhim
the top spot later tills year, will
feature SP/DIF inputs and
outputs as well as a digiial
mixer (the A\VE6'!. out of
interest, docs have SP/DIF
connectivity-bur it's output
only). Tiie new card should not
cost much more than c'rie
A\VE64 does ar present.
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Cheap Digital It Can be Done!
A visit to die Chrisunas London
Amateur Radio show revealed a
quite astonishing bargain - a 17
16-bit soundcard, complete
with SP/DIF input arid output!
The 16-bir Audin Excel AX'S 10,
which was bought from the
Pivot Systems stand, is a fullduplex card and as such can be
used for budget haid disk
multicr.ick recording and
Internet telephony. It has a F.M
synthesiser (aided b}' software
waveialile), although there is a
WliveBlaster connector for a
waveialile synthesiser
daugliterixiard. The tard also
has a game/MIDI port and a
(defcstiabic) low-jxiwer audio
amplifier. It is supplied with
drivers for Windows 3.x, 93 and
NT. The supplied NT drivers do
not. however, work pruperty—
at (east if my experience is
anything to go by.
As with ics more expensive
coumerparts, the AV310's
S/PDIF input allows audio to he
written directly ro the hard disk
as a VCW file, with no intermediate
analogue conversion stages. It
was intended for connection to
one of the relatively few CDROM drives with a digital
output, such as the fanasonic
CR565B some (other CD-ROM
drives have the potential insofar
as there is space on the circuit
ixiard forthe conncctor'and
associatetS components, but
liiev- were neversokieied in).
For compatibility vvidi diese
CD-ROM drives, the AV310's
digital output operates at a TTL
level (i.e 5V peak-to-peak), and
so additional, interface circuitry
is needed to feed if from a
conventional S/PDIF source
(which, rememher, ojierates at
0.5V peak to peak). Hie circuit
given in Figure 2, which is
b:iseii on a circuit by Heiko
Pumhagen found on the
Internet, is suitable for
matching the levels.

The circuit given is capable of
accepting coaxial or TOSlink
signals. Tlie TOSlink receiver
used is die Sharp GP1F32R,
which is distributed in the UK
by Hero Electronics. I lero do
not sell to die general public,
but should be able ro advise
you :is jo the address of your
nearest stockist. Sadly .Maplin
don't yet stock these devices,
although there is a chance chat
they make take on this very
useful product line if sufficient
interest is shown. Using the
TOSlink receiver is very easy,
and if you have no need of a
coaxial input most of the
circuitry in Figure 2 can be
omitted. It's basically a threewire device - output (TTLIcvel), +5S' and ground. The
+55' line should be decoupled
by a lOOnF capacitor, connected
as dose.as possible tti the
tievice's terminals, A 2k2 load
resistor should be conneaed
between die output and ground.
Hero also stock die companion
TOSlink trans miner, die
GPIF32T which could be fed
direaly from the AV310's TTLlevd SP/DIF output. Feeding
tills into a digital audio recorder
would enable WAV files to be
recorded with die I lest possible
qiialicv'; useful if you are, for
example, using your PC to
generate sound effects for radio
or drama productions. The
GPIF32T could also be hooked
up to st CD-ROM drive, so that
you could record music with
the best possible quality onto
your DCC, DAT or.Minibisc
recorder. Out of interest, only
the digital sources (WAV files or
S/PDIF input) are available on
the S/PDIF output. If would you
prefer a coaxial connection
instead, then build up the levelmatching circuit given in Figure
3 (this also originated from
Helko Purnliagcn). Out of
interest, the two coaxial-riL
drams don't offer Isolation; if
this is required, then one of
Maplin's pulse transformer
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could conceivably be used.
Rcnieinl>er that if ran take this
route, your phono sockets
should be isolated from the
PC's chassis:
In the prototype, the
interlace drcuitry was
coristxuaed on a piece of
matrix board and screwed to a
convenient location within the
PC. The +5V and ground lines
were derived'frani tire PC's own
power supply - an easy way of
achieving this would be to tap
into one rif the PC's disk drive
power leads. The generally
accepted code is: black, OV; ted,
+5V; yellow (don't use!), + 12V.
f would recomnicnti checking
tlie.se supply ntiis with a
nniltimetcr before connecting
anything up! In die prototype,
the digital audio connectioas
and the input select switdi
were built into the backplane of
the CD-ROM interface card.
ilie longshine interface card
built into the prototype PC is
unusual in dial it provides,a
pair phono sockets instead of
die dreaded 3.5iiim stereo Jack.
These are intended forhtxiking
up to the CD-ROM drive's
analogue audio output. Since
these are not used - the CDROM audio is instead routed
through tile AV-310 - rhey now

serve as coaxial digital input and
output connectors. Extra holes
were tlriileti for theTQSlink
receiver mixlule (refer to Hgure
-i) and single pole, double
tiirow (SPDT) changeover
switdi. If your CD-ROM
interface doesn't have sudi
convenient connectivity; then
holes could lie drilled into a
spare backplane plate, and die
components mounted on It.
The software dux accompanies
the AV3fO is basic, but
fimciidhal. Yoti get a mixer
application,
recorder/
playiist editor and mbcer. The
latter, as with Just about any
oilier, allows you to fade and
mute tile various inputs. The
SP/DIP input (labclletf CD Dig
In) can simply lie swuched on
or oiF, and, cannot be faded - its
level is fixed, and hence
dependent tin the digital
source's original recording
level. With the Windows 3.x
driven;, the S/PDI!" input is
always accessible. Die Windows
95 drivers have a bug, however;
the input will only work if a CD
is playing in the CD-ROM drive
—as a result, you must ensure
that the CD you insert is of at
least equal playing time to your
planned recording!
Excelieht results am l>c
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S/PDIF - T0-TTL PARTS LIST
RESISTORS: Ail 1/4W 5% Metai Rim
R1
i
75R
R2
i
22k
R3
i
■47k
R4*
i
2K2
CAPACITORS
Cl.2,3
3
IQOnF Monores
C4
1
Mioelcct 47F/16V
C5*
1.
lOOriF Monores
SEMICONDUCTORS
01,2,3.4
4
1N4148
74HCU04
(Cl
1
GPIF32R
TOSiink Receiver Module*

(M75R>
(M22K)
(M47iq
(M2K2)
(RA49b)
(77378)
(RA49D)
(QIBOB)
'(UB04E)

obtained from digitai sources,
using the interface circuitry
given in Figure 2. Sadly, die
analogue side of things fa rather
lacklustre. Both capture and
playback sutTers from audio that
lacks sparkle and detail.
Aldiough it's fine for regular
multimedia t'C use. the sound
quality is woefully inadequate
for miLstering CDs from
analogue sources. Dierc is,
however, a logical alternative—
feed your analogue source into
yourdigital audio recorder, and
use it as a high-quality
analogue-io-digiial convener!
The resultant sound should
ceminlv lietter dial available
from die average PC soundcartl,
if only liecause the dreaded
analogue mixer antl switching
stages have been eliminated.

Copyright
Warning
With tlie equipment and
procedures outlined, in this
article, it is possible to make
recordings of copyrighted
works, if this is the case, such
recordings must lie made solely
for your owti use, and then only
if you have die original
recorilings. If you do not owti
the copyrighr, or have.
pennission to copy frnm the
aipiTight owner, you may be
violating copyright law and
could be Subject to payment of
damages and other remedies. If
you are in any doubt, please
contact your legal advisor. In
die final pan of this article, we
look at making Video CDs and
die presentation of your discs.

Points of Contact
SRIl (DCC (lardware^salfes). (012431 379834 AdtJress, Record
House Emswqfth, Hants P010 7NS Wcfi, h«p^/wwwwrtl«»jjk
Ht'Cetera Distribution fAOB/rurtle Beach disthbutor) (01706)
228039 Address Valley House, 2 Hradwell Court. St. CrispiniWay,
Haslingdeii l-arics BB4 .4PW Web:• tith>VA*ww,«<^erax»>ajl«
Imago Micro (Tetratec QVS64 distiibutor), (01635, 294300. Address
ISThatcham Business VfiDr^. Cotlivbp y^, Ihalcham.'Beite HG19'41W.
Web: Wtpd/wwwimaeom hfoJeoaik
Piupt Systejhs (Audio' Excel AV3lb sales), (0181) 850 3939. Address
BS.Well Hail Road, Hlbtmi. Lbndpn SE9 6SZ, Web:
ntty/rivww.pivot^. mptrters.co-uV
Hero Eiecbofiics'Ltcf (Shatp TOSlinK niodeiledistributoO
(01525) 40SQi5 AddfBsstipunstabfe Street. Anipihlll Beds MKfe 2IS,
E-mail. beTO@hen>e(TOj»jJk

A scope at yo
i.
fingertips
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i.TTL-TO-S/PDIF CONVERTER PARTS USTl
RESISTORS: All 1/4W 5% Metal Rim
R1
1
R2
1
CAPACITORS
Cl,2
2
C3
1
SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1
1

330R
100R

(M330R)
(MIOOR)

lOOnF Monores
Minelect 47F/16V

(RA49D)
(VV37S)

74HCU04

(UBd4E)

MISCELLANEOUS PARTS UST
M3 ihsultd Spacer (Pk? 4)
1
FS3BR
SPDT Ultra Min Tggle 1
FH98G"
Chassis Phono SW
2
TVV06G
Matrix Board
1
JP54J
:
PCS Pins
1 pkt
FL23A
Min Screened Cable
Im
XR15R
Screened Plug
2
HHOiB
Fibte Optic Lead Dig
1
CC40T*
Note: items marked * only needed if optical input is required. Item
| matted # only needed if both coaxial and optics! output are necessary,

Oscilloscopes are becoming smaller and!
lighter, now Pico Technology brings you the!
latest development, the osziFOX hand hefdj
scope.
y
>
T Sample rales from 50ns h 1 ms
T Can conned lo a VC via serial pot!
V Voilmckf IflC and VC)
W Racklil £CD display
Unit is supplied with appropriate cables
and software disk.
Complete price £98.11 including VAT and
exo. VAT £3.50 P&P (UK).
Pioo Technology Limited, RrdadWay'House,
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Computer controlled

by George Pickworth
Dain' fanning invokes
tending and milking die
cows mice a day on
every day of the year; Up to the
mid 1930's a moderately large
dairy herd consisted of about 3Q
milking cor.3 and nearly all
were hand milked; so ail the
farm workers, o-picilly four
were involved in this operation
before and after returning from
work in the fields.
NOw; with a computer
controlletl milking parlour, one
man can comfortably milk and
manage a herd of more than
300 cows; Photo iVMoreover,
with the imminent introduction
of robotics devices that
automatically apply and remove
the teat cups to the cows, the
above figure could well be
increased.
However rather than allow a
further increase in herd
numbers, which in many
instances iwve. already readied
optimum, the great attraction of
robots is to reduce die physical
work involved and make life
easier for the herdsmanAvoman.
I

;i.

So, in addition to being a
rugged individual highly skilled
in animal husbandry; the
modern dairy farmer must also
be a highly competent manager
and be computer literate.
Overview
Ifelt.that.it would be
meaningless to discuss a
sophisticated, computer
controlled milking paribur, let
alone robotics without first
giving readers unfamiliar with
the subject aft overview of die
operation of a dairy farm. So, I
decided to devote the first part
of this study td the evolution
and operation of sophisticated
milking parlours.
In the second part we will
look more closely at the rule of
electronics in the actual
operation and management of a
modern dairy farm. ( have also
included a few notes on the
changes that large computer
concrolled milking parlours
have brought about in die
countrvside.

I
Evolution
Originally, only a few cows were
kept on farms, principally to
supply the farmer and his family
with milk; the cows were
milked in open yards.
Moreover, the cows were poorly
ooudshed, especially during the
winter; oats and the best hay
was always kept for the work
hotses. iVs.a result die cows
yielded only a litre or two of
milk which left little to spare
after their calves liad suckied.
Daiiy famiiog really began
around 1840 widi the coming of
the railways; which made it
possible for fresh miik to be
delivered to cities within a few
hou is of the cows being milked.
In fact many rail way stations or
halts were located to serve
farmers who brought their milk

I
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to these stations in 17 gallon
chums by horse and can. Die
attraction of dairy farming,
unlike grain growing, was that
milk production provided a
daily income, indeed, it became
the inaiastay of many farmers.
Cow sheds
To produce a reliable Jriilk
supply all year round required
that the cows calved at regular
periods, throughout the year;
normally they would have
calved only in the spring. So, in
order to modify- the cow's
narural breeding cycle and to
produce significantly more milk
than that required by the calves,
the cows had to lie well fed
with hay and cereals and
housed in warm sheds duringthe winter months
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Figure 1. Layout of Buildings on a typical mixed farm circa 1935
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dairy herds, dairy farming was
generally integrated with
cultivation of other crops such
as cereals and potatoes in what
was called a mixed fiirm. Crops
were grown specifically to
provide feed for die cows, but
straw from grain production
provided their betiding.
The sue of the dairy- herd,
typically 2O-30 cows, was
therefore determined primarily
by the.amounr bulk feed, i.e.
hay oats and root crops that
could be produced on the fhrm.
Concentrate foods, typically
vegetable oil residues after
extraction of the oil. were
bought in.
With die above arrangement,
the resultam manure was kept
in balance with the amount of
milk and crops produced- Bur,
as we will see, the evolution of
milking pariours and the
resultant large number of cows
on few farms upset this balance.

Figure 2. A bucket type milking machine.
Not© removeablo top and pulsator.

Tect cup cluster

Records now hod to be
carefully kept as to when each
cow was served hy the hull and
when die calf would be bom
hut, as we will, see, on a modem
dairy it is not only the actual
rrulkirig operations that are
computer controlled, but also
feeding, breeding and record
keeping.

lied parallel:type jiarlour. Note

fSS
Modifications
During the early years of dairy
firming; it was usual for the
open fronted buildings that
enclosed a typical farm
courtyard, (where cattle were
kepi during the winter months)
to be converted to cow sheds.
The open sides of the
buildings were bricked, quite
often with money obtained
from sale of land to rmlway
companies, to form a pair of
enclosed cow sheds, each
typically itaving stalls for 20
cows. The stalls were wooden
and were arrahged parallel
along one side of the shed. The
floors were brick and being
porous were far from being
hygienic.
Dairies Act
NoneUieless, these eariy cow
sheds*>vith their parallel stalls
were perfectly OK for liandmiiking and many of the
original (circa 18)0) cowsheds
remained in use until 1935
when the Dairies Act required
them to have impervious
concrete floors and tubular
steel stalls.
On innovative Emus,
impfovement work to the sheds
was complemented by installing

I t
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bucket type milking machines
(more about these later) and
automatic drinking bowls lbseach cow.
The cows still lived in the
sheds during the winter
months and during fhe.day
were-fed with hay plus a
mixture of chopped straw,
ground cereals ant! chopped
mangolds (a root amp) grown
specifically for catde feed. The
cows came out of die sheds
only for exercise and for water if
automatic drinking bowls were
not installed-

Photo 3 Operator
applying teat cups
to a cow Note
cows are at a
higher level tfian
operator

Hand Milking
Before the evolution of milking
machines, it required four
workers to hand milk a fitirly
large dairy herd of about 30
cows within an hour. Practical
reasons dictated that milking be
corripieted within about an
hour. AH the farm staff were
involved with the roomings
milking before setting off to
work in the. fields and usually
again in late afternoon when
they returned from the fields.
Moreover, the milk lorry
usually called to collect die
milk at S.Oani. Only the
cowmaaAvoman was involved
full time with the cows which
involved feeding and cleaning
out die sheds. The manure
was piled up in the courtyard.
(See Figure 1).
As already mentioned, die
cow-s had to be tended and

Wgf'ng pvuKfiRW
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Integrated
Before die i950's, when the
evolution of milkiag parlours
and the resultant vcty large
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Milk and
vacuum lines

Vacuum pump

Figure 3. fl DirecMo-Une
milking shed by Fulwood.
The tubes from the teat cup
cluster are connected to
milk and vacuum lines that
run around shad.
milked, twice a day even' (by of
die year. Si), during the 1930's
when I was a young farm boy,
arid indeed throughout the war
years, farm workers worked all
cby on Saturday and Sundays
mornings, generally finishing at
alxKJt 10.00am, then returned
for afternoon milking at
4.00pm- Indeed, the only break
during the week for farm
workers was a few hours off
during Sunday.
Although die first generation
milking madiines apjicared at
the turn of the century, there
was no real motivation for
farmers to employ these rather
primitive machines. Farm
workers had little option other
than to work long hours and in
any case, the- pre-1935 cow
sheds did not lend themselves
to milking machines.

Cooler ond milk
storoge tank

these machines.
With bucket type madiines,
each unit was set down'beside
the cow; then a flexible tube
was connected to the "vacuum''

Bucket Type
Whilst the improvements to the
cow sheds during 1935 paved
the way for bucket type milking
machines, their adoption was at
first very slow, but gained
momentum and by the
beginning of the Second World
most fanners had installed
March 1998 EtECTRONICS AND BEYOND
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line wliicii provided die
necessary suction. The pump,
which reduced pressure in
the "vacuum" line to about
t-1" Hg wits housed In a
tioto 4. Ah
electronic
m rpulsator

%
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convenient room. Bucket type
machines, operated from a
[Kirtablc "vacuum" still hast?
application on small iierds of
goats or even sheep.
Operation of the milking
machine is described in Pan 3
but for now it is sufficient to sayit required a device known as
the pulsator caused the teat
cups to simutaie die rhythniic
sucking of a calf Pulsators were
mechanical devices mounted
on the top of each bucket. The
four teat cups, Figure 2.
collectively known as the
duster were connected to the
bucket by rubber tubes.
Once die duster Iratl been
attached to the cows teats,
milking was automatic; milk
flowed into the bucket, which
behaved as a milk trap, whilst the
operator observed flow through
of a short length of glass tube
inserted in tile milk tube.
When milk flow ceased, the
operator removed the cluster,
then removed the pulsator and
pipes assembly from the top of
the bucket and then attached it
to an empty bucket. The
complete unit was then moved
the to die next cow
Two operators, could

Q

land.em Parlour

Herringbone Parlour

3
Si V
f)
Rotary Parlour (Parallel or Herringbone)

Parallel Parlour

Figure 4. a) Plan views of herringbone, tandem, parallel and rotary milking parlours.
cQnifonably operate three
bucket machines and four if
necessary. 'Hie two operators
generally shiireti the work of
•washing the cows udders prior
to tnilking, applvihg the teat
cup dusters, giving the cow its
concentrate feed ration and
carrying the milk to the dairy.
The two operators could
therefore milk an average herd
of about 30 cows in alHiiit an
hour, i.e. 15 cows per man
hour. Averageyields'before
alx>ut 1950 were about 2,500
litres during the lactntion
period, or an average of about
■4.0 Utres/day/cow;
Cooling
In the firm dairy, which was
generally a room within the
fanu hoase, die milk was
immediately cooled by flowing
over
corrugated surface of a
hear exchanger. The degree to
which the milk was cooled
depended upon tliat of the
cooling water; tiiis was typically
well-water with a temjieraiufc
in lite order of ICfC. Generally
the deeper the welt, the cooler
the water
After cooling to about 15aC
the milk was filtered and
{Xtured into churns in readiness
for collection bv the fnilk lorrv

at about 8,0 am. Tlte evenings
milk was kept in the dairy
overnight.
Immediate cooling greatly
extended duration over which

the milk would remain fresh
and tiiis made it possible to
keep the milk fresh overnight
and to transport it to town and
dlv dairies-

Direct line systems
The logical advance from the
bucket system was to dispense
with the bucket and "pipe" the
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Figure 4. fa) Detailed view of a rotary tnilking parlnur (See also photo A).
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Figure 5.
A computer
controlled
feeding
station.

Feeding stalls

Covered Yard

Feeding'
stalls
Feeder
shuts
Feeder
Feed
track

milk direcUy to tfic dairysection: this became known as
the Direct line system and
generally required the
cnastniction of a completely
new cow shed. The new sheds
no longer depended on well"
water for milk cooling, but
employed refrigenuion.
Wlth the Direct to line system, operation was now
controlled by a single pulsator;
these too were originally a
mechanical devices but have
since been replaced by
electronically controlled
pulsatoia.
As the teat cups pulsate in
pairs, it required a pair of
vacuum tines (one for each pair
of teat cups) in adclition to the
milk fine and to ladlitatc
connection triple connecrors
were used (see photo 3).
Otherwise operation was the
same as with the bucket units.
However, only the teat cup
clusters now had to be earned
from cow to cow and be recoupled to die vacuunv'milk line
as milking prpgressetl Tlie Direrct
to line system is still preferred in
some pans of die world.
Milking Parlours
The logical next phase w-.ls to
hax-e static milking points and
make die cows walk in turn to
individual milking points. This
approach resulted in a new
generation of milking sheds
that became known as milking
parlouts. In many cases these
were the successor to the
Direct to line Milking sheds.

Feed
trough

Unlike the earlier cow sheds
in which the cows were
milked, fed and lived; the cows
were now housed antf fed with
bulk foods, i.e. hay and silage
throughout the winter months
in large open span sheds.
Separating the milking
.section from where the cows
lived, overcame the principal
hygienic objections to
cowsheds. The cows entered
the parlour only for milking
bur, by giving them part of
their coQcenirate feed ration,
encouraged them to the enter
the stalls on their own volition.
The early parlours were
mechanical devices requiring
manual control of entry and
exit gates. Nonetheless, by no
longer having to move the
milking machines from cow to
cow efficiency was dramatically
Increased.
Four Basic types
There are four basic types of
parlours, i.e. tandem, parallel,
herringbone, and rotary.
Parallel
With parallel parlours, die
stalls were aligned as the.name
implies, side by side as with
the early cow shetis: The
difference was that the cows
were milked on an elevated
floor which greatly facilitated
washing their udders and
applying the dusters. The
objective of the parallel system
was to concentrate the cows
udders near to the milking
units and dose to the operator.
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Tlie cows entered a group of
stalls in batches. A wide
"rump rail" prevented them
tailing to the lower level, where
die Ojiemtor worked, as the
cows maneuvered into
individual stalls.
Herringbone
Wld) the herringbone system,
the stalls are angled so as to
facilitate cows entering
and exiting.
In a computerized parlour,
the rump rail houses the
coniptuor slave units which
control milking operations and
allow the herdsman ro access
data on eadi cow (Sec Photo i
& 3)- More of titis in Part 3.
Unfommately. the rail obsured
vision of the cows.
Tandem
With tandem stalls, the cows
stand lengthwise to the
operator; this avoids the "mropraiTant! allows the operator to
have ah. overall Mew of the cow
(Sec photo 2). However, the
tandem arrangement increases
the distance between the
udders of each cow and this
requires wider sparing of the
milking units
As we liave seen, the cows
stand on a higher level than
that of the operator; this '
fadlitatcs washing their udders
and applying the teat cup •
clusters (Sec Photo 3)Throughput
Even with pre-oomputer
controlled parlours, one.
manAvoman could operate up

to 12 milking units in addition
to washing the cows udders
and issuing their concentcare
Feed ration; this was clone by
pulling a lever. Providing pan
of dieir feed ihiring milking
persuading the cows to enter
the parlour and eating had a
soothing effect on the cows.
Some farmers even played
soothing music.
Throughput was about <50
cows/hour; but as physical
efron. on die operators part
was gready reduced from that
required by the direct-line
system, eadi milking period
could be. extended to two
hours; this enabled one
operator to milk 120 cows
twice each day; a dramatic
increase of one man to 15 cows
with the bucket system.
Rotating
As die name implies, fnilking
rakes place whilst the parlour
rotates and Ls completed
during one revolution of the
parlour. These were generally
used with rery large herds, and
in many cases need at least two
operators. The cows enter an
empty stall and back out of the
stall after milking.
With very large installations,
the cows exii the stalls to the
centre of die parlour and leave
by a runnel under die rotating
part. However a large rotating
parlour requires two or more
operators at specific points
around the parlour
Computers
It will by now have become
apparent that mechanically
operated padours were
inherently suited to
computerized controL Indeed,
computer control of certain
qperntions began as far iiack as
1975- Progress was then rapid,
for example Alfa Laval Agic
introduced their first
completely computerized
system in 1978.
In mote recent years, the
application of computers to the
opera don and management of
dairy farms has developed apace.
Indeed as already nieniiouetl,
inFebruary 199S, Fuliwood will
culminate their 65 years quest
to eliminate human physical
effon in milking cows by
introdudng their robotic
milking machines; these
automatically wmsh the cow's
udders willi a warm water
Spray, apply the teat cup
dusters and remove them
when milking is finished.
These sophlsiicated
parlours will be discussed in
Part 3 of Electronic; in
Agriculture next month.
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Universal
panacQ?
•o©®®e©e»o©«e«eo©©©®»©©
by Mike Bedford

According to the
dictionary, the word
digiial is an adjective
derived front the noun digit,
and die word digit is defined as
any of the numerals from 0 to
9. Thar remarkable bit of insight
doesn't exactly shed a lot of '
light on the use of the word in
phrases such as "digital audio",
"digital video" or "digitaJ
photography", but those of us
who rake an interest in matters
electronic will appreciate that it
refers to the representation of
an analogue signal using a
sequence of binary samples. So
much for the technical
definition for now. But if you
were to ask the man in the
street for a definition of the
word digital, you'd get a
somewhat difie rent response.
Instead of mentioning concepts
like binary, sampling, and
discrete, you'd be much more
likely to get a response on the
lines of high quality or
perfection. But then perhaps
it's nor reasonable to expect the
.layman to understand how
digital technology works. All the
consumer is interested In Is
what it means in practice, and
the media, aided and altetted
by the marketing departments
of the consumer electronics
corporarioas, Itave done a
marvelous job of persuading
Joe Public thai digital is
synonymous with quality. And
tliis view isn't die sole domain
of the layman. Even those who
know what die word digital
really means soli tend to hold
oh to die quality tag. After all,
it's very hard to claim to be a
technical guru, yet to suggest
diat anything is worthwhile if
itis not digital But is this really
a correct view? Have wc just
fallen hook line and sinker lor
the digital dogma? Is digiral
technology the universal
panacea? Do digital techniques
always provide superior quality?
And is there any life left in
analogue methods? Let's put
aside our preconceived notions
and take an unbiased look
digital technology, looking at
the advantages and investigating
whether it necessarily does offer
superior quality than the
analogue alternative.

Sampling
lb start off. let's recap on the
basics on digitai sampling, IT
you're already au fait widi tliis,
please accept our apologies,
but it's important to make sure
that these foundations are in
place before we proceed. An
analogue signal such as that

produced by a microphone Ls
continuously variable or, in
other wottls, if you were to
display it on an oscilloscope
you'd get a smooth trace with
no discontinuities or jumps. In
order to manipulate or record
this signal digitally, ichas to be
sampled, that is, the amplitude

lias to tie measured and
converted to a digiral form at
regular time intervals. This is
done using an analogue to
digital convener or ADC, The
reverse process — ie the
playback — is acheived using a
digital to analogue converter or
a DAC. However this outputs a
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Figure 1. An example of Sampling.
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Figure 2. Increasing the Sampling Frequency,
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staircase waveform, so the
signal then has to he filtered to
remove the high Trequecy,
components in the steps and
thereby generate a waveform
similar to die analogue original.
There arc two factors which
affect this sampling process —
the frequency at which the
sampling is carried out and the
resolution to which each
sample is measured and storcdThe sampling frequency
nffecLs the highest frequency
which can be recorded.
According to the Nyquesi
Theorem, it must lie at least
twice the highest analogue
frequency to lie reproduced. So
if you need to record
frequencies up to 10kHz. you'd
need to sanijile at 20kl Iz. lb
take a real world example, the
sampling frequence' used in
audio CDs is 44.)k( Iz so you
might reasonaliiy expect that
thc higliest frequenct' wliidi
can be repnjducetl is 22,05kMz.
In fact, due.to filtering, tiie
highest frequency si>edfied for
CD Is 20kHz, but this is still
about the top of die human
hearibg range. In passing,
altliougli we've talked here in
terms of frequency in temporal
terms, in other areas — digital
still photography, for example—
we'd be concerned, instead,
with the sauipling frequency In
spatial terms as we'll see later.
The sampling resoUitionexprcsscd as the word length affects die number of amplitttde
levels which can be

represemetl. With S-bit
sainplitig; for example, 256
levels are achievable and at 16bics - as used on audio CDs —
diis rises to 65,556.
However, a better way of
expressing the effect of the
resolution is as the dvnamic

range achievable and this is
equal to six times the number
of bits. So, for the CD's 16-biis,
we end up with a dynamic
range of 96dB. In the realm of
audio engineering, frequency
response is easy to appreciate a lack of high frequencies

manifests itself as a shortage of
treble. How diflprences in
dynamic range affect audio
quality is hsuiler to put into
words diougii (but if you liave a
PC with a 16-bit sound card,
you can experiment by making
comparison recordings witli Sbic and Ihln'r sampling).
However, if you think in
pictures, die series of diagrams
show'n in Figures 2 and 3 will lie
informative. These show an
analogue vvave-fomi plas the
wave-forms resulting from
tligitusing at two diflbrent
sampling frequencies and at
two different sampling
resolutions. In etch case, wc
show both the raw wave-lbrm
reconstituted tiDhi the digital
dttta and that same signal after
the low-pass filtering which
removes the artifldal high
frequencies tliat are present in
the steps. Clettrly we've picked
unrealisticaily low resolutions in
order to exaggerate the effect.
'Ibe bononi line, of course, is
dial a digitally sampled signal
will only ever be an
approximation to the analogue
signal it represents..And at this
point, the alarm bells already
stan ringing. An analogue signal
Is a perfect representation of
reality whereas a digital signal is
just an approximation - an
interesting twist on die usual
perception of the word digital.
However, before we go too far

Figure 3. Increasing the sampling Resolution.
fi

Low-pass
BKeiing

Sampling at 4nHz and3 bits (B amplitutie lavete)
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Low-pass
Filtering

Sampling at 4nHz and 4 bits (16 amplitude levels)

dawn this track, it las to be
pointed out that our eyes and
ears, even though they are
analogue devices, have their
limitations. So if the sampling
rate and the sampling
resolution of a digfuil signal are
sufficiently high, the human
senses won't notice the
difference between this and the
true analogue signal it represents.
The trick, of course, is to
choose a sufficiently high
sampling rate and resolution to
fool our eyes or ears, yet not to
pick figures which are so high

Original
analogue
signal
Noise
iniroduced
in first
stage of
processing

Resultant
analogue
signal

Noise
introduced
in second
stage of
processing

Resultant
analogue
signal

Noise
introduced
in third
stage of
processing

as to make the hardware
pmhibitivdy expensive.
Whether this is always achieved
remains to Ijc seen.
Figure 4.
Origins)
analogue
signal used
to Illustrate
the effect of
increasing
the sampling
frequency
and sampling
resolution

Why Digital?
So if most real world signals are
analogue, and if we have
analogue cars and analogue
eyes, and since a digital signal
will, hy definition, only he an
apprcmntarion to the real thing,
ids pertinent to spend a white
thinking ahoiu why digital
techniques are used at all. it's

Original
digital
signal

Noise
introduced
in first
stage of
processing
Resultant
digital
signal
... but
correctly
interpreted
Noise
iniroduced
in second
stage of
processing
Resultant
digital
signal
... but
correctly
interpreted

Noise
introduced
in third
stage of
processing
i\r

Resultant
analogue
signal
(with original
superimposed
for reference)

Figure S. a) Analogue noise.

Resultant
digrtal
signal
... but
correctly
interpreted

Figure 5. bjDigilal noise.
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will be interpreted as ones, and
also appropriaie to question
where the perception tliat digital ; any voltages below it as zeros.
is sj-nomnious with qualirc came ; So we can sec that normal
noise levels of a few micro-volts
from, although we'll leave tiiat
or even a few milli-vblis won't
tlisaission until we tttke a look at
affect: the ability of digital
the audio CD store
drcuitry to correcdy interpret
the zeros and ones.
Noise TFurthermore. there's no
concept of cumulative noise.
Under Control
Every time a zero or a one is
Hie. most commonly quoted
read correctly, a (lerfeci version
advantage oFdigital technology
is passed on to the nest stage of
concerns noise and hy electrical
the drcuitry.
noise, we mean unwanted
If you're in any doubt about
eicarical signals. In die case of
this, a simple experiment will
audio engineering, noise
make the ixiint adequately. For
manifests itself as hiss, hum,
the analogue experiment, you'll
crackles, clicks, and so forth,
need a twin cassette deck arid a
and on a video signal it might
couple of spare cassette;.
lie perceived as "snow", or as a
Record a few seconds of music
lack of definition or contrast.
onto the first cassette and then
And die had news Is it la (.noise
copy it to the second cassette.
is inevitable. The only way to
Now copy the iecdrding from
get rid of electrical noise is to
the second cassette back onto
cool the circuitry down to
^ the first and keep alternating
: between them in tills way,
absolute zem, but at this
; listening occasionally to the
temperature, you'll loose the
; result. Eventually; you'll get to
intended signal too, since all
; the point at which the
tlte rules of electronics break
down at absolute zero. However, ; recording sounds pretty
this is only a theoretical solution. i appalling, although exactly how
; long tills will take depends on
Physicists have proved that it's
i the quality of your cassette
impossible to cool anything to
absolute zero in a finite, number | deck. Now do the same
of steps. But the reaDy pernicious ; experiment digitally on a PC,
i land a .wav file (digitally
diing about noise is thai it builds 1 sampled sound) or, if you
up. Every stage of electronic
i haven't got one on your disk,
processing adds its own element j create one using your sound
of noise and whereas a little bit \ end and a microphone or
of noise may go unnoticed,
1 audio CD. Now try making
eventually it will become
i copies. You'll certainly get fed
objectionable. Tills doesn't
: up with copying before you find
mean, however, that quality will j any deterioration at all. Ln fact,
always be impaired to a
i you could even knock up a
noticeable degree, but it does
; batch file to make a lO.OOQth
I generation copy, anil you'll find
mean that the utmost are has
1 that it sounds identical to the
to be taken in designing the
; original. If you can't lie
Circuitry. And this, of course.
Can prove to lie very expensive. i bothered to do the experiment
I yourself, die illustrations in
This is the store of analogue
| Hgu re 6 show the results of our
processing, but with digital,
1 experiments at making multiple
things are quite different
| generation copies of art image.
Certainly, a digital signal will
still be subject to noise just like | Tlte first sequence shows the
j original and various generation
its analogue connterpart.
i copies made on a photocopier.
However, unlike an analogue
I OK. this isn't a purely electronic
signal, in which minute changes i device, it also has optical and
in amplitude can lie significant, \ mechanical elements but it is
and so too, therefore, would be -| essentially analogue and the
the minute changes in
j build-up of nolse.and distortion
amplitude brought about by
: is quite apparent. In the second
noise, digital signals are
I sequence, we used a computer
discrete. In other words, the
\ generated image which was
amplitude can only ever be one j stored on disk as a digital
of a fixed number of vaiues.
; graphic file and copied if many
Typically. there will just be a pair ; times. There's no point in
of amplitudes - perhaps voltage i displaying a whole sequence as
levels ofOVand -r5M and here, I we did with the analogue
the circuitry will lie virtually
= copying, since they're all
immune to noise, lb correctly
j identical. However, you'i) just
i have to accept pur word that
interpret a digital signal, a
i the second one is a 10.OOOih
threshold is set so that any
■ generauou copy. .
voltages above the threshold
jCTfe March 1998 ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND

A Quart
in a Pint Pot
Generally speaking, when you
sample an analogue signal at a
reasonable sampling frequency
and sampling resolution, the;
resultant digital signal will be far
more bandwidth hungry than
the original analogue signal.. In
other words, a given passage of
music would require more
magnetic cape (I mention this
media as one for which there

are both analogue and digital
recording formats in the form
of the. Compact Cassette and
the Digital Compact Cassette
respectively) for digital than for
analogue reconding, and digital
broadcasts would require a
larger section of the radio
bands than analogue ones. For
example, the analogue
bandwidth ota stereo audio
signal with a maximum
frequency of 20kH2 on each
channel Is 40kHz. The raw data

fft! ilr.JTi I I pi
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Figure 6. Effect of analogue copying a) Original
b) Second generation copy cJFiftti generation copy
d)Tenth generation copy e)Twenty fifth generation copy.

on a CD, on ihe other hand,
has a bandwidth of several
megahertz.
So fSr. we seem to be purdng
forward a very good reason for
sticking with analogue,
however, we haven't seen the
whole story yet In common
with just about all digital data,
digitally sampled audio or video
signals coniain redundant
information which means that
they're candidates for
compression. In feet, this son of
data Ls much more compressible
than computer data and
whereas PC users tend to think
in terms of a 2:1 compression
ratio, audio and particularly
video data can be compressed
by a factor of up to a few
hundred. However, ac this
point, we need to make a
distinction between lossless and
lossy compression. Compression
of computer data always uses
lossless compression, in other
words, the process of

compression followed by
dc-compression, doesn't alter
the data at all. Clearly this is
essential for software - even the
changing of a single byte could
cause a package to crash. And .
although this fonn of lossless
compression, can also be
jPerformed on digital audio or
video dam, this doesn't result in
particularly high compression
ratios. OK. you might be able to
get back to the original
bandwidth of the ahalogue
signal, but to go beyond this,
lossy compression Ls required.
And by lossy compression,
we're referring to schemes in
which the original data stream
Isn't preserved, but in which
die end result Is, nevertheless,
recognisable. In other words,
we're ralklngalxiot
compression which yields an
approximation to the original
and here we have a trade-off. At
one end of the contimium, the
end result will be vimiallv

MifEWia
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Figure 6. f) Digital copying.
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indistinguishable from the
original but the compression
ratio will he modest, and at the
other end, a. high compression
ratio results in seriously
degraded quality. An example
familiar to Web users is die
JPEG format forgrapliic files.
Here; die quality of irnages
varies greatly, die difference
being explained in terms of the
.amount of compression the
Web master had chosen to useSo, this gives us another
undoubted advantage of digital
techniques but, ironically, it
provides us with another
possible reason to take die
"Jiigh quality" tag with a pinch
of salt. For reference, CDs use
lossless compression, and rival
camps are proposing lossy "and
lossless compression schemes
for a new recorded music
format to be.based on the DVT).
The forthcoming digital
television standard, on the
other hand, employs the lossy
MPEG-2 compression algorithm
aldiough the broadcasters are at
pains to point out that the
perceived quality will he ac least
as good as that of today's
analogue TV And not only thai,
it will allow up to 6 programmes
to be broadcast in die 8Mj iz
channel currently used for a
single analogue programme.
Other Advantages
Much of tltc advantage of
digital, both to die
manufacturer in terms of a
simpler design, and to the
consumer in terms of additional
functionality, relate-to the feet
that digital signals can be
processed by microprocessors
or DSPs (digital signal
processors). A look at some of
the modestly-priced midi audio
systems reveals a level of
complexity which would have
been virtually' impossible using
analogue techniques - certainly
at this price level. The sort of
features i'm thinking about

•x
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OLYMPUS

Digital or analogue photography?. Is there a prfce/qoalrly
trade off with present technology? More of this next month.
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include bar graphs showing
peak ami average signal levels
across the audio spectrum, and
the ability to process the sound
such that it exhibits the
charaaeristics of.different
listening environments (e.g.
concert iiail, open' air, small
room etc.). Of course, iliis son
of thing is anathema to the hi fi
purists, since it further changes
the sound from its analogue
origins, but my aim here is to
show what can be done, not to
debate what ought to lie done.
Farthermore, by using digital
techniques under microprocessor
control, die user interface can
be made more sophisticated
and perhaps more intuitive.
With purely analogue circuitry,
user controls don't go much
beyond on/off switches, rotary
or push-button selector
switches and potentiometers
for volume and tone control.
Indicators are limited to nieiets
ami status lamps. Certainly
these traditional controls can be
provided in the digital world,
but there's scope for much
more. For example, rotary
controls could be. replaced by
up,'down controls, pre-set
conditions could be made
available at the touch of a
button, and status information
can be prodded at a number of
levels ranging from a few USDs
through an LCD display to full
GUIs (graphical user interface;).
Aiternatively digital electronic
kit could be designed such that
it may be conirolied remotely,
perhaps using a PC with
sutiahle control software.
So. these are some of the
advantages of using digital
teclsniques, but. to go back to
some of our uunxiuctory
comments, is there a price to
be paid for this level of
sophistication? In view of die
fact that a digital signal is only
eve ran approsimation to die
real thing, do we sacrifice
quality for convenience or are
the hype merchants correct
when they equate digital with
quality, citing die lack of noise
as the main contribuiory factor?
Certainly there's no single
correct answer to these
questions, hut we can view
some of die evidence and go on
to see what lessons can be
learned. Next month in part 2
we'll be concentrating on a
couple of key applications of
digital technology in areas
which, traditionally^ have
employed analogue techniques.
Firstly we will Ire looking at
music reproduction and then
we'll move on to consider
photography.
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Protect your loudspeakers from budget hi-fi and car radio
systems with this loudspeaker delay switch. Here Stephen
Waddington shows you how to add a professional feature
to a budget audio system for under a tenner.
Tills neivscritis features
design concepts tint can be
built as standiilone projects
or adopted and incorporated
within new designs. The first
feature in the scries takes a look
at an innovatiee loudspeaker
contmi system.
Design Brief
The motivation to develop this
loudspeaker delay switch is a
pair of blown Mordant Short
Sjieakcrs, Budget hi-fi stacking
Systems may represent great
value bur they lack many of the
features of their more
expensive separate systems.
Rartlcularly lacking is any form
of loudspeaker oyerlcxid
protection.
When you switcli on a midi
hi-fi system or car radio, it is
likely that youll initially hear a
crackle in the loudspeakers: In
fact you'll notice this effect with
any audio system that
incorporates eoemal speakers.
This is caused by a surge of
clcciridty dimugh the iunplifier
as the system switdies on.
before the voltages settle to
their normalised levels.
Miu'll notice a similar thud in
die loudspeakers when you
switdi the system oft. Again this
Is causer! by a discharge of
electricity as the amplifier
switches off and amongst other
thing?, tire breakdown of the
magnetic forces created in the
ilower supply transformer.
If you have audio separates
where die amplifier, CD. tape
deck, record player and radio
are all discrete devices, as
opposed to a stack system; it is
probable that you are not aware
of this scenario. Tills Is because
more expensive standalone
amplifier systems often

incorporate a loudspeaker delay
at switch on and switch off: to
protect the loudspeakers from
damage.
This control mechanism
ensures that the listener can
enjoy a dean sound
environment, and more
Impdrtamly can Ijc confident
that the amplifier is not
innicting damage on the
system's loudspeakers. By
delaying the switch on mid
switch off of a sound systems
loudspeakers, energy that
would otherwise dissipate
within the systems'
loudspeakers, is forced instead
to dissipate in active
comjjonems of die amplifier's
power supply.

Professional
Feature
If your audio system
incorporates a loudspeaker
proteciiori delay system you'll
notice theidllowing features.
When you initially switch the
amplifier on it will take a
Second or two before die
loudspeakers come to life. And
they'll come to life with a solid
relay click from within the
afliplifier case, followed by si
crisp injection of sound.
likewise, when you switch off
you'll notice the loudspeakers
take a second or two to drop
out of circuit after the on/off
button lias between depressed,
and when they do, it is with a

%
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Photo a.
Cased version
of the
loudspeaker
control circuit.
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clean switch-off Again you'll
hear a relay dick from within
the amplifier case as they Fall
out of circuit.
Hie design outlined here
mimics the speaker delay
system of expensive separates
systems and is intended for
application in other low cost
sound systems. It was designed
originally for a budget Sonystereo system of early eighties
vintage, but has since been
applied to a car radio, a public
address system and a record
player with external speakers,
all with excellent results.
The loudspeaker delay
system can tie either retrofitted
to existing audio systems that
lack such as feature, of
incorporated widlin the design
of new audio systems. The
delay circuit can also be.
adapted and designed into newamplifier systems before they
leave the drawing board. Please
note neither Maplin iilectronics
nor the author can take any
responsibility for damage
caused to existing equipment
by the addition of the.
loudspeaker control drcitiL
Circuit Diagram
The loudspeaker switch on/off
delay circuit uses a timer to
delay a pair of loudspeakers
from switching on by
approximately a second, when
the on button of the audio
system is fust switched on.
Similarly a timing circuit is used
to hold die speakers in circuit
for up to two seconds when the
audio system is switched off
The circuit diagram for the
loudspeaker switch oa'off delay
switch is shown in figure I. It Is
based on the popular KK555
timer integrated oreuit shown
in Figure 2, running in
monostable mode. This
provides the delay at switch on.
Hie loudspeakers are
switched in and out of drojit
using a double-pole-doublethrow relay. A.4,700/iF
electrolytic capacitor placed
across the relay terminals holds
the relay in circuit after power
has lieen removed.
How it Works
The NE555 is a highly stable
discrete device for generating
accurate time delays. Terminals
are provided for resetting or
triggering the device if required.
In the time delay or monostable
mode a single external
capacitor and resistor control
the time. The NE555 is capable
of operating with a supply rail
between 5 to 15V and can
source or sink a load of up
to 206mA.

0 3k3

U 1M

D §k3

'-kiTF

-O Right In
-O Riaht Out
RLY1

5s5

C2
luF

-o Left In
-O Left Out

D1 xys's W 02
LEO--Sl-^ -VL 1N4
1N4002
C3 c
R4
D
4700uF «

Common
Ground

C410OnF

I

Left In
Left Out
6 Right In
i Right Out

Figure 1. Circuit diagram of the loudspeaker control circuit
The NK555 is triggered on a
falling edge waveform. The
output at pin 3 goes high for
the duration of the tinting
period, falling to low after'die
tinting period as shown in
Figure 3- Connecting reset to
ground during on time drives
the output low until a hew
trigger pulse occurs. Additional
trigger pulses during on rime
have no effect .
In die configuraiion shown in
figure 1. the NK555 is triggered
shortly after switch on. A 4.7/ir
(CI) capacitor strapped from
trigger to Ov, in combination
with a 3.3kn (R1) resistor provides a microsecond delay
>0 enable the voltages aaoss
the integrated circuit to
normalise after switch on
Iiefore the timing period is
initialised.
Tlie reset pin (pin 2) of the
NE555 is connected to Vcc via a
?,3kD resistor to prevent it
from floating mid thus
destabilising the circuit.
After self-triggering via Cl and
RI at power-on, the integrated
circtiit executes die timing
period. The length of this delay
is dctennined — according to
manufacturers' data sheet - to
be ecitia! to 1.1(R2C2). Using a
IMO resistor and a IgF as
siuiwn here, gives 2 delay of 11
seconds before RLY1 switches
on. connecting the two external
luttdsjieakers in ciraiii.
The circuit shown In Figure I
assumes dm die audio system
has a common ground. In die
majority of audio systems this is
usually die case, with the audio
iieing driven ironv individual left
and right signals. Consequently
a double-pole relay is sufTicient
to .switch Ixidi channels.
A 12V DC miniature relay Is
usetl with a coil resistance of
27011 and an operating
switching range of 9 to 14.4V
This means the relav draws

i>etwecn 16 and 30mA, leaving a
healthy margin from the 206mA
capability of the KE555- if you
intend using a relay widi a
lower coil reslstanre, it may be
necessary to add an additional
transistor stage to boost the
oirrenc handling capability
A1N4Q02 diode (02) is"
placed across the relay to
prevent hxick electro-niagneiic
force (cmf) when die relay
switches off ami the magnedc
field o-eated by the relay coiJ
collapses.
Wiien the power to die
N1-555 drops the relay is held in
drcuit by C3, which is strapped
across the relay. This acts a
reservoir, holding energy until
the power drops. At this point
the capacitor releases its stored
energy through RLY1 holding
the loudspeakers In ciraui for a
couple of seconds.

Construction
Prototype versions of this
drcuit were,constructed initially
on breadboard, with the
completed circuit produced on
veraboard. Photo 2 shows an
early version of the loudspeaker,
control system built on
veroboard. External liiD, power
and a single atulio connection is
also shown.
Figure 2. Pin
out diagram
of the NE555
Integrated
circuit

Interface to
Existing Audio
System
Retnifitting sub-drcuiLs to
existing systems is never easy.
Unless you are the origim!
designer of a system, you can
never completely confident of
the how will react when you
add additional elements. For
this reason the loudsjieaker
control draiit has been
designer! to require as little
inieiference with the existing
audio system as possible.
Counectinn to an existing
audio system Is undertaken at
the owner's risk. Keithcr Maplin
FiectrnnTcs nor die author can
take any responsibility for
damage citised to existing
equipment by the addition of
the Joudsjieaker control circuit.
Making a Power
Connection
Inevitably a direct connection
with the existing audio system
is required. The loudspeaker
control drcuit works by
controliing loudspcakets in

ewofT
TfiiGGER (T
CUIPUT (T
HSSET [T

Bvce
3 oecKAaoE
B THaeswDtD
Xi
co?frsoL
-5J VOCTACE
555

^Output

i us

Is

Time

(Pin 2) "Trigger

TRIGGER '
E
-E
-E
E

~TZ7~
A'£555

Figure 3. Trigger
versus output timing
cycles for NE555

OUTPUT'
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Vin
20V

Rz
—CZH
33 OR
VR

Vout
r/2'
-Jf—112V

Vout
12V
GND

ngure 4. Zener diode Is used to bring external vottage within
operating parameters of the NE5SS
response the audio system
being switched on and otTconsequentiy a direct feed
from die audio systems' jxtwer
supph'is required. •
In a car audio system diis is
easy to locate. In ftia the
niajority of car radio systems
prewide an output power
suppiy vvliich is switched on
w hen the radio is witched on
to supply automatic card aerials
and dashboard lights. In a hi-ii
sacking system making a
connection to the power supply
is more difficult.
Consider die budget Sony
stereo system for which the
loudspeaker delay system was
original designed. Here two
tape decks are combined widi
a radio on die front face of the
hi-ii, with a record player situng
on top. The on/off switch
togedier with a variety of
contra! switches, tape deck
buttons and the tuner dial are
contained within a from panel,
lixicmai audio input
connections are provided for a
CD player.
Please take appropriate
precautions w hen working with
mains powered equipment.
Suitably qualified individuais
should only undertake
connection to mains power
equipment.
Removing the rear and
bottom panels from the hi-fi
reveals a Series of circuit
boards, the niajority of which

t

i^
i-t

Photo 2. Connecting
the loudspeaker
control system to an
external amplifier
are fixed to the from panel.
The main power supply board
is identified by its proximity to
the mains transformer, mains
fuses, bridge rectifier or wire
connection to the oa'off switdL
With the judicious help of an
AODC digiial multimeter it is
relatively easy to identify- where
the DC power supply output is
located.And by asing the
raultiineter it is possible to
check that the power supply
switches on and off to the tune
of the main on/off switch.
Once identified, a direct
connection is made to DC

Left Out
Output
from SS5
Right Out
9-.

Figure S. Connecting the an
external audio system to the
loudspeaker conttoi system

power supply. Widi this
connection made, the relay
(RLY1) within the loudspeaker
delay drciiit should click in and
out of circuit a second oc rwo
behind the oatolFliutton of the
hi-fi system.
The audio connection to
the loudspeaker control circuit
is made as shown in Figure 5.
Here the two ground
connections are connected to a

I

Use single connection
phono sockets or
terrninal strip
@>-| Left In

,RLY1

power supply, by smartly
soldering two colour-coded
wires to easting cormectioas
on the rear side: of the printed
circuit board.
Using the multihieier again,
check the DC voltage output
from die audio system. IT it is
above 12v; then some
additional work is required to
bring it within the working
voltage limits of the KE555 and

ct
Right In
rrn
Common ground
connection
using the cose
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its associated components.
The voltage.output from the
power supply of the Sony
Stereo System was 20V A12V
zener diode in conjunction
with a 330Q resistor were
connected across the 12V
power supply output as shown
in figure 4 to bring it within
the 5 to I5V operating voltage
of the NE555Testing
With the hi-fi reassembled,
connection can be made to the
ioudspeaker delay circuir using
a 2.1mm-phono lead to
connect to the 12V-vdlfage
output from the hi-fi as the

common connection, with the
left, and right audio signals
switched using the relay.
The prototype veroboard
control drcuit is housed in a
metal case as shown in Photo ,1.
This enables the circuit to be
tested in the Iwrsher environment
of the car audio system.
Single connection phono
audio sockets were added to
facilitate easy connection,
aithougli a terminal sulp could
easily be used to enable speaker
connections to be hard wired if
appropriate. A 2.1mm phono
socket was added for the
power supply input in addition
to a red I.FT) to act as a power
supply indicator.

PROJECT PARTS UST
RESISTORS: Ail 0-6W 1% Metal Rim (Unless stated)
' Rl, R3
3.3kd, 0.6W resistor
M3K3
R2
lMn,0.ew fesistor
M1MR4
680Q, 0.6W,resistor
M680R
CAPACITORS
Cl
4.7ph 50V radial electroMic capacitor AU05F
C2
SpF, S3V rsdirl elsctfofytk capacitor
AU09K
C3
4,:700#iF 35V axial electrolytic capacitor AT24S
C4
lOOnF ceramic capacitor
8X030
MISCELLANEOUS
IGi
NESSS'imegiated circuit
0H6SW
Di
5mm red LED
C23SR
&
1N4002 diodeQL73Q
RlYl
lav Relay
VX99H

£0.05
£0.04
£0.05
£0.15
£0.15
£1,99
0.25'
£0.59
£0.42
£0.06
£2.60,

Computers
Build a windows 95 PC for under
£200 Wo special skills or previous
knowledge required. This book for the
complete begnner shows you how.
Send an SAE for details to: Richard
Garland (Dept EAB) 1Q Barfotd
House, Bow, London, E3 5HP.
Uncased Pertoc 8" Rcppy disk
drive FD6S0. Uttie used with service
manual £25 coiiest or postage extra.
Telephone John. (Crowthome)
01344 776342.
Earn money copying floppy disks,
up to £5 par disk, for more
informstjon send SAE ro;
Hollowgste PuMishing..4 Hollbwgste
Avenue, Watti on Deame, Rotheitiam
S. Yorks, S03 SDT,
Wanted
Electronic Penfriend. Want a
Nigerian penfriend? A talented
songwriter, playright, post. Interested
in electronics. Write to: Ayotunde
Raimi-La'.v8!,.i3 Araoti Street. Iciba,
Lagos Stata, Nigeria.
Service Manual for the
Telequlpment DM64 oscilloscope. If
you can help, please contact me on
1014931 751707. Thanks.
Meter for AVO CT160 Valve Tester
or complete scrap unit. Would also
consider my movement rewound
do you know where? Pete Shepherd,
Tel: (01263) 887402.
Wanted 24pln Dot Matrix Printer
SAV suitable for use with Amstrad
CPC612S cdmputer (within reach
of Boumerr.oolh) Frank Cosgrave.
Tel: 01202 432993.
For J>ate^
For Sale, PSU PCB's, 43 watt input
240yAC. DC outputs +5\' (.*2) +i2V,
-12V, s'rzs approx 13 x 8 cm. All in
good working order. Tel: Paul 01942
706769 after epm.
WcviuNet; Ex-rental video films for
sale at giveaway prices. UK postage
is FREE. Categories include include
Action, Comedy, Drama, Horror, Kids
etc. See our Mamouth stock at:
hnpVAtw.v.btimemet.conV—movienet
Low Voltage Transformar - Primary
240V. Secondary • 6 voits. 100 amps
for sate £45 (trade £75 H-VAT) very
heavy. Tet: 012T4 5S33S2
(Yorkshire).
Maplln Mixer Modules from
Projects Books 17 and 10. Une
amp, P-U Equalisation. VU meter,
general input, power supply. Etc. All
assembled and working £20 the Iol
Tel; 01S02 S92 892027.
Club Corner
ASS (Abetdeen Amateur Radio Society)
meets on Friday evenings in the RC Hall.
70 Cairngorm Crescent, Krncorth.
For details contact: Martin, (CMOJCNI,
Tel; (01559) 731177.
The British Amateur Electronics Ciub
(founded in 1966), ftjr all Inteestsd
In eiectronks. Fbar newsietlers a year,
help for members and more! OK
sutscripSon £8 a ydsr (Junior members
£4. a.crseas members £13.50).
For ftmher details send SAE. to:
Tne Sacretary, Mr. J- F. Davies,
70 Ash Boad. Cuddington, Nordwrid!,
Che^iirE CWS 2PS-

<iS£t
Placing an advertisamBril In this
section of Electronics and Beyond
Is your chance to tell the readers'
of Britain's best magazlne.foi
electronics enthusiasts what you
want to buy or sell, or tell them
about your club's actlvltlas!Absoiirtely Frae of Charge! We will
publish as mony.advqrtisemhhls
as vra have space for. Wa wiil print.i
the first 30 words froo, but thereafter the'chargaTs lOp par word
for each Brlded advert per raador.
Placing an adverlisBfflenl Is easy!
Simply vrrito your sdvortlsEmont
ciaarly In capital tetters, on a
Bury St. Edmunds Amateur I
Society- Meetings held at Culfora
School, 7.30p«ri for 8.00pm oh the
third Tuesda/ of eSch month, unless
oaier.vise stated, further detsils
from KerihWstersco, (GIGVi),
20 Cadogan Road. Bury SL.Edmunds,
Sbik 1P33 3QJ. Te!: (01284)"
84)764804.
Crystal Palace arid District I
Society meets on the third!
of each month st Ail Saints Church
Rooms. Bsutah Hi3, loreJon SE19.
from WiifTsyter, (G3DSC).
TBI: (OlSl) 699 5732.
Derby and District Amateur Radio
Society meals creiy Wednesday a;
7.30pm. at 119 Green Lane, Derby.
Rinher details from; Ricftard Buchby,
(G3VGWj. 20 Ken Bank. Ambergata
DE5S 2GG- Tei: (01773) 852475.
Eleclronic Organ Constnictor's
Society- Detaits of programme
magazine, membership and dstalls-of
provisional dates of regonal meetings
ibrlS3S ffom; Don Bray (Hon. Sec.).
34 Etherton Way. Seafotd. Sussex 67125
3QB- Tei: (01323) .89490,
Fao 01323 492234EU.G. User group for ail E-bit Acorn
Micros, since 1991. Still gu'ng strong
Programming neAS, mformafion, sai=s_
Cdntact: Eli.G.. 25 BeRie Road,
Soutteea, Hants. P048JX.
Tsi: (01705) 781168.
The Lincoln Short Wave Club
meats every Vtednesdsy night st the
City Kgneers" Club, Vfetera'de South.
Lincoln st Spin. AS welcome. For further
t Pam, (GASIQ)
. Tel: (01427) 788336.

m

postcard or .sealed-down envelopeThen send it, with any. nacessary
payment, to; Electronics Cfassified,
RO. tor 777, Rayfetgh, Essex SS6 8U),
Advertisements will be
published as soon as possible,
space allowing. No rosporislblilty
is accepted for delayed
publication or ooh-inciusion '
of Bdvortisemenls.
Roadars.who have roasonnblo
grounds to beiievs they tiavn bean
misled as to the nature of an
advertisement are advised to
conlaet the Publisher and their
local Trading Standards Office.
The Uncon Short Wave Club
Meetings every Wednesday from
7.45pm at Lincoln Railway Sports end
Socisl Club. The Ropewalk London.
Uncoin Hamfest 98 on Sunday 13th
September. Contact: Cliff Newby
G3EBH. 25 Sudbrooke Lane,
Nettieham, Lincoln. Lfl22(fiV. Te!
01522 750337. Packet BBS 63EBH
@gb7d*.-ri26.gbr.eu,
MERG? 2 first class stamps (or 4 IRGs)
to John Weal, 23 Civs pel Street, "loxtey.
PE7 3LW bri.'igs jou a Substantfel
introductoiy pack to the Model
Eiectrcmic Railway Group - acfeely
applytng eisctronics
and computers to
the mods! raifi'.as1 operation.
7th Northern Cross Rally - Sunday
ISth February. 1998 - Large hall
venue - Thomes Park Athletics
Stedium, Wbkefieid - Details: Pete
Smith GOBQS Tel: 01924 218217.
Preston Amateur Radio Society
roses e.ery Thursday evening st
The Lonsdaie Sports and Social Club.
Fuhwxx) Hall Lite, Rihvood.
(off Vteflir^ Street Road). Presron,
Lancashire PR2 400. Tel; (01772)
794455. SscretBiy; Mr Eric Easty.cod.
(G1WCQ), 35 The Made. Freckfeton
PR4 U9, Tel: (01772) 685708.
Science At Your Fingertips.
Want to mest friends interested In
Science? Send en SAE to: Deniei Gee,
SAYF., 37 South Rosd, V'fatchet,
Somerset TA23 OHG, or Scott Mason,
SA.Y.E, 58 Park Avenue. Devonpon,
Ptjrooirth PL! 49S http: //hnrepages.
enterprise.ret/1cedragon/ssys.htcv

SHEMOQ (Seuth East Essex Mac User
Sraup). meet in Sout&rd, every second
Meoday of each month. For details
Tel: Michael Fby (01702) 468082.
or e-mail to recfeii kefoy. dercn .co. uV.
Southend and District Radio Society
meats at the Omid Venture Scout
Centre. Soiitfierid, Essex every Fnursdsy
at apm. For huther details, contact
RO. Box 83, Rsjielgtl, Essex SS6 SN2.
Sudbury and District Radio Amateurs
(SanDRA/meet in Gt Comaref,
Sudbury. Sufioik at S.00pm.
Msv# members are very welcome.
RdreshmenS sre Evadabie. For
dsiaiSs 'jSasse contact Tony. (GSUY),
Tel: (01787) 313212 before 10.00pm.
i Satellib! User
Group) for an sateilite TV enthusiasts!
Totally independent. TESUG pro,ides
: nev.s avaiiabls
the
■ "Fbolprinf
. and a teletext service
on tie pan-Eun^sean 'Super Channel").
K also provides a wide variety of befp
and information. Contact Eric IJ,
Wittsher, TffiUG. RO. Box 575
Oipingoa, Kent BRS 9WY
Thanel Electronics Ciub. Fbr school
age Ham Radio and Elecsror.ics :
enthusjasts, enters its 16ih Vfear.
Meebn^ held every Monday evening
from 7-30pm a! The Quarterdeck, 2on
Place, Margate, Kent. For ftrrther deteiis
contact Dr. Hen L Smith, (G3JDQ,
Tel: (01304) 812723
WakeFieid and District Radio Society
meet at S.OOnm on Tussdaj-s st the
Community Centre, Prospect: Road,
Ossett, WesiTbtkste're. Cor.tact
Bob fifth. (63V.V/F). IQTHR),
Tef: (0113) 2825519.
The (Wigan) Douglas Valley Amateur
Radio Society meets on the first and
third Thursdays of the roonth from
B-Of^xn at the SVi^n Sea Cadet HQ,
Ttsinmg Ship Sceptre, Stookhouss
Terrace, off V.^rringtun Lane, Wgan.
Contact; D. Snaps, (G4GWG).
Tel: (01942) 211397 (Vfigan).
Wnchester Amateur Radio Club
meets on the third Friday of esch roonSi.
For fijil programme caniaci: 64A1X),
Tel: (01952) 860307.
WIrral Amateur Radio
at the hy Farm, Atrowe (%ik Road.
Biiksnhead e.ay Tuesday e.sning,
and forroatty on the the rrst and thitd
Wednesday of every month. Details:
A. Seed, (G3F00). 31 Wshert Avenue.
Bsbington, Wirral L63 5NE.
Wirral and District Amateur Radio
Society meets at the Irby Cricket Oub,
Irty, Wrral. Organises vists. DF hunts,
demcrBtralions and junk sales.
Far further derails, please contact:
Raul Robinson, (GQIZP) on
(0151) 548 S892.

Ptease write your classified advert using one word per box beiow.
Adverts of 30 words or under v.il! be printEd free of charge, but ineresftEr the charge
Is lOp per vrord. Please Include any payment for extra words with your advert

Name
Address
Daytime Telephone
Rstum your art.ert to: Efeoonfcs Cfess'fed,
RO. Box 777, Rayiergh, Essex. SS681U-"
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Runnin

by Pei An and Guang Lu
This article describes a programmable running light show
project and is a gadget of many uses. It gives interesting
visual effects and can be used for light decoration at homes,
advertising displays in shops, or, simply, used as a toy.
The PCB board and
mourned components is
shown in Figure 1,
Although there are a lot of
designs around for light
sequencing, the. present light
show does have some unique
features. There are eight EEDs
in the display. Their lighting
sequences am be programmed.
There are 27 lighting
programmes which can be
easily selected using an onboard DIL pin matrix. The
speed of the running light
sequence is diangeabte using
an external variable resistor.
The circuit is extremely simple,
consisting one (G , one
capadtor and a numljcr of
resistors and I.BDs.
No
i
2
"3
4
5*
6
7
8
9
10
u
12
13
14
'IS
IS
17
18'
19
20
21
22
23
24
23
26
-27.

B1
G
Vcc
G
VCC
G
Vcc
G
Vcc
G
VCG
G
Vcc
G
VCC
G
Vcc
G
Vcc
G
G
G
Vcc
G
v«

B2
G
G
Vcc
Vcc
n
G
Vec
Vcc
G
G
Vcc
Vcc

G
G
G
G

G
VCC

rw

Figure !• The running light controller board.
How it works
The 'drcsiit diagram of the
board is given in Rgure 2. The
heart of the circuit is a speciallyB3
G
G
G
G
Vcc
Vcc
Vcc
Vcc

G
G
VCC
Vcc
81
Bi
Si
81
ars
Bi,3
Bi,2
ei.2
Blj2,3

Gi'GiNO, Vec: ROsiU.s rail of powa-supplj'
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B4
fiosi
float
itDat
float
fleet
float
first
S3
B3
B3
B3
B2:
B2
B2• 62
1 and 23 end 4
OBOd 6:
*8 and"7
.52,3
B2^
1" and 6!
.3 and 8:
IsndA.5 and 8
Aartd 8

designed CMOS light
sequencer. SE9201. The pin-out
of the 1C is shown in Figure 3.
The SE9201 is able to control

tYminyin
lOCQOOOD
oocooon
10000000
11111111

8 light channels anil offers 27
programmable running-Iiglu
programmes. It requires a
minimum number of external
components and provides a
low-cost hardware solution for
generating sophisticated visual
effects. !t requires a power
supply from -r3V to SV Pins J
and iO are connected to the
positive and negative rails of the
power supply. Being a CMOS
device, power consumption is
low. The S output, OI to OS,
are from pins 6 to 9 and from
pins 11 to 14. Each output can
source a maximum current of
20 mA, which is enough to
drive two I.EDs. Jt Is also
enough to drive macs or
thyristots so" as to control lights
operating at higher voltages.
The sequences of die running
light are selected by four
selection lines (B1 to B4, pins
15 to 18). These pins are either
connected to GND, V'CC or
connected logether.
The external components of
the Circuit include a liming
capacitor, CI, a timing resistor,
Rl. current limiting resistors for
LEDs and a Dll. pin array. The
frequency of the rumiing light is
conuoUed by changing the
value of the variable resistor, Rl.
Light running
programmes
Tie SE9201 offers 27 running
light sec|uences (see Table 1)
and eadi is selected by 111 to B4
input pins. In Table I, G and
VCC static! for the ground and
the positive voltage of the

Sequences (i=LED on, 0=LED off)
11110DQO tKOOiUl oooooooo
noilnon minim 11111111
UCOOCXXl OHOOOOO ~ OOilGOOO ,
00000110 txxwnoo - 00011000
noooooo mooooo 11110000"
..."
11111110 mitinn nnitwi
run seqaenc® 1 to 6 and 8 conUiiuous.'y
00000000 31111111 OOOOOOOO
. 1 end 5
2 and 6
S end 7
4 and
8
i-E!hd 3
2.and 4
S'and 7
• 5 and 8
,

1 and 7
2 sip 8

Table 1 light sequence programme.

Figure 2. Circuit
diagram of the running
light display board.

PrcyETm#

Pr-Tatri
/

"EZT"
E33■D-

-E
-E

"iil

SE9201
>[7
fil-Ri.lK*
P2 I
e

>E
HI

p*!

3-r

h
|

P^3
tccn

a

/4

i

e

l=Ii5.LEE?5

Construction
This device is easy to constnicc.
It is recommended tliai an IC
socket is used for the SE9201.
.•Vfter die board is assembled
the device will work
straightaway; There is no
adjustment needed at all. The
assembled display board «
shown in Figure 1. Figure 4
gives the PC8 foil and Figure 5
shows die component layom.
Vbu could change die variable
resistor to see the speed etiange.

w

vcc

1

18

B4

M

2

17

B3

osc

3

56

52

OSCR

4

15

Bl

14

08

SE9201

Pin functions
Vcc
GND
Ol - OS
31-34

OSCC

5

Ot

5

13

or

02

7

12

06

OSC
OSCR

03

S

11

OS

oacc

04

a

10

GND

M

power supply, .Amongst these
sequences, there are 7 basic
sequences (programme No. I
to 6 and 8) wliidi are selected
.byBl, 82 and B3 (B4 Ls left
uncdnnecied). Programme No.
7 Ls a useful one in which you
wilt see all the programmes

Posilivs tafl of the povvet.suppty
Nagative rail of Bis power supply
Outputs
Pjograuwne seiBcHon Unas
Synchronization
Oscillator common
External resistor
External capacitor

Application notes
Adding more powerful lights is
needed in some situations,
figure 6 shows some driver
circuits which could drive low
voltage light bulbs. You need 8
such drivers for the display The

Figure 3. Pin-out and functions
of the SE920i light sequencer.

_
played in turns. IIE4 is
connected to Bl. 82 or B3, a
combtnaiion of lighting
programmes is .generated A pin
matrix on die PCB board is
used for selecting programntcs.
The two pins can be connected
together using jumpers.

P!

F2

1

?3
r

PJ
^

iSii ]1

Brt fa
£
a \
cc.'AC4 —bn—o
S»
PfnOGRAUMABLS KUJOCHG UGHT DSSPLAT

Figure 4. PCB Board of ttie rannTng light display board.

Fs
^

5=3
^

ijjilMi

L-

O

I

/

-1=^-

]
t—

0
^ J

- CXD
B3 y o obi
c-ppd.e.
:
«5 o rjjj'
vai r
Pi» me-.i V
FtPurtKSry
51 • VOCr

y. era
s^ya;

Figure S. Component
layout of the ninnlng
light display board.
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combination of programmes
5 and S. The sequence is
selected brconnecting Bl. B2
and B4 together with B3
corineaed to Vcc.

author. The kit includes an
SE92Q3 chip. PCS boards and
other components. 'Ihe price is
£15.00 including P&R Please
make your enquiiy to Dr. Pei An,
j 11 Sandpiper Driver, Stockporr,
Technical Support ; Cheshire, SK3 SUL U.K..
TelephoneviiiswerphonevFax
the project is available as an
[
number:
+44^0)161-477-9583unassenibted kit from the

Figure 6. Darllngion transistor, MOSFET and trlac drivers.

XtErnxiYl futreri Jc/ u?12£ t> A
7T?lacf 71^(4?
Pvf^.t '.i-k rg*! V-j]

RUNNING LIGHT DISPLAY
PARTS LIST
ICl
'.feccxr^ CUTSTJ fct

Ct
Rl'
R1-R8
R9
'Jl

=

^B
|fc)7.fC«rf-ci dT.=
AC
T

:LEbi-LED8
SV/i
PCS board
TtlOSCOT. lAaxr-<*7t CU-T« * A

All ihe capacitors and resistors are available from Map/In.
The SE9201 and the PCS board are only available from the author.
Details as above.

(c) Tffec tS+.s«
Inputs to die driver are
connected to PI to PS points
on the PCB board.
The.Jollowing example
shows how the project is used
for a message display
application. A message "
GOOD LUCK " is to be
displayed. Such a message
display can be constmcted
using 8 small boxes, each
having a light bulb in it. Each
box has a transparent lid on
which,a iransparency with a
letter printed on it is attached.
The colour of the lid and the
transparency should be
selected so that when the light
bulb is illuminated, the letter
Will be visible. When the light is
oE the letter will not be seen.
This airangement is illustrated
in Figure 7.
To display such a message
with more fun, the following
lighting sequence cm be used.
First, "GOOD* Ls illuminated
but TUCK' Is not. Then 'LUCK'
is illuminated and "GOOD' is
not. Next, 'GOOD' and 'LUCK'
arc all illuminated together and
the message flashes for several
times. This sequence is
repeateti Figure 8 illustrates
this message and the sequenceSuch an effect ran be achieved
easily using this board. The
lighting sequence is a

SE920i programmable light
sequencer IC
0.47 pF ceramic capacitor
IMOhm linear pot
100R p.25VV csrtxjn resistote
IK 0125W carbon resistor
, 3 way by.5 way PCS pins
(mads from SR. pins)
8 mm standard LEDs
ToggleaMtth

2A

O-'i

ife*

Fi=j of etas'totis N.
Atrsvspareibi
W/

Figure 7.
Construction of a
light box displaying
a letter "G".
Figure 8 Display
sequence of
the message
"GOOD LUCK"
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A Radio
Telescope Larger
Than The Earth
The first stunning high-resnlution
nuliowitvE "urages" have begun to
arrive from aJapanese satellite
launched in February 1997 from
Kagosliima in Kynsltu Japan.
KA3A and the L:S Kaiional "Radio
Astronomy Olssen-atory (NRAO),
in coUnboration f.ith an
iniemational consortium of space
agendes helped hunch a 830kg
sateiiite to create the largest
asunnbmiat] radio telescope. e\«r
built, more than 2.5 times die
dhmeter of die Etrth (Figure 1),.
Tlie launch of die Very long
Baseline Inierfenpmetiy (VLB!)
Space Observatory Program
(VSOP) satellite by Japan's
Instimte'of Space and
Asironautical Sdence (iS-^S),
supported by XtVSA, Canada and
;\iisualia amongst others, uses
very long baseline interferomcrry
to firovide high-resolution images
in the radicnvave band (Figure 2).
VLB I uses a techniquefamiliar to
radioastronomeis arid modem
radar designers alike, to
electronically link widely sejKraied
radio telescopes (receivers) so
thsrthey work as if they were
pan of a single instrument with
extraondirtarily sharp clarity of
vision or resolving power; die
greater die separation between
linked telescopes the greater the
resolving power, e.g. the human
eye's equivalent spatial resolution
is imppnant, and is the ability to
view two dose objects separately:
for a vyell accommodated eye this
limit is two lines spaced 1mm
apart at a distance of about 3
metres. By combining results
from a remotely deployed satellite
this technique effectively triples
die resolving power previously
available with ground-based
telescopes. VSOP has a resolving
power 1,000 times greater than
the Hubble Space Telescope at its
optical visible wavelengths, this
equates to 'seeing' a grain of rice
in Tokyo from Ids Angeles with
the Hobble telescope. Dr Robert
Preston, project sdentist for the
US Space VLB1 project ar JPI.
NASA says, "Using Space V1JBI we
can probe die core of quasars and
active galaxies, believed to be
powered by super-massive black
holes! Observations of cosmic

RESEARCH

by Dr. Chris Lavers
masers-naturalfy occuning
microwave radio amplifiers- will
cell us new dilngsaboutdie
process of star formation and
activity in the heart of galaxies-"
Separate NASA results released in
December 1995 from NASA's
Kuiper Airborne Observatory
revealed that even the unlikely
event of spontaneous laser
activity will occur in hoc stars
such as in the consteilaiion
Cygmis (the Swan). TheJasing
activity is created as intense
ultraviolet light from the star
"pumps" or excites densely
packed hydrogen atoms in a
gaseous, dusty disk surrounding
the star. "When," infrared light
shines on the excited hydrogen
atoms, it cause the atoms to emit
an intense beam of lighcat exactly
the same wavelength, creating a.
drcumstellar laser.
Throughout 1997 scientists
and engineers tested the
deployment of a large 8 metre
reflectivity mesh teleseojie
(Figure 3), its wide-band
frequency data-link from satellite
to ground receiving stations, and
its lilgh-prcdston orbital control
attitude jets crucial for VLBF
observations. Initial sdenufic
measurements began in May taken
in concert with gmund-based
radio telescopes. The satellite is
in an elliptical orbit, varying
between 1,000km and 20,000km
above Earth, each orbit taking
about 6 bouts. The satellite will
concenuatc on.som.e.of the most
distant and tnteresung objects in
the universe during its early

openitioria! period, where the
extremely sharp 'radio' resolving
power wall hopefully provide
answers to current astronomical
mysteries. For years astronomers
have been aware tliat powerful
'engines' in the heart of quasars
and galaxies pour out immense
amounts of energy. They suspect
that supermassive hhek holes,
with gravitational fields powerful
enough that even light cannot
escape, lie in the centres of these
'engines'. However, tire
mechanism ai work in the centres
of quasars and active galaxies is
unknown. Ground-based
telescopes have revealed
fasn'nating details in recent years.
and space VLB1 is expected to
add a wealth of new information
on these objects millions of light
years distanc from Earth. Many of
these same objects act as superpowerful particle accelerators to
eject 'jets' of subaiomic panicles
'dose to the. speed of light. The
VSOP system will monitor these
jets to learn more about how they
originate and interact with their
surroundings. The satellite will
also aim at regions in the sky
where huge coltections of water
and other molecules act as
natural amplifiers of radio
emission much as drcumstellar
lasers amplify' iighL These
regions, called cosmic masers are
found where new stars are
forming as well as the centre of
galaries. Observations will
provide the detail needed to
measure motions of individual
masers and provide exdting new

information about the starforming regions and the galaxies
where the masers reside. In
addition high-resolution studies
of cosmic mzsets can allow
astronomers to calculate
distances to them with great
accuracy, helping resolve
continued uncertainty about the
size and age of the universe.
About 40 radio telescopes from
more than 15 countries are
committed to cb-observe with the
satellite, including the National
Sdence Fbundation's \fcry Long
Baseline Array (VLRA), an array of
10 telescopes spanning the USA
from Hawaii to Saint Croix,
-NASAs Deep Space Network
(DSN) sites in California, Spain
and Australia (also used in the
data relay from the Mans
RuMnder and Global Surveyor),
and the European MSI Network
consisting of more than a dozen
telescopes ranging from the UK
to China,
ln die United States, NASA
funds (riiital roles in the JPL
mission, who have built an array
of three new tracking stations at
its DSN sites in Goldscone
California, Madrid in Spain and
Canberra Australia. A large
misting tracking station at each of
these sites has been converted to
act as an extremely sensitive radio
telescope for simiilianeous
observations with the satellite.
Much of the data will be
processed at the National Sdence
Ibundation's NRAO fedlity in
Socorm, New Mexico, using a
special high-perfonnance
computer designed to process
V1BI data, the VtBACorrelaior.
This new space based system is
the culmination of many yrans of
planning and work by engineers
vvorld-widcr tests using NASAs
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
System (TDRSS) proved the
feasibility of space VIBI in 19S6.
In 1996 die old data was used
again to successfully test the datareduction fediities and Correlator
for VSOR The VSOP program also
includes a Russian satellite, the
RadioAstron mission, under
development by the Lebedev*
AStro Space.Centre in Russia for
launch in 199S. The first images
produced by die spacecraft
working with ground-based
radiotelescope arrays may be
viewed at hiip-V/wwwwsopisas.jp,

"trmr. v

.*c.
a

0

NVT
in

Figure 1. VSOP satellite under
development wtth mesfi unfiirled.

Figure 2. Very Long Basellna Interferometry Figure 3. Artists Impression
between Earth and the satellite.
of VSOP wtth telescope deployed.
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If tou, tike me, makefrequeat use of
Digi(aj'spn\xiieni-irfe Aiia Xlsiastsirch
engine on ife Tmemel
5ittp:/A\"a;walta\is!a.digiiaI.con'!) then you
miglir have noticed a quiet addition to its
feature repenoite. As with most such
engines, Alia Vista gives you a list of web
pages dint meet your search criteda. But
now, at .the end of each. URL anci its text
desenption, is an option marked 'translate'.
Clicking on this takes you to another
element of the site,
B;!belfish(hiip://biibeHish.alta\ist3.dig!taLcom
/cgi-bintmnsiate?), wliich is presumably
named after the Bihlically-refercnced (and
drilLsatian-tlestroying!) translating piscis
featured in Douglas Adams' Hitch-Hiker's
Guide to the Galaxy.
Babelfish allows you to translate the
document in tjucstion (or another page, if
you enter its URL into a form displayed on
your web browser) to a language ofyour
choice. Within a few seconds, the transiated
page appears — with fbrmaning and layout
identical to the original. But that's not all.
Vou caii also enter test (or copy it from your
wordprocessor, and paste If) Into the
Babelfish form, and translate that into
another language. The translated text can te
copied from the browser,_and pasted back
into your word processor. The Alta Vista
system currently handles translation of
French, Portuguese, Italian. Spanish or
German pages into English — or ties versa.
Hie system is a great help if you arc
putting together a letter to a friend overseas,
or have received an e-mail or FAQ
(Frequently Asked Questions) list with some
foreign language elements in it. I wonder if
high-school language teachers are aware of
Babelfish, which could Mate students to
chcatl That said, it's not infallible - arw
words that are not recognised (names and
specialised words, such as those relating to
science or law) are seldom handled properly.
The .essential part of a computer-based

fed J

J

with 'Martin 'Pipe
language transktion (or.MT — machine
translation) system is die parser, a program
that completely analyses the sentence.
Parsers work with specific dictionaries for
each language.
Bearing in mind its broad potential user
tee, die dictionaries associated with
Babelfish h.n e to be rather generalisedwith predictable results. Martin Hpe, for
Instance, is ilteraDy translated into French as
Martin's pipe'. Technology VRuch, the name
of this esteemed column, becomes Montre
De Technologic', or technology wrist-worn
timepiece'. In more important instances, it is
rather better at getting the contest right the sign of a well-developed parser For
example, he went down tire road' is
correctly translated into French as 11 a
descendu la route", and not into something
that includes references to fluffy feathers
cross-Channel style.
If you have a rough understunding of the
language you're working with, then it is
relatively simple to do the corrections
manually. A more significant (and probably
iniehdonal) limitation Is that Babelfish will
only translate a couple of paragraphs of userentered text at a time, although it does
appear to translate complete Web
documents. There is thus an alternative to
tedious multiple ciit-and-paste operations put your text up as an HTML document,
upload it to the free web space that your ISP
gives you on its "Web server, and get
Babelfish to point to it!
If you want to praducc a multi-lingual AVeh
site, then there is nothiiig to stop you from

I!

using Babelfish to cut down die
donkeywork. After your English page has
been translated and downloaded far display
on your browser, it can be saved to your
hard disk ss'a HTML document. It din then
be manually proofread and corrected, or
passed to a translator. Because most of the
work has already been done, the translator
has to work fewer hours and your transktion
bill will be less!. I wonder if Digital are aware
that their altruism can be abused in this way?
Babelfish's MT software runs on several
million dollars of Digital computer hardware,
hence the speed. Remember tiiat many
intemet enthusiasts (and professionals?)
around the wtarid could be using the service
simultaneously. Tire software is provided by
a long-established company by the name of
Systran (wvvvvsysrean.sofT.com). You can buy
this software - Systran Professional - to run
On your PC. It's currently available .in
Windows 3-1 and 95/NT variants, but the Mac
is (sadly) not catered for Vou get rhe abiliqto translate to and from various document,
.formats (HTML, Word, SGML, etc) and the
opportunity to create tout own appiicationspedlic dictionaries.
•At a VAT-indusivc price of nearly £700
ftpm UK distributor Omega FirstfOlSl -tlO
5215, ofsales@omeganet.co.uk) it is rather
expensive, however. What's mare, Systran
Professional only handles English plus one
other language — M odier words, you need
to buy software for every language you want
to translate. On. die plus side, Systran
Professional is available in versions diat cater
for Russian and Japanese — both difficult
Languages that Babelfish is not currently
geared up to oGerfif you're into Japanese,
or want to be, then you should check out
rhe lessons at
htrp://v\v\vv,websJiop.co.uk,'japan'index.hrrn).
Syruan stress thai software of this type is
not Intended as a replacement for
professional language translators. It can help
suchworkets to become more productive.
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however. Swtnin Professional is in use" by
many o.rgarsisaiians, including Ford- Xerox,
the European Union and the OS Department
of Defense. In mam'cases, it's used to
produce technical documentation in
nuittiplc languages - note, however, that the
appropriate specialised dictionaries have to
be defined first, Systran do, however, sell
these for common professions, such as
computerscience, aviation, chemistry,
phases and eiecironics. MT rrax-bs new to
Alia Vista, hut it's not a neu" jdeaL During the
1950s, research on.MT started. Early efforts
concentrated on literal (word-for-word)
translation, and didn't employ any linguistic
rules. By I9<52. there were AS working
groups deeply involved in the research and
development of MT. One of the largest MT
projects in die 1960s was the Russiah-toEnglish development at Georgetown
Unhersitj' in the US; hardly surprising,
bearing in mind the fact that the Cold War
was in full swing at that time.
One Of die core staff of the Georgetown
project was linguist researcher Peter Tonia
Ph.D. In 196S, Dr. Tbina established Systran,
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It? first contract was to develop a Eussian-toBiglisH MT For the US Air Force, which was
tested at a USAF base in Ohio. Ajiparemly
die software is still in use, providing
translations for the UihVF's Foreign
Technology Division; presunialily it has been
periodically updated and recompiled to
work on successive generations of computer
hardware! Systran was also used liy NASA
during the
<V|)olIo-Soi"uz mission.
Eventually. Systrail was rewritten in C and, as
soon as PCs became sufncicntly powerful, a
Windows version was compiled.
If you want MT on vxtur PC, but don't
wanr to spend £700 on Systran, there's a
shareware alternative. T97seuip.exe is
'iblken97, a Windows 3.1/96/NT program dial
can be downloaded tram the ftp server
aisrc-docicacuk. It handles tonslation
between various permutations of English,
Swedish, Spanish, Danish, Norwegian,
French, Norwegian and German. Some
languages are covered better than others;

v* buvj—
-^Tugtwrn —rraresoft-

ITench and German documents were
translated into English as gobbledegook,
while some converted Swedish test-was
quite riMdabte. This is presumably because
the program originates from Sweden!
Tolken97 gives you die opportuniri- to add
vnur own words to the dictionaries; these
are quite small,, presumably to keep the file
download small
Tolken 97 is not perfect, but it's quite fast
and should help you to make at least some
sense ovit of foreign-language documents.
Commercml altehiatives to 'lblkcn97 include,
Systran apart. World Translator (also available
from Omega First) and Telegraph. There are
other shareware programs out there on the
Internet inclutling die vvondedblly-obscure
chai.exe. a Windows-based Tliai editor and
Diai-to-Gcfman translator!
himi- ' •<
E-nia|l yovii. rawnmenrs dr.suggestJofis to
' Maitftf-pfpe at
* caipol trikico.uk
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Poslllon
Position Stock
Price Catalogue
This Month
Last Month Code Doaoiiptlon
ine VAT Page
?s
1
9 LP2B Begmners A.M Radio
£11.99
765
fe
2
13 LPS4 LED Xmas Star
£10.99
0
3
LED
Xmas
Tiae
8
LP83
£15.99
0
e
4
7
LP77
lights
On
Reminder
716
£7.99
§
S
IS LT09 Music Maker
£4.99
739
i
fea
6
10 LK42 Car Batt Monitor
£12.99 •714
S
7
5 ^LPSO -1/300 Timer
£8,39
726
8
2 LP56 Moket Amp Kit
£24.99 706
i
9
6 LP69 1200 KK
£7.99
762
'S
10
1 LK 63 ' live Wire Del Kit
£6.99
785
i
il
3 LP16 TQAT052 Wt
£6.99 703
'12
096 Animal Sound Gen Kit
>
£7.93 T49 '
13
«2j L 12 LP66 Courtesy Ught Extr '
£4.9,9
716
14 « i
17 UJ29 PIC 16CS4 Programmer £19.99
731
15
iLP96 Hasher
£3.99
739
16
IS D34 555 Prato Card
£7.99
729
1
17
tPST Eiectronio Siren
£4.99
739
18
- LM35 Mini Metal Otctr Kit
£9.99
785
t=
19 ' &
15 LP03 TDA2822 Stro Pvvr Amp £10.99
703
20
11 LT3t SSM 2017 Pte-Amp
£16.93
709
Ovxt 2® kte a.-aihhic. AH kits sre supplied with full invtfuctiotto. TOi-. desoSplioiB
rixiv-eafttTiarcssarilyshoj-r; plesi.; m--urv: that you know eoeiiy whin ihc kis fc and
.■ hst ft comprises hefon: cktJcring by reic-rnm; 10 the Cimmt maptin cataloeue.
.Mapiin ProicctsrTop 20 Kk>: bawd on Dtscmbef 57 sales figures. All iurmssubjccrlo
a.-ailabtfisv; Price, an? siibjcct to dongt E&OE.

Position
Poslllon Stock
Plica Catalogue
This Montii
Last Month Coda Descriptlofi
Inc VAT Page
1 E^-S3 1 VU4S Clock Module
£4.99
728
fca
2
3 FS13 Counter Module
£9.99
755
3
5 YT99 Temp Mod Wide Range £13.99
754
fe
4 Cg"E! 4 WC20 UHF Modulator 6f.IHa
791
£10.99
5
g
12 RJ89 VV/Less Clock Module
£26.99
728
,
6 iS --S3 6 FE33 Temperature Module
£9.99
753,
7
- YU67 Alarm Clock Module
£4.99
728
:
8
.14
■
Pre
Amp
EQ2S
LB9T
£12.49
709
1
g
9
13 AM 03 150WMOSFET Amp Assm £29.99 706
fea
10
11 GVrtjl DVM Meter Module
£13.99
756
r i> 11
2 Ahi27 ,418>.lH2rx
£13:99
770
12.
16 Yli05 Small Clock Module
728
£9.99
h
-13
10 YII07 Small Temp Mod Ext
£10.99
3
753
14 ''3
s AM28 418MHz. Rv
£25.99" 770
15
£14,99
754
-.fi. 19 .VtJOO Dual Oisp T Module
S.- 7 FP64 , MliVMav Tenip Module £11.99
16
734
17
20
IP85
RS232-Digll
ConvAssm
£19.39
724
e
18"
- ■ Af.t26 Relay Module
£6.99
714
19.
- AM 10 RS232'Tn. Conv Assm £19.99
723
20,
- V v • WOO 418MH2 AM SupertietRx £19.99
769
Ov-er 100 inisUntcs nvathble. Kih ait modules aicsupptioil wiifi daut insmjcdrins,
bon-ever fuli iectinical .hm £< irailahte on retiuesifejui Tixhnicj! Salts- Tne
doscripSons above ate ncossuiiy shon; piease ens rat lita vou know caatv-vrta! she
nHxIilic is aud whas it ctsisprises Wwu onttrinc bv- nefemng to die nutvm mapiin
oiatiigue. .Vtiplin .Vtodotes: lop 20: based on Dcccoilx-T sates figures. Alt Items
subjea to avaihMiiy. Priors are subject ta change. ESOE.
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Diary Dates
Even' Possible Effort hss been msde
to ensure. Uistinfohnatibn ptSsenled
here is correct prior to pubRcstion.
To avoid tiisappoinunent due 10 late
changes or amendments, please contact
event organisatross to corifiim details,
February 1998
2 Feb. The internet And Tne law.
Manchessat f.'ettopoStan Untverariy. ■
Manchester. Tet: (0171) 240 1871.
3 Feb. Personal Coffirnuniistions In The
21st Cenujpy. 1£H, Savoy Place, London.
Tel: (0171) 240 1871.
•JLL to 12 Feb. I mage Processing
and OpBc Technology. Nationat
Evhibition Centre, fiimiingism.
Tet; (01822) 614671.
12 Feb. Self Learning Robots Seminar.
IEE. Sa-.oy Piece, London.
Tel: (0171) 2401871.
16 Feb. Serious Low Flying CoRoquium,
IEE, Savoy Place, LondonTel: (0171) 240 1871.
17 to 19 Feb. Video Fbnjm,
Wembley Enhihition Centre, London.
Tet: (01273) 557800.
22 to 25 Feb. Focus on. National
Exhibition Centre. Birmingham.
Tel: (0181! 681 2619.
March 1998
3 to'5 March. Integrating CAOCAM,
Netiona! Evhibibon Centre, Birmlngtam.
Tsl; (0171) 388 2430.
4 March. Design Of. Digital Cellular
Ksndses Colloquium, IEE, Savoy Ptace.
London.Tel: (0171) 240 1871/ '
4 March. Becuonlc Aids For Motor
Vehicles. IEE, Savoy Race. London.
Tel; (0171) 240 1871.
U to 13 March. The Production Shrm.
Btainess Design Centre, London.
.Tel; (0171) 505 8340.
12 Match. MOBILISING UK pic, London.
Tel: (0171) 562 7650.
17 to 19 March. NEPCOfJ Electronics.
National Brhibition Centre. Bimsinghgro.
Tel: (01892) 544027.
19 to. 21 March. Communication
Stalls Fair. Novotsl, London,
Tel; (01322) 660070.
24 to 2S March. Energy for Industry.
Olyir.pia, Lcndon. Tel: (01483). 799141.
27 March.Women In Engineering,
Lecture By Veronica Pedons Davis,
IEE, Savoy Place. LondonTel; (0171) 240 1871.
April 1998
3 April. Space Time Adaptive Rocessing
CotkKjuium. IEE, Savoy Race, LondonTel: (0171) 240 13717 to 8 April. Intranet EXPO, Qlympia,
London. Tel; (0181) 742 2828.
20 April. Digital Filters: An Enabling
Technoloa' Colloquium, IEE, Savoy
Place, London. Tel: (0171) 240 1871.
27 Apr to 1 Wsy. Engneering lasers
Exhibition. NstiorteiEvhibition Centre.
Birmingham. Tel: (01737) 76S61I.
29. to 30. April. Windovrs World
(nsaroationa! Data Group. Ballsbridge,
Dublin. Tei: (01784) 210 210.
FTesse send deaiS of e-.erns for inclusion
in 'Cfery Dales' to; fleas aitot,
aectronks and Beyond, RO, Box 3,
fl3)4sigh, Essex SS5 8Lfi or e-mai) to.
sv.Bddin©on@ca-CQmpulinlt.£0.uk.

• e
UK Could Lead Way in
Preventing Growth of
'Information Poor'
The UK could show the world the wayto bridge
the divide between the information rich and ihe
informaiion poor; a divide which could hold bade
national economies and impoverish society
according to the BBODirectOr of Policy and •
Planning, Patricia Hodgson.
Speaking in Luxembourg at die end of last year,
on behalf of Europe's Public Service Broadcasters,
to European Ministers of Culture. Patricia
Hodgson, said die coming together of television,
telecomimtnicadans and computer services
"would create die most powerful social and
economic driver of the next century."
But achieving die true informaiion society',
with considerable economic and social benefits for
each nation, would depend on broadcasters
spreading its benefits beyond the better off to the
population as a whole.
Britain, she argued, could show the way. tn
Britain, commercial operators are working
..alongside die BBC, die worid's most powerful
public service broadcaster, to launch a formidable
range of new services. The BBC will offer three
new channels, BBC News 24, BBC Choice.and
BBC Learning, with a link to interactive and online
services to support those progiarnmes.
"Within ten years we believe that three quartets
of UK audiences will have chosen to switch to
digitai systems." At diac point, she sax's, planning
to switch off analogue becomes real, with all the
economic benefits that follow from new uses of
that spectrum.
Site said, "Text and pictures, will draw a wider
pubiic in via favourite programmes in the comfon
of tfreir homes. The television set can bring
tailor-made information and learning, as well as
real choice in entertainment and the arts, into
every home.
"Freerto-air services will help prevent a divide
opening up between the information rich and the
information poor, a divide which could hold bade
national economies and impoverish societies."
She said new services needed new delivery
systems but chat content would determine their
success. Pay-TV operators, she said, were investing
in digital delivery systems and infrasiruciure. "Bui
good free-to-air sendees must drive take-up and
provide real value for all, not just hi-tech
enthusiasts and those who can afford to pay,"
She said public service broadcasters would play
a vital role, encouraging take up with new services
that extended choice beyond tight entenainment,
sport and programmes bought in from abroad on
which new commercial services so often
depended.
"The networks hold the key to the popular
switch to digital, and so to the final coming
together of broadcasting, telecommunications and
computing," she said.
Action was needed, she said, to avoid a division
in Europe between the 'haves' and 'have-nots';
between those who could afford to buy new
services or worked with new technology, and die
rest, who would remaih 'information poor'.
For further details, check: www.bbc.co.uk.
Contact; BBC. Tel: (0181)-743 8000.
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Young Electronic Designer
Awards Head North to
Celebrate Birth of Computing
This year's Voung Electronic Designer Award
(YEDA) presentations are to be held in
Manchester on June 29 as part of the celebrations
marking the fiftieth annivetsary of the worid's first
programmable computer.
Sponsored in 1998 by Cable and Wireless an the
InsuLute of Electrical Engineers (IEE), the Young
Electronic Designer Awards, are presented
annually to students in three age. groups between
12 to 25, for the development of an electronics
based system or devices which meets an everyday
need. Prizes include cash awards up to £2,500,
equipment, certificates and trophies,
199S YEDA finalists' projects will be displayed
and judged at HieMuseum of Science and
Industry on Sunday 28 arid Monday29 June 1998,
alongside a working replica of the original
Manchester programmable computer.
In 1997, winning enoies included a device to
enable scuba divers to communication under
water, a domestic alarm'svtstem to let deaf people
know if the telephone of door bell is ringing, a
device to lit to domestic irons to prevent clothes,
being burnt, bicyde safcry lights and a device to
detect if electric fences are switched on or off.
Entry forms for 1998 are now available and must
be returned by 1 March 1998. Student projects .
have to be developed to working prototypes In
time for regional judging in April Further
development can take place before the national
final in June.
Contact; The Voung Electronic Designer Award
Trust, Tel: (01798) 874767.
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Commission President
Announces Winners of
the European IT Prize
Speaking at the iiuropeon Infamnuion
Techno!og\' Conference: (ErrC'.97) at the end
of last j-ear, the president of the European
Commission, Jncqnes'Santer today
announced die names of the three; ptiy.e
winners tifthe European Information
lechnology (IT) Prize. "ITie three winners arc-.
Applied Spectral Imaging
(viVM.spBctral-imaging.com) based in
Israel, for its SjiectraCube, combining
sjiearoscopy and normal imaging to
provide, for example, more effective
diagnosis and treatment of cancer,

nr.wm.
approach to Web server technology.
At die awards ceremony at the Brussels
Congress Centre, President Saucer
presented each Grand Prize.Vtlnner with a
specially sculpted trophy, together with an
award of £140,000.
Congrahilating the Grand Prize Winners,
President Santer said, "IbcLtv; knowledge,
and innovation based on knowledge, is die
key source for jobs within what we call the
information society. To make the riiost of
our innovative talent, however, we need
entrepreneurship and d^maniism- These
prizes give recognition to companies who

LCI Computer Group
(www. 1 c i group. com) based in the
Netheriands. For its S.MARTpen, a ball-point
pen that incorporates biometric sensors to
allow secure amhencication of signatures.
Hyperwave
(www.hyperwave.de), based in Germany, for
its Hyperwave Information Server, a new-
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displiy exactly that entrepreneurial spirit".
The Grand Prize Winners were selected
from a short list of 25 Winners by tin
i ndependen t Executive Jury appointed by
Euro-CASE and chaired by Or Bjdnx
Svedlierg, chairman of Ericsson and
Chairman of the Royal Swedish Academy of
Engineering Sciences, Each Winner
company received a prize of S3,450.
Organised jointly by the Esprit
programme and European Council of
Applied Sciences and Engineering (EuroCASE), the European Information
'lechnology Prize is how in its third yean its
objective is to pixnide rccogniiiun to
innovative IT products with excellent
market potentiaL Winners must
demonstrate creativity antl.good business
sense in using information technology to
generate growth and employment. This year
die competition attracted more than 300
entries from companies in 26 European
coiintries as well as from Israel.
For further details, check; www. i t-pri ze.org.
Contact: European Commission,
Tel: +52 2 296 65 49.
EEirxq-
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practical built-it-yuurself
domestic-type burglar alarm
and accessory circuits.
Secun

SYSTEMS

IJKV*
e

mn
Ray Marston looks at anti-burglary
and burglar alarm principles in this
month's episode of the series.
The best known and most
widely used type of
electronic security unit is
the 'burglar alarm, which is
designed to detect burglars
attempting to break into
protected premises, but less
authorised individuals roam
freely within those premises
and to easily enter or leave, their
perimeter zones. Hi be really
effective, burglar alarms must
be used in conjunedoh with
various physical defences./
deterrents arid with reliable
locks, latches, and security
windows, and their sensors and
sirens mast be located to give
the liesi possible security to the
individual premises that are
being protected. Note that the
main aim of an ami-burglary
security system is that of
deterring potential burglars
from even trying: to break into
the defended premises; the
burglar alarm is simply a lackup to that system and is dins of
value only if the main deterrcm
security system fails in its task,
Tb gct the best value from .
any burglar alarm the user must
first learn the basic principles of
anti-burglnry protection", and
must then use dial knowledge
to convcn die basic burglar
alarm into a device that gives a
performance dial is tailored to
suit some specific seoirity
applicauoo. This month's
episode of the series .gives a
concise outline of these various
principles; next month's
episode will show a variety of

Anti-Burglary
Basics
The Burglar
A burglar is a person who
forcibly enters houses or other
premises widi the intention of
theft, lb be burgled is a vile
experience. At best, the burglar
may be a professional who wri)I
enter your home and steal
many of your personal
possessions, some of which will
have a sentimental value far in
excess of their insured
monetary cast; the next day
diat same burglar will probably
sell those prednus goods for a
trivia! amount of money, arid
then go and mb someone else.
At worst, your burglar may lie a
demented amateur who enters
your home with a heart.full of
hate, intent on stealing your
cash and destroying or
desecrating everything else; he
will slash your furniture and

Garden
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Garden
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Bock garden,
with flower beds,
shrubs, towns
and paths

Bock garden,
with flower beds,
shrubs, lawns
and paths

2^
Polio
doors

Mid —terrace
house

Rear
outer border
'zones

Patio
area

Potto
area
Kitchen
door

clothes, urinate on your
bedding, smear excrement and
paint on your walls, and try to
smash or burn everything else;
this nyre of burglary is So
repulsive that many vicums
never recover from ihe
psychological damage caused
by the experience.
Your vulnerability to burglary
is greatly influenced by the
location and nature of the
premises in which ynu live or
work, and by the security
precautions that you take to
protect those premises. In all
advanced Western countries,
annual burglary totals nnc
propoftlnnal to national
population figures and are
typified by those of the UK,
which Iws a total population of
about 56,000,000. In die UK,
die annual total of butglaries in
the ten years up to 1997
averaged about 900,000, of
which approximatdy 400,000
were domestic burglaries. Of
these domesdc incidents,
almost three quarters involved
actual physical forced entry, and

Patio
doors

7T
Kitchen
door
Side
■ outer border
zones
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iX.
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Figure 1. Diagram showing the outer border defence zones of typical UK-style mid-terrace and
semi-detached houses (see text).
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Figure 2. Diagram showing
various burglar deterrents
used in the front outer
border zone of a semidetached house.
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more than a quarter were walkin burglaries in which the
intruder entered the premises
via an unlocked door or
window or (in a small number
of cases) by using a carelessly
hidden spare front door key.
For security puqjoses, ail
private premises can be
regarded as defensible
fortresses (houses or other
buildings) that are surrounded
by defensible outer Ixirder
zones (private land, with outer
fences and hedges, etc). No
burglar can reach your private
fortress without first passing
through at least one of its outer
ixirder zones, which thus form
your first and most important
anti-bur?-Jary defence areas; if
you use these areas sensible,
you will deter most burglars
&oni even frying to break into
your house. Figure 1 and the
next two major sections of text
help illustrate some of the basic
defence principles of these
areas, specifically applied to
medium-sized houses of the
types found in many suburban
areas in the UK.

Front Outer Border
Defence Zones
Most burglars make an
unobtrusive visual study of a
building by- walking or driving
casually past it to determine
whether or not it seems rori easy
or a not-Tvorth-the-risk target
for burglary. Their main aim is
to get into and out of the
premises tmobtrusively, and
they thus like houses that have
their front gardens enclosed by
high shrubs or hushes, or are
shrouded in darkness at night,
and seem to be unoccupied and
to have no obvious anti-burglary
protection. Most potential
burglars can be scared off by
taking simple precautions such
as fining die building with time
switches that automatically
operate house lights at various
times, or by leaving a radio
switched on when the house is
empty, or by fitting a real or
dummy alarm bell housing to
the front.of die house.
If burglars decide to attack a
house from the front, they
usually enter the garden via the

front gate and dien try to enter
die house by the front door or
- if the house has a side
entrance - by forcing the side
gate and then entering die
house from the rear. Burglars
know that some people hide a
spare front dtxir key in or near
the porch when they leave die
house, and. burglars often make
a quick search for such a key.
You can take advantage of this
fact by making a simple "false
key' booby trap that activates a
self-latching alarm if a dummy
key or some other object Is
briedy moved. Thus, basic rules
for protecting the house against
frontal attack arc as follows, and
are illustrated in Figures 2 and 3;
1 limit all front garden
shrubbery to a maximum
height of 1.3 metres.
2 If your house front Is poorly
lit at night, fit it with an ,
automatic P!R-anivated porch
lighting .system.
3 If your front gate is a selfclosing type, fir it with a
device thai generates a
distinctive sound as the gate
is opened.

4 If your front porch is not
fitted with automatic PIRaciivnted lighting, place a
hidden pressure mat switch
in the porch and use It to
activate a bell or other
warning device when anyone
treads on it.
5 Deter bundars by fitting a real
or dummy alarm bell Ixjx to
the front of die house, by
fining the house vvitli timeswitch operated lighting, and
by leaving a radio turned on
when the house is unoccupied.
6 .Fit a simple "false key' booby
trap in the porch urea.
7 If you have a side entrance, fit
it with a robust and iockable
gate at its house-front end. Fit
the side entrance with some
type of aunision-detccting
alarm device that will aciivatc
if any unauthorized person
enters the side entrance
(even if rhey do so by
climbing the gate), but will
not be activated by cats, etc.
House side entrances have a
typical lengtit of about 10
metres am! are best defended
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Figure 3.
Diagram
showing
basic
arrangement
of an IH
light-beam
side
entrance
defence
system.

break into them before
attacking the actual house.
Thus, always fit tout shed
and garage with a simple
battery-powered burglar
alarm that activates a loud
siren and a light strnlie if not
disabled (da a secret switch)
within about 20 seconds of
opening the shed/garage door.
I If you keep a ladder in the
rear defence area, wire it to a
simple 'loop' alarm, so that
the alarm sounds if the
ladder Is forcibly moved.
i Lf your home lias rear access
via a passage or driveway,
protect the top of your back

Aooroximcteiv 10 metres

Side
qats Hinge side
of gate
2—baam
1R Txl

Side of
house

Small side
window

Line of IR beam
(I metre oboue ground level)

2—beam
IR Rx

line of side entrance border fence
by a PIE alarm fitted with a
'corridor' type of lens, or by
an ER dual 'light beam' alarm
of the type descrihed in ftirt
5 of tliis series; Figure 3
shows the basic amngement
of a suitable 2-beani IR light
beam alarm system.
In Figure 3 the IR dual-beam
tnmsmluer (Tx) Is fixed to the
side gate, near its 'fence' edge,
and is aimed diagonally along
the length of the side entrance,
at a height of about 1 metre,
towards the IR receiver (Rx)
unit, which is fixed to die .
house wall at the far end of die.
entrance. Thus, the beam's Tx
to Rx contact will be broken if
the gate is opened, or if any
adult person moves along the
side entrance when the gate Is
dosed.
Rear Outer Border
Defence Zones
Three quarters of all house
break-ins occur at the back of
the home (where the burglar is
least likely to lie seen), usually
via a window, lb readi the
house, die burglar must cross
the garden and paiio areas, and
usually reaches diese by
climbing a back or side fence or
via a side entrance; lipmes with
rear access via a shared passage
or driveway are very vulnerable
to diis type of break-in. Once a
burglar has entered one garden
he can easily gain access to
adjacent houses by climbing
over their side fences,
sometimes breaking into several
houses or their siieds or
garages in a short space Of time.
Thus, basic rules for protecting
homes against attack from the
rear are as followis, and in some
cases are illustrated in Figure 4:
1 Burglars treat garden sheds
and garages as valuable
sources of tools and
equipment for the break-in
and for later sale, and often

Figure 4. Diagram showing
various burglar deterrents
used In the rear border zone
of a semi-detached bouse.
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as a buigiar deterrent.
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Rgure 5. Ground floor plan of a semi-detached house, showing suitable
positions for anti-burglary defences.
fenceArail with barbed wire
or in some oilier way.
I It is nor praetica] to protect
side fences against a burglar
who wants to dimb over
them. Usually, however, the
burglar Is climbing them io
reach the back of your house
via the patio area, which can
eitsily be protected via a HRacthuted ilood-ltghi/alami
unit or an Hi light-beam alarm
unit that is aimed along the.
back of the house a metre or
so above ground level, as
shown in Figure 4, If an IS
light-beam is used, it must be
positioned so that its beam can
not be liroken by carelessly
placed [Mtio (urniture or by
growing shrubbery.
I Sometimes the butglar may
climb your gaixlen fences to
reach an adjacent properly,
Tin can detect this type of
intrusion with an IR light-beam
alarm unit that Ls aimed along
die length of die garden,
between the house and the
garden shed (see Figure 4).

6 If your house has a shared
side entrance that leads to a
pair of garages, mount a
cheap dummy TV camera

(with a built-in flashing LED
that Ls powered from a
remote battery) in a hani-toreach position on the apex of
Figure 6, Block
diagram of a basic
burglar alarm
system.
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Front-Door
Robbers
The easiest way to get into
someone's house Ls to simply
knock on its from door and,
when it opens, either barge or
trick your way into the
premises. Small-time crooks
(including small children) often
use the Liner technkjue to carry
out petty robberies, typically
arriving as a pair and getting
into the house on a flimsy
pretext such as using your
'phone to make an emergency
call, or asking for a glass of
water, etc. One of the pair then
keeps you busy with idle chitchat wlifle die other person
searches die house for loose
cash and trinkets, The basic
rules for protecting yourself
against this type of robbery axe
as follows:
1 Fit your front door with a
security diain, and never
unhook it. unless you are sure
a is safe to do so.
2 Birr a fixed or mobile selflatching pariic-huiion alarm,
and keep, your finger on its
button whenever you open
the front door.to a stranger
3 Never allow anyone (including
children) into your house
unless you are absolutely sure
it is safe to do so.
4 Never, under any Qrcunistanccs,
allow two or more strangers
(particubrly innocent looking
children) into your house at
the same time.
5 Never, ever, under any
circumstances, leave a iota!
stranger alone In any part of
your house; if they have the
impertinence to ask to be leftalone (to make a 'private'
telephone atli), immediately
order diem to leave the
house and then inform the
local police.
The House
If the would-be burglar has
successfully passed ilirough
your building's outer border
defence zones, he will now start
to do physical and costly
damage to the actual building
by trying to break into it. His
chances of breaking in are
reduced (but die cost of the
inflicted damage Ls, increased) if
the house is fitted with strong
outer doors with robust
locks/latches, and with doubleglazed self-locking windows.
Vbu can greatly reduce the
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Figure 7.
TVpIcal basic form of a
modem burglar alarm
control unit and Its
control panel.
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crook's chances of committing
a successful burglary by fining
the house (or other building")
with a properly designed
burglar alarm.system.
Any building ran. for crime
prevention purposes, be '.
regarded as a lx>x that forms an
enclosing perimeter around a
number of interconneacd
cornpanments. This 'box* Is the
shell of the building, and
contains walls, floors, ceilings,
doors and windows, 'lb corhtnic
any crime within the building,
the-intruder must first break
through this shell, vdiich tlius
forms the owner's first line of
house defence. In most houses,
the most vulnerable pans of the
shell arc its doors and v.indows,
but ceilings are also vulnerable
(often via a trap door and loft
space) in some top-fiobr fiats
and apartments and in many
commercial buildings.
Once an intruder lias entered
die building, he ran move from
one room or compamnem to
the next only along paths that
are predetermined by die
layout of internal doors and
passages. In moving from one
compartment to the nest he
must inevitably pass over or
through certain spots or areas
its the building, as is made dear
in figure 5, whidi shows the
ground-floor plan of a mediumsized house, together with
suitable positions for antiburglary deiices/scnsors such as
PIR movement detectors,
pressure mat switches, and
reed-and-magnet 'contact'
switches.

Interr.ol
m g d! um—p-pwBf
To extemcl
high—pov/er
siren

rm

Rechoraeobls
battery

V-f- AC-lo-DC
P3L)

OV/777

OV r^n
Input from
AC power
line

Thus, if an intruder breaks
into this house via die kitchen
(which lias its outer door
protected by a reed-and-magnet
Contact switch), or via the
downstairs doak room (via the
side window), he can only
readi the rest of the house by
entering the hall, which is well
protected by a hidden pressure
mat switch and by a PIR
movement detector, which also
protects die front (iuor and
most of the stairway. The entire
lounge is well protected by
another PiR unit, which is
aimed away from direct sunlight
(a common cause of false
alarms in PIR units) but will
respond iristandy if anyone
enters the room via its main
door or its patio doors. The
dining-room is not individually
protected, since it can only be
accessed by its doorway (which
is protected by the hall's PIR
unit), or via its bay window,
whidi (if the windows are
dearly risible from the street) is
a very unlikely attack pointThus, the entire ground Door of
this house is adequately
protected by just two PER units
and two detector switches. The
upper floor can be protected
with similar simplicity.
Note in Figure 5 that the
burglar alarm's main control
panel is situated in the hall,
where it can be conveniently
operated (via a security key) on
entering or leaving iheiiousc,
or poor to going up the stairs
(to go to bed), or immediately
after coming down the stairs
(after getting out of bed).
The basic operating details of
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the burglar alarm system and
its control panel are described
in the nest major section of
this article.
Burglar Alarm
Basics
The Burglar Alarm
System
Most modem domestic burglar
alarm systems consist ofa
number of switched-output
intrusion sensors (contact
Switches and PIR units, etc.)
and a 'panic" button, whidi
have their outputs coupled, to
the inputs of a master control
unit that processes the received
signals and — when appropriate
- activates a built-in mediumpower audible alarm and can —
if required - also activate a
high-power external siren or
bell. The burglar alarm system's
block diagram thus takes the
basic form shown in Figure 6.
Note in figure 6 that the
alarm sensors are arranged in
blocks or groups, each of whidi
is allocated.a specific "zone'
input connection point on die
main control unit. The basic
idea here is to divide your
property into a number of
distinct defence zones, each of
whidi can cover any desired
area and can liave its defences
enabled or disabled via the
master control unit's control
pnncL.Suppose dial die house
shown in Figures 1 to 5 Is
divided up into die following
four defence zones;
Zone 1 = External defences
(shed, side-entrance, patio and
garden).

Zone 2 = Entire upper floor
of the house.
Zone 3 — The ground floor,
except die lounge and the hall
pressure matZone 4 = The lounge and the
hall pressure mat"Slth this defence system,
superb round-the-dock antiburglary protection can be
obtainet) by switching die zones
in the following ways, to suit
the. following circumstances:XVhen the house is empty all
four Zones should lie enabled,
thus giving total protection.
When the house is occupied
during normal daylight hours
but the garden area Ls unused,
only Zone 1 should be enabled.
If only the garden and ground
fioorare in use, only Zone 2
.should be enabled, in the
evening/if only the lounge Is in
use, Zones 1.2 and 3 should all
lie enabled, thus protecting die
occupier against the opportunist
burglar who sneaks into the
building while die family is
watching TV in die evening
(almost a quarter of all
domestic burglaries occur when
the house is occupied, with the
occupiers either watching TV or
asleep in bed). At night, when
only die upper floor of the
house is occupied Zones 1,3
and 4 should all lie enabled.
Note that the 'panic' button is
normally enabled even when all
four Zones are disabled, dius
giving the owner non-stop
protection against thugs.
Entry/Exit Delay
In the basic type of system
described above, the.Zone 1,2
and •! defence drcuirry sounds
an alarm Lnstandy if an intrusion
is detected, but die Zone 3
defence circuitry (which
defends the front door
entry/exit and control panel
areas) lias built-in 'entry/exit'
operating delays of about 43
seconds, thus giving the
system's key-holder limited
freedom to pass through the
Zone 3 defence .area (to enter
or leave the house or to
operate rhe control panel)
without sounding the alarm.
This delay action is such that,
when the owner enables Zone 3
via a key switch prior to leaving
the house or going to bed, the
Zone does not become active
until the end of the 45 second
'exit delay' period; when the
owner later passes through
Zone 3 again to deactivate the
alarm via the key switch, the
Zone's sensors insiandy detect
the intrusion and activates a
low-level 'warning' bieeper, but
only activate the main siren if
die owner fails to reset the

alarm (Via the key switch) by
the end of the 45 second 'entry*
delay period. Titus, the
enuy/cxit delay facility gives the
key holder reasonably freedom
to move about the house
witltout aciivating the main .
siren, but gives foil protection
against unwanted intruders who
da not have a suitable bey.
The Main Control
Unit/Panel
The main control unit is die
effective 'hearc' of die burglar
alarm system, ami tan be
managed via. a control panel. In
simple units, the panel enables
die unit's main functions to be
.selected via a 4-way master key
switch (usually marked TEST,
OFF, ON', and RESET). Most
modem control units take die
basic form shown in Figure 7
and are powered from the
domestic AC power lines via a
built-in DC PSU that also
provides an auxiliary DC power
output. The control, unit should'
ideally also have a built-in
re chargeable battery that is
normally nickle-clurged by the
PSU bat takes over thePSU s
main functions if the AC suppiy
fails or is ddiberaiely uufnupred.
Modern control units usually
have a built-in medium-power
siren, plus n facility for
activating a high-power external
siren; ideally, the external siren
should (to minimise the
chances ofgeneraiing publicly
annoying false alarms) not
activate until at least 30 seconds
after the built-in siren lias
activated, and must (to conform
to local noise control reguktioas)
mm oFFautontaiically after a
maximum period of about 15
minutes. Most units also have a
built-in 'tamper' switch that
(except when the mastei" key is
set to die TEST or RESET
positions) acuvates the built-in
self-latching siren if the unit's
case is opened.
The unit's control panel
usually takes the basic form
shown in Figure?, but in
practice often uses electronic
keypad (rather dtan electromechantcal) comrcl switching.
In this diagram, key-operated
switch SI selects the units main
functions, and toggle switches
52 to S5 allow individual
defence zones to be, enabled or
disabled. When SI is set to the
TEST position, the unit's
tamper switch and die external
alarm arc disabled, and the
internal alarm operates in die
non-latching mode. When SI is
set to the ON positions, the
system is folly active and the

internal alarm operates in the
self-latchrng mode. When SI is
set to Ol-T, all four sensor zones
are disabled, but die selflatching PANIC facility is folly
active. If the alarm is activated .
in the self-latching mode, the
alarm can only be turned off by
first removing die cause of
acdvation and then unlatching
the alarm by moving SI to the
RESET position.
In traditional hard-wired
alarm systems, die sensors that
connect to die alarm's various
'zone' input points usually take
the effective forms c)f contact
switches, which can easily be
enabled or disabled by fheS2 to
S5 toggle switches shown in
figure 7. Figure 8 shows the
connections for turning
individual seaioas of the alarm
sensor network on or off
Series-Connected n.c. sensor
networks can be enabled or
disabled by wiring them in
parallel with S2. as shown in
Figure 8(a); the sensors are
enabled when S2 is open, and
arc disabled w hen 52 is dosed.
Parallei-connected n.o. sensor
networks can be enabled (and
disabled by wiring diem in
series with S2, as shown in
Figure 8.
MatticuJ of
enabling and
disabling
sensors
switches via 82;
(a) seriesconnected, n.c.,
(b) parafleiconnectad, n.o.

Figure 8(b); the sensors are
enabled when SI is dosed, and
are disabled v.+ien S! is open.
The External
Siren/Alarm
The medium-power siren built
into most modem control units
usually drives ab efficient piezoelectric ourpuE transducer and
operates at a fairly high audio
frequency (typically 1.5kliz to
4kHz): this type of siren floods
tile house with sound, but such
sound attenuates rapidly with
distance.. Sirens designed for
external use normally use an
efficient hom-type loudspeaker
as their outptir transducer and
typically operate in the 800Hz
to 1.2kHz audio range, which
offers good long-distance
acoustic coverage. Both types of
siren normally generate an
attention-grabbing niulti-coric
(pulsed, warbled, or swept)
sound, father than a. tiresome
monotone sound.
External sirens are usually
enclosed in a weather-proof
bell-type alarm liox that is
screwed to die house froni: lite
box often incorporates a
flashing alarm beacon that
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activates at the same time as the
siren. Low-cost units of this type
are usually powered, via a multi
cored cable, from die auxiliary
power output terminals of the
main control unit, and can be
disabled by simply severing the
power oible, which must thus
lie pmieaed by burying it in
brickwork, etc High-quality
external siren units, on the
other liand, are sclf-powered
and tamper proof, and should
(to conform to current design
.standards) meet tlte ft) I lowing
iwsic design spedficadons:1 'l"he siren must be powered
by an internal rediHrgcable
banciy that is automatically
trickle charged in someway
and has enough capadty to
provide at least 4 hours of
continuous alarm operation.
2 The unit must be designed so
that the alarm is not triggered
by a temporary failure in the
trickle charging system, but
will trigger if activated by the
main control unit or if die
unit's main feed cable is cul
3 The bos must incorporate
tamper switches that
automatically activate the
alarm if the box's cover is
removed, or if the complete

-O.
tSesnsor
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Figure 9. Stock diagram of a high-quality external siren unit.
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unit is forcibly removed from
its fixing point (the wall).
4 Hie unit must incorporate a
timing mechanism that
automatically resets the siren
(but not necessarily the
beacon) after (typically) not
more that 15 minutes of
continuous operation.
Figure 9 shows the block
diagram of a high-quality external siren unit that is
powered by a built-in bancry
that is trickle charged via the
control unit's auxiliary DC
output terminals. This system
is designed so that the control
units 'alarm' output is
connected to the siren unit's
input via n.c. switch 31, which
is loo|t-wired in series with the
siren unit's two built-in n.c.
tamper switches; one of these
(52) is connected to die unit's
box cover and opens if the
cover is removed: the other
(53) Is connected to the unit's
back plate ami opens if the unit
is pulled away from the wall.
Thus, the siren activates if SI
opens, or if the main feed cable
is cur, or if die box cover is
removed, or if the unit's liack
plate is com from the wail. If
any of these condiuons occur,
die unit's buili-Ln light strobe
activates for the duration of the
o.c. condition (or until the
battery is exhausted), but die
multi-tone siren (which is
controlled by a 15-minute autoumer and control logic)
activates as soon as the o.c.
condition occurs hut resets
again when' the o.c. condition
ends or- if die o.c. condition
persists - after a maximum of
15-minutcs,
Wired versus
wireless alarm
systems
Modern commercial burglar
alarm systems are usually
microcontroller based, use a
keypad type of control panel,
and incorporate an event
recorder that — if a break-in
occurs - records die precise
order in which the various
defence zones are invaded.
Such systems come in two
basic types, being eidier 'wired'
or 'wireless' systems. In wired
sysietfis, all zone sensors (FIR
movement detectors, contact
switches, etc) are cable wired
to the main cbmro! unit, which
in rum is wired to die estemal
siren unit; such units are time
consuming and (since they use
lots of interconnection cable)
messy to install. In wireless
systems, all major zone sensors
incorporate a wireless Tx unit
that communicates (via a
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Figure 10. Block of ten
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Into each wireless sensor
used In a low-cost
wireless burglar alarm, to
match the sensor's Tx
'system' and 'zone' coding
to that used In the control
unit's wireless Rx section.
Figure 11.
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coded 418MHz oc 458MHz RF
signal) with a matching
wireless Rx unit that is built
into the main control unit; the
Tx unit signals to the Rx unlt.if
an alarm, tamper, or lowbattery condition occurs; such
systems sue very easy and clean
to instail, but are considerably
more, expensive dial normal
wired systems.
All domestic wireless systems
are prodded with a key-fob
style Tx unit that can be used
to remotely set or unset the
main alarm unit and to act as a
'panic' switch that can
remotely activate the alarm
siren at any time. Sensor units
such as comaci and PIR
transmitters are battery
powered (usually by a PP3 type
battery) and — in approved
designs - give at least sis
month of continuous
operation per battery charge.
Such units are permanently
active, can transmit presenable idemification codes,
have a built-in tamper switch
that initiates a full alarm
condition if the unit is illegally
opened, have a low-voltage
detector that warns of a failing
battery condition, and
incorporate sophisticated
energy-saving circuitry that
greatly extends battery life: PIR
units, for example, transmit a
brief alarm signal as soon as an
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n.a. output to
input of wireless
'contoct' sensor
unit

Figure 12. Simple
adaptor circuit can
be used to activate a
wireless contact
sensor unit via an
n.o. switch such as a
pressure mat typo.
intrusion is detected, hut then
automatically go into a
(typically) 60 second shutdown mode before becoming
aaive agairi: this technique
conserves power when a
defended area is in normal
'zone off' use, but gives an
instant intrusion warning if the
zone is alarm-active.
Domestic-type wireless alarm
systems vary greatly in price
and performance. The cheajter
systems usually provide a total
of 256 possible identification
codes and only four sensor
defence zones, to which the
sensors can lie indhidualfy
matched by a built-in block of
ten miniature switches
arranged as shown in Figure 10.
Here, switches I to 8 enable
the sensor unit's 8-bit Tx
'system' code to be matched to
that used by rite systems RX
unit (which can be pre-set by
die owner), and switches 9 and
10 are used to aiiocate a 2-faic
'zone' number to the sensor. At
the other end of the price
scale, some systems offer 10- or
12-bit identificatiDn codes,.and
up to 16 defence zones
(identified by a 4-bit tzeme" code).
Note that, in wireless
systems, the main control unit
identifies individual sensors
purely by their zone codes.
Hills, if a sensor in (say) Zone
3 transmits a low-battery-

voltage warning, the unit's
control pane! will display me,
feet; if only one sensor carries
the Zone 3 code, the owner
can quickly identify this
particular unit and cltange its
battery; bur if several sensors
carry the same code the fault
can only by traced by
individually testing all of the
Zone 3 sensor batteries.
Also note that wireless
"contact' sensors usually
activate only when an n.c.
input switch opens for a period
ofat least 200ms (this
technique minimising the
chances of false alarming due
to transient switching or signal
pick-up); such sensors can be
used with any desired number
of n.c. sensor.switdies (reedanrirmagnet switches, window
foil, etc) that are loop wired in
the basic manner shown in
Figure 11; they cm not be
directly used with pressure;mat
switches, which are n.o. devices.
RgtitE 12 shows a simple
relay-based adaptor circuit chat
can be used to activate a
wireless contact sensor unit via
a pressure mat switch or any
other n.o. type of switch (or by
any desired number of parallelconnected n.o. switches). Here,
12V relay RLA has a coil
resistance of at least 270R, and
has one set of ciiange-over
(c.o.) contans that have their
n.c. pins wired to tire input of
the wireless sensor unit. RLA's
coil Is wired in series with the
12V supply via mat switch SI
and the parallel Cl-Rl
combination. Normally, 51 is
open, C1 is fully discharged,
and the RLAd output contacts
are closed. If SI now closes, a
heavy pulse of current flows
through RI-A coil via C1 and SI,
thus opening the RLA/1 output
contact and activating the
wireless contact sensor unit. If
SI remains closed, the RLA
current rapidly decays to a very
low value (determined by RI)
and (after a few hundred
milliseconds) die RLA/I
contacts re-ojjen; when SI
opens again. C1 slowly
discharges via 81 until-after a
delay of a minute or so — die
system can again be reactivated
by closing SI. This circuit thus
draws zero quiescent current,
arid draws only a few microamps
of mean current if 51 is dosed
for long periods.
Next month's installment of
the series will describe some
wireless alarm system categories
and various opes of Intrusion
sensor, and will present a
variety of hard-wired build-kyourself burglar alarm drcuits.

This project is another
demonstrauon of cite
incredible power of those
ubiquitous PICs. I originally
bought my 'PICSTAKT kit with
this project in mind. 1 was
inspired lit'nn" earlier PIC based
unit published in another
magazine. This was a vast'
improvement on the servo
amplifier based unit I was using
at lite time. However i felt
there was still scope for
improvement in die action
taken on low battery voltage.
On this other unit when the
lowest safe voltage Ls reached it
cut the power off completely. 1
prefer to have die power
reduced gradually maintaining
the battery at the safe level.
This avoids surprises in the air
and enables every last drop of
power to be drained out of the
battery: This latter feature being
valuable both in sports and
competition flying. The other
change I wanted was to liiiiit
the rate of change of sjieed.
This enables the unit to be
used as a soft start. However
the main reason for this
approach was to limit the effect
of badfsrgnaIs/gSitches. If a bad
signal is received die maximum
effect it can have here is to
alter the speed by one unit of
power (out of 32steps). This
limit does not affect normal
operation. With one step of
cliange every input signal, at 50
steps a second, the 32 steps are
achieved in 0.64 second. .From
the.PiC programming
viewpoint diis project has
presented the greatest

challenge of all the projects I
have tackled to date. It does
however demonstrate the
power of PICs to drive high
frequency events. Here the PIC
Is driving the motor with a
pulse width modulated power
at a frequency of LBKHz. With
32 steps of power the.PIC is
liming the variable length of
die pulses insteps ofabour
Ipfts. This is only 16 machine
cycles! Tills is only possible
with the Reduced Instruction
Set Computer (RISCj stfisccure
of the PIC which enables one
instruction to be implemented
every machine cycle. Even with
the simple elegance of the PIC
language some careful thought
and several nrrempts were
required to fit the other
functions around Ulis high
speed work.
PIC Programming
The PIC has several tasks to
perform;
^ Measure length of ihe.PWM
data from the receiver.

^ Decide how many of 32
steps of power to
apply to the motor.
^ Turn the motor on and off at
high frequency.
^ Check the battery voltage.
^ Start-up, arming and
disarm ing.functions.
Getting all this to fit together
takes a little planning and
organisation since die
processor can, of course, onlydo one task at a time. Ideally
one would drive each of the
tasks Jrom an appropriate
interrupt, e.g.
^ interrupt on change from
input signal to measure
pulse width using a timer,
+ tinier interrupt to control
the motor on / off.
♦ 'timer iraerrupt to trigger
the barrery voltage check.
Unfqminately ltis not possible
to do this with the simpler
•PICs. Although several
interrupts can be handled, they
all trigger die same piece of

niovf PORITE, 1 ; vead Co salf Co end misinatch
bef I: •TCOK.O ;clear incerrupt flag
st_Cemp,0 ;st_teiirp to w
;back to STATUS
STATUS
w_!_eir.p, 1 ; swap v; teiup
w_CEnsp, p ;restore w
rretum from, inberrnpt

32 proportional speed
settings (appears to be *
continuous)
High frequency for smooth
tunning
Umited rate of change of
speed (soft start)
Brake MOSFET for folding
props
'BEC (faattety eliminatdr circuit)
7-10 cell"
LED indication of brake, full
power, 'and power level
Minimum battery voltage
set In 0.25V steps from
5.5V to 9.25V
Case size 38 x 57 x 24mm
SAFETY
Arming switch (also disarms)
Audible tone from motor on
initial arming
Arming only effective at
zero power setting

org 4
; intanrupt
BOVWE
w_cemp
; copy vj to w_temp
sv/aoE
STATUS,0 ;STATUS to W
movwS - St_Ce3ip ;STATUS to sC_teiTip

swaof
movwE
swapc
svrapf
recfie

OPERATIONAL

Battery voltage checked
>400 times a second and
power, reduced if below.
- minimum.

.
High current/ yery low 'ON'
resistance (0.0012 ohm);

listing 1 Minimum lirtemipt Routine (POBTB intemipt on change).

Reduces (rather than cut)
power when battery tow
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Photo 1 Complete Unit
with motor.

r-

code starting at location 0004.
The code then lias to
determine wliicheveiit
triggered it, Tliis adds extra
instructions which makes the
handling of more than one
interrupt impractica) with high
speed work to perfbnu. Here
every instmciion counts. Also
the events above could use

a set frequency by an interrupt
from the timer. In this speed
controller, with several tasks
being performed, it is almost
certain ihut any 'interrupt' will,
as Its name suggests, interrupt
some other activity, it is
therefore important that the
interrupt routine saves the

1

contents of key registers
(STATUS and \V) and returns
them to their original state
before returning the processor
to die risk which was
interrupted. This gives the
interrupt routine, a minimum of
14 machine cycles to save and
return the AV and 'STATUS'

.01

Photo 2 Inside of
-control unit showing
connections.
throe separate timers.
Unfortunately the simpler PICs
only have one!
The PJC selected for this
project is the PIC16C71-0-S. This
has adequate input/output pins,
can accept analogue input (for
battery voltage), hits 1 timer and
interrupt iiandling capability.
The multiple functions
required make life complicated.
My earlier projects, Kugby Clock
and Soldering Iron Comroller
(hiectronies issues 113,116) ,
only had a single task to
perform. This was driven by a
single piece of code triggered at

-iV

Cbaimd.l
CliannfJI

FimnFira -

i rnmnn

jn

n

ji

TL
n

Channti i
Qifflmel-I

ji

Figure i. Radio Contro! Data Transmission.
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registers, including call and
return, before it has done any
work! See listing I.
j\fier a couple of attempts
using different arrangements of
the routines J concluded that
the best programme
organisation was to use. one
interrupt routine to bandle the
recotxiingof the PWid input
from the receiver and use a free
running routine moniioring die
timer to drive all the other
tasks. There Is snme logic to
tills approach as it dedicates die
interrupt capahifity to the one
event outside the control of the
controller. '20-20' hindsight is
great isn't it!
The other restriction was
'there is only one. timer'. Hence
tills timer is left free running to
lie read by ail the rimed
ftmccions and for measuring die
length of the input signal. It was
this latter requirement that led
to.the selection of the unusual
resonator frequency of 3.58MHz! v,Tinted to have 32 steps of
power corresponding to input
signals in die range 1.2 to
1.8ms. i did not use the whole
1.0 to 2.0ms range as about
0.1ms is tost at each end for the
transmitter trimseuihg and i
Wanted another O.lms at each
stick extreme to give a clear 'full
power* or 'brake'. Widi a
3.58MIlz resonator die
controller system clock
operates at 3.58'-!.Ml iz. which
gives a machine cycle of
1.117ps. A 'divide by 16' timer
then counts every l7.S8ps and a
count of -32 from the timer Is
0.572ms. This is dose to my
target range of 0.6ms (1.2 to
I Sms). So 1 used 6S timer
counts (1.2 lins) for "brake on'
and 100 dmer counts (1.79ins)
for full power and die 32 steps
in between for my proportional
levels of ixiwer.
Tlie same timer has to drive
die motor. Again 32 timer steps
are used. The controller decides
how many timer units of power
should be applied in every 32

ri

START

org 4
iliOV-.v'f
swapf
raovwf

;interrupt
w_te7np
;copy v; Co VAjzemp
STATUS, 0 ;STATUS to w
st^Cemp ;STATUS Co stytemp

•iisovf PORTS, 1 ; read to sslr Co end, raisntacca
bcr IKTCOM.O ;clsar incerrupt flag
movf Tl SF.0,0
;Ti.!R0 to w
btfsc
FOET3.in ;input low?
goto ibigh
now.-f

p_ead.
;store p_end
_flac,2 ,-set do calc flag

r

notice.
' I "he Interrupt routine (listing
2) takes 19 machine cycles
including the call and die
return. Tire code returning the
'W and 'STATUS' retpsten? is
duplicated to avoid a 'GOTO'
which would have added 2
more machine cycles of
interruption. This is an example
of trading off code effidcncy
against execution efficiency.
Unforainately this routine is
just long enough chacirwil!
occasiomDy occupy the
processor for the whole of the
16 machine cycles dm die
timer holds one value. If one of
the tasks (e.g; motor on or
motor ofl) is waiting for rhis
number it would i>e missed out.
Hence the main operating
routine must take this into
account and look for a pair of
values radier than just one for
each task.
The logic flow diagram for
the programme is'shown in
Figure 2. This does not show
the interrupt tnutine as this is

gHi1

limer counts. Since 32'timer
coums takes 0.572ras this is
why the output frequency is
l.SKHz (1 / 0.572nis). Keeping
tlie logic simple like this helps
minimise die number of
insimcdniisWiih the rimer sonecl out 1
couki look at the iruemipt
routine to recorti the input
pulse. Anotherbreakdirough in*
developing the code was the
dedsioh to only iiave this
routine necortl the Stan and
finish times of the input pulse
and leave the calculation of
what power to apply until later.
This kept the interrupt mutinc
in the minimum number of
instruaians and then the
calculation of the power level
could lie performed when a
suitable slot in processor time
becomes available. By hating
the programme checks the
need for this calculation once
every time power is applied to
the motor this only involves a
maximum delay of 0.572ms
which I challenge anyone to

swapf
EiOVWf"
swapf
swapfrstifle
ITiigTi

mow/f

£Wc»pf
movwf
.swapf
swaps
reefie

p_sta rt

;store p_scarc

Bli_Csaip. 0 ;st_tesp to w
STATUS
rfcack to STATUS
w_teinp. 1 swap v;_ca3ip
W_CS!np, t) rrestore w
; retu rrs from interrupt

Listing 2 Interrupt Routine to Record Input Pulse.
self explanatory from listing 2.
The section during initial
arming where a sound is made
in the motor was a later
addition when 1 learned that
some top of die range
controllers had this feature. Thesound is made by sending
short(22gs) pukes of power to
die motor at an audio
frequeaq: This is enough to
make a sound but not enough
ro turn die motor. The sound is
a useful check that a good
signal Is being received. The
audiofrequency is adjusted as a
function of the input signal,
pulse width. If die transmitter
control is already at zero
(tower the sound Is only made
for two thirds of a second while
die controller checks for 32
valid pulses.

set-up UO
st a r( tim e r a «/16 c Ik
cnte oa
PowcrofT
aim
svrtirhon

Enaib talfrmpte
fbriKpot
pufet iriDfor at
awli) fipqcency
— f^input)

raiii
dill
zero DOM

Figure 2.
Programme
Logic.

s£_temp,0 ;s£_tS2Dp to '.v
; back, to STATUS
STATUS
vf_teiHp, i tsvrap w_tezp
w_Cemp; 0 .'restore v.*
.•rstum frcrc ratermpC

time to
turn mo mr
on?

or52TaH pidse?
frn m arm ? ^

Tune to
tiimiaotor
□fT?

motarofT

new dan
50 do rafc.?

nicif ment or
<*ecr?mpzu power

uine IO >
chtfkfe atteiy
rohase?

voflage
OK?

moioron

N | decrtBifat
pflwersetfin^

Circuit Description
This is simple as all the
complication is kept.within the
I'IC. The input signal is applied
to PORT B bit 5 as this Is can be
set up for 'interrupt on change*.
Tlie arming switch is conneaed
to PORT A bit 2. The battenvoltage is measured by PORTA
bit 1 which is set up for
analogue topuL PORT B bits 0-3
are conneaed to jumpers
which set the minimum battery
voltage. No pull-up resistors are
required as 'weak pul!-uj>" is set
in software. Ifoit B hit 6 drives
tlie full power LED, bit 7 drives
the main MOSEETs and the
power I ED, bit -I drives the
brake-MOSPET and the brake
LED. The output to the main
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MOSFETs goes via one amplifier
in the MOSFET driver (IC2).
This can push hursts of iip to
2A into the gates to ensure the
Fastest switching. It is powered
via R8 either from the 5V
regulated supply or the full
batten' supply. This was
originally included so either
'logic' or conventional MdSFEB
could be used. However I have
only used the full battery
voltage setting as it applies the
maximum voltage to the gate.
Even logic MOSFETs designed
to be driven by 0-3V signals
usually work better with a
higher voltage (up to their
maximum spedfication,
typically 15V).
The output to the brake
MOSFET also goes via an.
amplifier in IC2.1 only did this
for circuit board layout
considerations. TR1 and its
associated components simply
reflect the signal to the positive
power rail.
I put a fuse Into the circuit,
on the PCB, to avoid having a
separate fuse to house. With
care die fuse should never need
changing! The 3OA fuse wire is
in a short length which handles
4OA without blowing.
Selection
of MOSFETs
The MOSFETs can easily make
up half the cost. These are also
the most critical components
from the performance
viewpoint. So j-ou "pays your
money and takes your choice".
Needless to say both die cost
and perfonnaiice are
continuing to improve widi time. This design can use both
conventional and -iogic'
MOSFETs as the gate driver
(IC2) can be configured to
apply either 5 volts or the full
battery voltage to the gate.
The current capability of
TO220 MOSFETs, is typically up
to 60A continuous each (and
240-400A peak!) and hence is
not a concern. The main
specificadoti of interest is .the
'on' resistance. Hits has to he
very iow in order to keep the
heat dissipation low enough to
avoid the need for bulky
hea^sinks. Beware of the
specifications of speed
cbntrallers-1 dissected a
controller described as a '60A'
unit and found a single 60A, 9
mohm MOSFET which would
overheat generating 3-6 watts at
a mere 20A load The controller
described here has six 7 mohm
MOSFETs in parallel and hence
only generates a total of 0.47
watts at 20A (0.0S watts per
MOSFET;. it is still quite

comfortable at 4OA, generating
1.9 warts total (about 0.3 watts
per MOSFET).
Hgure 4 shows the
characierisiics of four MOSFETs
I have considered. The lowercum on voltage of the "logic'
MOSFETs is apparent. However
note that their specification 'on'
resistance sometimes requires
more than a 5 volt gate voltage!
They can usually take gate
voltages of up to 12-15 volts
compared to 20 volts for typical
convehuonal MOSFEB. Hence I
have always configured the gate
driver (IC2) to apply the full
batten* voltage. I would use the
3 volt option only if using more

than 10 cells if this might
exceed the maximum MOSFET
gate voltage. (Note using the
BEC above 10 cells is not
advised unless an adequate
heatsink is attached to the
voltage regulator).
Hie resistances were
measured at 3 Amps, equivalent
to 3OA load from the speed
controllen
MOSFET
STP60N0S-16
UTPBONOS
SMP60NQ3-1DL
IRL2203

The MTP60N06 and
STP60N'06-l6 MOSFETs are fine
for "SPEED 600' or milder
applications. 1 have used the
latter MOSFET for these duties
for some time.
The S.MP60N03-10L is used in
many commercial tinits but is
difficult to source. T have used
these with a "Volks Badng*
pylon nicer which has an initial

'on' resistance at 6 volts
20.4
13.4
9.8
7,0

Cost
£3.54
£3,33
£6.15
£6.29

Table L MOSFET options.

13
T
DP Ct O
TQM

SW2
Arm
tci
RS-3
RSI
fi82
SB3
+6
To
recivver Sigr.clO-

1
/ryes Motor

0s Tfvo-t

551

Po i»e.r
\tvtt
P 37

"
D2 f'u11
12
'BBS
W""
RES
D3 'V'
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....
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Figure 3. Circuit Diagram.

40 t
IRL22P3
SMP50NQ3-1OL
MTPd.ONOB
STP6QNQ5—i 6

J5
•0
0
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55
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■4.5

5.5

ngura'4.-MOSFET Characterlstlca.
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Figure 5a, PCB Foil (twlco size).
current consumpu'an of 40A.
The ISI2203 has heiier
perfbrmance than all die above
and recent pricing (plus a 20
volt maximum gate voltage)
makes it the MOSFFT of choice
for higher power applications.
Construction
Initial construction is straight
forward, i start with resistors,
then the 1C socket (TCI), then
capadtors, IC2 (flirect onto
board). The fuse is simply a link
using jOA fuse wire. leave cite
I.EDs until last, after the
MOSFEIs and Schonky diode
(SMD device on the copper
side). Note the wirelink, J17 and
D4 which are fitted underneath
the .MOSFEIs.
The MOSFEIs are the most
difficult part of the canstruction.
The target is to fold die
protruding part of the leads
down onto the board to give a
good ptth for die 40 amps or
so that the speed control can
comfortably handle.
Insert the 6 main MOSFEIS
and the voltage regulator. The
latter helps set the board level
when soldering. Check the
MOSFEIs are fully home and in
tine. First solder the voltage
regulator IC3 and the gate pins

S LI

4x2
Terminal Strip

Figure 5b. Layout of Components on PCB (twice size).
of the MOSFEIs (these are not
folded over). Trim the soldered
leads. Now fold the drain and
source leads of the MOSFEIs
down onto the board, one at a
time, starring furthest away from
the brake MOSFET. Now fit the
brake' MOSFET. This sits about
3mm higher than, the others,
'ibu can trim the .sides of the
thick part .of leads so the brake
MOSFET is at the same level.
I do this but it is not easy. ]
recommend using a high speed

Figure 6.
Box Ud
Drilling
Pattern.

I

1 1

.

-V

oit-ofFdisc in a PCB drill. It is
possible using a needle file. Try
not to remove coa much copper.
Now bend the protruding
part of the leads of the brake
MOSFET onto the board/other
MOSFETIeads. Check the leads
are neat and tidy like a Men
row of dominoes. Solder the
leads starting at one end and
moving down the row, iron on
one side, solder (use 22swg) onthe other. Fill the gaps between
the leads without feeding so

much solder that you form a
bridge to the adjoining row;
Leave the board and MOSFEIs
to cool before attacking the
second row.
Drill the box before fitting the
LEDs, Using Figure 6 as a
template drill 3/32"/2.3nim'
holes. Join the pairs of holes for
the MOSFET tabs. This is
helped if you have a miniature
drill and a 12mm circular saw
blade (see Maplin codes JU91Y
and JWTSU). 0|ien up the three
LED holes to 3nim.
By positioning the circuit
board in the top of die box you
can set the appropriate height
for the LEDs above the board.
As a guide the bottom of the
LEDs are about 12.5nim above
die board.
Next fix the leads. This is
another job requiring care. I
prefer to use 1mm pins for the
swatches and receiver leads hut
you can fit them directly onto
the PCB. Stan with the leads to
the power switch, it helps if you
can squeeze one lead round
each side of the inductor on
their way to die PCB. This
makes the location of die high
current cables easier. Next
connect the arming switch leads
and the receiver lead. At this
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Photo 3a. PCB with cornpononts
but without ICl'ln place.

Piioto 3b. PCB with components
but before ftttlng MOSFETs.
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point it is ;i ^ood idea to make a
couple of 7«''/4ntm holes in the
case halves, close to the sides of
the case. Check it all,goes
together OK. Lastly solder in
the high current cables. In each
case trim 2mm of insulation
from the end of the wire. Then
push the end through the hole
in the PCB so about lomin is
protruding on the copper skle,
Now fan out tire strands onto
the copper so it loofe like a
chimney brush. Make sure
there are no stray strands on
either side of die board before
soldering, in place. Use plenty of
solder to make a good
connection to the high current
tracks-. 1 recommend keeping
tile leatls to the motor as short
as possible (say •lO-pOmni).
Installation
1 try' to keep the receiver :ts tar
away as possible from the high
current switching activity.
Hence I keep, the leads from
die controller to the motor as
short as possible and install the
receiver as farback as possible,
usually behind the main wing.
Operation
Rrsc set the iiiinimum Ijattery
voltage. The jumpers on RBO-3
art; read as a binary numlrer.
The minimum voltage is set as
55 + 0.25 x n volts. A jumper
present is a read as logic '0'. So
the jumper settings are-shown
in table 2.
Given the huge current
capability of the NiCad batteries
used for model power, die first
operation of the controller
should be via a laboratory
power supply. A 5A supply is
enough to test die controller
with lower current motors (e.g.
27 wind) if they have no load
and are given a hand with an
initial spin. Alternatively find a
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motor of the same voltage
rating and lower current
consumption. Also note that
higher power moults should
not be run at full power vvidi no
load. The contrbller consumes
Voltage
5".5
5.75
6.0
6.25
6,5
6.75
7,0 v
7.25
7.5
7.75
8.0
S.25
8,5
8.75
9,0
9.25
Table 2.
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RB0
na
no
no
y*
no
J^S
no
ye*
no
yes
no
yes
TrQ

RBI
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes.
JO
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no
TO

m
i .J-" 'v "

>V.- r-4
Bps^lS
¥

<s&

m
5
-

m.

-y
On

i-iv ■... ^

8-25mA without a motor or
receiver attached. The liigher
figure relates to die disarmed
condiiioa with the brake LED
and MOSl'UT on.
With a successful lab test she
RB2
yes
ies
s-es
yss
no
no
no
no
yes
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speed control cui be operated
from a NiCad Bauery.
Tiie normal sefjuenceof
operation is:
^ Check arm switch off
(open circuit).
^ With the transmitter
\
operating rum the controller
power on. Hie brake LED
(only) should lie on.
^ -'Ifief cliecldng the area
around the propeller clear,
switch on the arm switch.
The brake LED will go off if
the transmitter is not at zero
power. A sound will be heard
from the motor. If the
Ltaosmiuer stick was not at
zero power the sound will
I
continue and respond in
I
pitch to the stick position.
The pitch will increase as the

power signal is increased.
The roll power UiD will
come on when this sening is
reached. \Vhen a zero power
signal and 32 continuous
valid signals have been
received the brake LED will
go on and the sound will
stop. It is now ready to run.

E
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^ Slowly move die transmitter
stick. The motor will run in "
proportion to die setting.
Hie jiower liiD will get
brighter as die power
increases and the full power
LED will come on when hill
power Is reached.
^ The motor can lie stopped at
any time by switching off the
arm switch. Check the
temperature of the voltage
regulator iC3 with die servos
in full operation. If if gee
too hot either fit a heatsink
or remove k and use a
separate supply for the
receiver and servos.
The models shown in die
photos are a Balsa Cabin
'Sonata E' using a Speed 600
motor driving a 8.5" by 4.5"
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Photo 5. Aorobatic modoJ.
rpijeller and this speed
omrolier using STP60N06-16,
OSFETIs, and an own tiesign
crabatic intKlel using a Maplin
RI1? triple wind moior:
Q722Y) driting a 6" by 6"
ropcller and this speed
oniniller using IRL2203
OSFffls. Both use 7 ceil
700/2000 batters7 packs. lilUivc.m
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OVERVIEW OF RADIO CONTROL
DATA TRANSMISSION
Model radio control isystems use a 'Pulse Width Modulation'
(PWM) system-to encode the position, of the control sticks on
the transmitter. Generally a stick mid position is represented by
a pulse .of 1.5ms. The full range of stick movemsnl and trims
gives pulse widths in the range of .1.0 to 2.0ms. ,
The transmitter sends pulses for each of the typically 7
channels in; turn followed by a uniquely long synchronisation
pulse of 6 to Sms (see Figure: 1). This sequence is. repeated
continually and hence sends a set of date approximately every
2bmsr i.e. 50 times a second.
These pulses are received by the receivef, decoded and sent to
the appropriate pin for each channel/servo. The servos" (or speed
controirer here) receive a pulse of length 1.0 to 2.0ms every
2pms and continually-strive to achieve" a positiori (or speed
setting) proportional to the pulse width.
Many systems use amplitude or frequency modulation of the
transmitter carrier signal (27 or,35 or riOMHz). Modem sets are
now using Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) where the stick
positions are sent as digital codes.,The receiver decodes tills
digital information but still sends the same type of pulse wio'th
modulated signal to the seivdsi
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R4
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4k7
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IC .socket
OIL strip
Pin jumpers
1mm terminal pins
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1
4
6

FJS&.V
JW62S
UL71N
FL248 (100)

SubAJllra-Min Toggle
PCB
lOAWG Silicon liexible v.ire
Heat Resisting v.ire - trtsck
Heat Resisting wire - red
30A fiise wire
Servo lead
Battery

2
1
*
1
1
1
1
1

FHOOA or FH97F
see tea

Battsry connectors

1

BA43W
KR32K
HB51F
model shops
see Maplin
Catalogue
to suit battery

Printed Circuit Board, Programmed PIC, * parts
A PCB and Programmed PIC plus npn-Maplln parts are aVstehle
froth the author. Please sand SAE for details to:
Dr M P Roberts, 4 Thsmes Avenue, Guisboraugh,
Cleveland, TS14 SAD
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Frequency counters and test
equipment in Opto-electronics
by Harry Watklns

NV30X Optoelectronics
Micro Frequency Counter.

'Titis month / thought I ivonld give you an insight into
the fascinating range of Optoelectronics products. 4s
frequency counters and related products are not
always fully understood by the newcomer to the
hobby I think they need some explaining.
With a receiver it is possible to rune
into any frequency within its range
and monitor the signals. Tliat's all
very well if we know where the signaLs are,
but what do we do it we have no idea where
to look? Some frequency guides are available
(Maplin Order Code WT70M Hie Complete
Guide to the VHF/UHF and \VT73Q Short
Wave International Frequency Handbook.)

IM38R - Optoelectronics CUB'
Frequency Counter.
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But if the frequency' is not known you niay
think the only alternative is to search the
bands and hope. Enter the frequency
counter a useful hand-held device that is able
to lock on to a local radio signal and display
its exact frequency on a digital display
JFrequency couateis are. referred to as
'nearfield' devices and I think I should
explaih this term. Nearfield is a term to
describe the area in the immediate, vicinity
of a transinlrter and a nearfield device .is one
that is designed to work in such an area. As
you approach a transmitter, the observed
signal strength increases to a point where its
amplitude becomes greater than any other
signal sources. At this point you are in the
nearfield of the fransmiiieranri a frequency
counter is able to read out the frequency.
The Optoelectronics "CUB' (Order Code.
JM3SR priced ai.S139.95) is a relatively
simpte.frequency counter. It covers 1MHz to
2.8GHz and quite simply If you are standing
near a tramifiiaer within that range then as
soon as a person starts transmitting the
frequency that he is using will appear on the
9 digit LCD display. It is then possible to
tune your scanner or receiver to that
frequency and be able to listen to the
transmission. The unit is supplied with builtin nicads (which last up to ten hours after a
full charge) a charger and an aerial (BNG).
Its usual receive range is about (SOm. It has
one memory, a battery low indicator and has
range, and filter switches plus 4 gate limes to
increase the accuracv..

NV89X Optoelectronics Micro
Frequency Counter.

%

There are other uses for frequency
counters. These Include using thern as
digital displays far old analogue.qpe radios
and as test instruments for transmitters able
to rel! you exactly what frequency you are
transmitting on.
The Optoelectronics 'Ml' frequency
counter (Maplin Order Code JM59N) which
sells for £239.95 is a simiJar unit but with
higher spcolication and extra features. The
frequency range is 20Hz to 2.8GHz. It
comes with built-in nicad jiack going up to
5 hours use, a charger and 50 Ohm aerial.
Also included are 3 memories, back light, a
10 digit LCD, 50 Ohm and 1M Ohm inputs
and a serial data output port for data
logging on a I'C with optional RS232,
converter and software (QFTOUNK order
codeN\'98G which sells for £129.95) The
Mi also has. an RF signal bargraph, dus gives
yoii an indication of how strong the signal is
and also by walking alwut you can see
which direction the signal is coming from. It
Is nor unknown for people to also use these
items for the detection of bugs, that is the
electronic kind! This type of practice is
more common than you may first think.
A new product from Optoelectronic;, and
now available from, Maplin, is the 'Micro
Counter' (Maplin Order Code NV90X)
which sells for £99.95. This is a frequenq'
counter which is built into a case the size of
a pager complete with belt dip. It runs off 1
x AA cell (Supplied) which gives up to 8
hours use. The unit has a built-in aerial,
although in tests 1 found thar Its range
increased when I used the optional antenna
(model number TMC-100). The aerial socket
Is 50Ohm via a 2.5mm mono jack plug, it
has a 12 digit. LCD display; the frequency
range is lOMHz-l.IGHz, haS three
memories, and three selectable gate times.
Another new product from
Optoelectronics Ls die 'MicroJDXMF
decoder' which is also available from Maplin
(order code jNV89W) and sells for £89-95. It
is housed in a case the size:of a pager
complete with a belt clip and has a 12 digit ";'
LCD display. It runs from an internal AA cell
(supplied) giving up io-200 hours use.
There is a maximum 2000 character
memory. The unit has an internal
microphone or audio can be connected
directly via built in 3.5nim mono jack plug.
Digital Tone Modulated Frequency
(DTMF) comprises a series of audible tones
identical in sound to those we often hear
when using our nonmal telephones. These
tones are sent at die beginning of each
transmission and are used for selective
calling purposes. If you can Imagine a group
of people all oh the same frequency then
instead of all of them receiving the
transmission, setting a different DTMF tone
will result in the message only being heard
by the people you want it to be heard by
The Optoelectronics 'SCOUT' (Maplin
code YF57M) which sells for £349.95 is a
very advanced frequency counter. It can
ditTerentiate between random noise and
coherent RF transmissions. It covers 10MHz
to 1.4GHz. It comes complete with built in
nicad pack giving up to 8 hours use,, a
charger, a 50 Ohm aerial and a belt clip. It
has a 10 digit LCD display. This device has no
less than 400 memories and can lie left
unattended to download frequencies'
automatically. There is a back light for night

Code NV97
Optoelectronics R-U
Test Receiver.

operation and a built in pager sole vibrator
to alert you when frequencies are recorded.
It also has a distinctive double beep that
informs you when a new frequency is found
and a single beep indicating that a previously
recorded frequency has been lilt agiin. A 16
section bargraph is on the LCD fronc.panel
display which provides a real time relative
indication ofRF signal strength- The oprional
PC inrcrfece 'OPTOIiXX' permits down
loading of stared inforrnarion on a PC.
The Scout comes with a 3.5" PC disc

which includes a program to log stored
frequencies from the Scout to a file on disc
and a demonstration copy of a control
programme for scanners which can be used
in conjunction with die Scout.
The 'SCOUT' can automaiicaih* tune the
Optoelectronics Rll (Maplin Order Code
NV97F). the AOR AR-80d0 (RU9SG) and
Icom's 1C-R10 (NV35Q) and R-8500 (NV36P)
when conneaed to one of these receivers.
Tne Scout captures a frequency and then
mnes the receiver to that frequency
simultaneouslyySo no more manual tuning of
a receiver, let die Scout do it for you. You can
even scroll back through the Scouts
memories to tune the receiver with memory
tuning.
The; Optoelectronics 'R-LT nearfield test
receiver (order code NV97F) which sells for
£369.95 is Optoelectronics latest product. It
comes complete with built-in nicad pack
(which should give at least-four hours use)
charger and telescopic whip aerial. Unlike
the rest of the range this is a self-tuning
receiver covering 3QMHz to 2Gi l2 in the FM
mode. It is not a single frequency radio
receiver in the conventional sense, or a high
speed scanner, for it sweeps tire entire
frequenq' range in less than 1 second! It can
lock onto a 4 Watt UH F Signal as far away as
500 feet and demodulate die signal through
its built-in speaker, and display die general
band the frequenq- is transmitting in on its
LED indicator. There is a socket on the unit
for an ear-piece and a data socket
Frequenq'lockout,.giving the user the
capability to manually lockout up to 1000
unwanted signals, this ensures the unit can
be programmed to receive only wanted
signals. Also there are volume and squelch
knobs on this easy-to-use item.
The Optoelectronics 'XPLORFR' (Order
code KN0-4E) which sells for £799.95 is the
most fascinating of the whole
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,YES7M Optoelectronics 'Scout'.Frequency.Counter.
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NV98G Optoelectronics 'Optollnx.
Optoelearomcs range. Ir is a unique near
field test receiver with FM demexiulator, FM
dc-lation readout, tone decodei; fietjuencv'
counter and PC interface all in die one unit.
Anorhcr unique feature is that you can
interface it with any Global Posiiioning
System (GPS) receiver that Is compatible
with National Marine Electronics
Association (i\'MFA)-01S3 standard. Tills
will store \Tiut current position in longitude
and latitude on die Xplorer at the time you
raptured and stored a frequency.
It Is supplied with a built-in nicad pack
giving 5-6 hours use, a 100-240 Volt power
suppiy/cliarger. telescopic whip aeriat and a
lead tennitming in a 9 pin socket to
connect die unit to a computer. It has a
serial data interface with RS-232C levels. It
also comes witka 3-5" PC disc wliicli

includes a program to log stored
frequencies from the Xplorer to a file on
disc and a demonstration copy of a control
programme for scanners which can be used
in conjuaction with the Xplorer.:
A real-time clock/calendar is built-in with
battery back up. Frequencies, can be locked
out of the.swecp range and there is also a
manual skip and automadc or manual hold
capability. A rotary encoder is used to easily
select the menu when seating up the unit.
Its frequency range is 30MHz to 2GH2
and is able to lock on to any FM signal
within its range in undera second and
demodulate the audio via its built-in
speaker. .An earphone socket is included for
personal listening. There is a two line
character LCD display, die top line shows
the frequency of the signal being received

SERVICE MANUALS

and the second line can display either the
sub audible tone if one is present, such as
(CTCS3, DCS or DTMF) or relative signal
strength or FM deviation. There are 500
memories for recording frequencies and
these can include such information as time,
date, latitude, longitude, signal strength,
CTGSS, DCS. DTMF and deviation. A back
light is incorporated for night time use.
The Optoelectronics 'OPTOUNlv
universal, interlace (Order code NV9SG)
which sells for £129.95, in its basic form
allows communicatinn between a PC and a
radio. It adapts for use with a wide variety
or receivers, decoders, frequency counters
and frequenq- recorders via an RS-232C
persona) computer serial port in a star
network cdhfiguration. It requires power
from an.exiemal 9-12 VDC supply. The
distinguishing feature of die Optolinxis its
unique ability to connect both full and lialf
duplex devices and alternate them urider
software control which allows for multiple
radio computer controlled Qperation. The
unit is supplied with a 9-pin plug to 9-pia
socket computer lead, a 3-5mm mono jack
plug to plug Ct-5 data lead (3-5mm to
2.5n)m adapter included for die Scout) and
a 7-way flexible data cable to connect with
the AOR AR-8000 receiver. A 3-5" disc is
included which lias 5 programs. These
include OPTO SCAN 456 test software,
OPTOSCAN 535 test software. Radio
manager forwindows radio control
software, utility to download captured
fretpiencies from a Scout and utility to
download frequencies from an Xplorer.
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We now have 8 Monitor CD-ROM's
On our CD-ROM's flfr
Dae to the success ofoar CD-ROM compilations we can now offer
them at a now reduced price of just £2453 each (plus VAT). Now there
is even more reason for you to change to this method of data
purchase. Why spend £££'5 on individual manuals when you can get
dozens on just! CD-ROM and save a fortune.
Coming soon - TV Manuais on CD-ROM
DON'T DELAY - ORDER TODAY
Full details on the CDElents of each CD-ROM
shown on onr web site and our free PC Disc
All orders plus post/packing £2.94
Wc hrfc the !srcc»t range of Service iDforailioa nod TccLckat Dstff obuipablc
anywhere,
For TeleviiiDnt. Video Recorden, Tc*t Hquipacat, Compclcr hfoaitorj, Vidh^c
Wifelcsi-. Doraestic EqaipnieDt etc etc.
In ixzt practically anytbio^ electfoclc,
Orlginkli or Pbotomn *i avail able .
AIao availjtjlc. Oor cat&togQcs.oo PC Diici dciailfcs Handred; of Technical Bookt
acd Repair Qofdet. Re torn coop on for yonr FREE Dlsc». The ecllre index of
otoaalx we have it available on, PC dLrc for jatt £5-00 Incluiive vilh FREE apdsttJ,
.
MAURfTRON TECRNTCAL SERVICES fEB)
8 Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor, Osfordshite. 0X9 1QY
Tel:- 01844-351694. Fsi:- 01844 352554.
Email;- sales6inanriiroD.co.uk Qnr catalogue is now on the Web at
httpdMialspace.dial.pipei.com/mauriiroo/
Please forward ?our PC.-Discs catalosnes Of CD-ROM'S and Technical Books
for which I eaclose4x isl Class StampsPlease supply Index of manuals on PC Disc for £S(D isclusive.
Circle I leaf rtgilnd
ADDRESS.
POSTCODE.You may pay by Cbeipse, PO ot
Visa, Access, Delta, Eieciron, JCS, Mastercard, Furocard etc
□□□□ □□□□ □□□□ □□□□
EXPIRES
SIGNATURE
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Crewe+A bager Faculty
PIC MICROCONTROLLERS
Beginners Course on 16C84. One day course. Fee; £125,
includes lunch, 16C84 chip and Development Board pins
software.
Advanced Course on 16C84 and 16C71. One day course
including look-up tables, long delays, keypads, 7 segment
displays and A-D conversion. Fee: £125 Includes lunch and
I6C71 reprogrammable Microcontroller ch ip, with 4 channel
A-D.
Complete Teach Yourself Package including PSU. Switch
Input Board, Keypad Board, Development Board, 7
Segment Display Board and Buzzer, LED Output Board,
Analog Develaprheni Board and 115 page course book,
plus software. Fee: £145 + £6 p+p -i- VAT,
Four-day Course - Understanding Microcontrollers
Course Fee: £395, includes lunches and the complete teach
yourself package. Accomumodation available.
For dates and further details contact Dave Smith,
Crewe+Alsager Faculty,
The Manchester Metropolitan University,
Hassali Road, Aisager, Stoke-on-Trent, ST?" 2HL
Tel: 0161 247 5437 Fax: 0161 247 6377
E-mail D.W.Simlh@MMUA.C.UK
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ternet
As if by magic...
Everyone's a Web designer
these days it seems. Give
someone some Web space —
which most Internet or online
service providers do free with
an account — and theyf i 150 ft
with Web pages for the rest
of the world to access.
But not everyone can
create Web pages decently.
There's more to doing the job
than It seems and, certainly,
to do it well requires a little
bit of expertise in either die
use of hypertext markup
language (HTML)
programming, or using a new
what-you-see-is-what-you-get
(WYSIWYG) HTML editing
appiication (Ike PageMill or
HoTMetaL Pro to make the
programming easier. Either
way, creating Web pages is
not a simple one-step job,
simply becattse'a not-sosJmple two-step intermediary
stage is necessary to turn
your ideas into hard HTML
coded documents.
Till now, that Is. Several
tools are popping up that
allow you to create HTML
pages directiy from within the
more ordinary programs that
everyone is familiar with, like
word processors and drawing
packages. Some of these are
aligned with one particular
program. For example, Adobe
Acrobat is a common program
used to create documents
that can be exchanged with,
viewed on, and printed from
any computer, whatever the

platform (Windows, MacOS,
Unix) anywhere in the workl it
does this by allowing
documents to be created In
the portable digital format
(PDF). Theii, with the use of
the free Acrobat Reader
utility, any other computer
can open the document
There are two parts to the
beauty of Acrobat First is just
this document portabiirly of
course — It doesn't matter
who makes a PDF document,
or on what computer its
made on, any other computer
will be able to open and use
it Second, though, and every
bit as important, is the fact
that whatever style is used to
create the originai document,
whatever fonts, whatever
artwork and so on, it's all
stored within the document
The reading computer views
the document exactly as Its
originator Intended, wfthout
the requirement of having the
same fonts or artwork or •
styles on the computer, and
what's more the document
can be printed too, and will
look exactly as the originai's
printed form.
As a result, you'll see links
to download Acrobat PDF
documents regularly around
the Internet All you need Is
the Adobe Acrobat Reader for
the computer pfatfbrm you .
use (available for free
doyvnload from the Adobe
Web site) and you can
download and use them too.
Another way of viewing PDF

Chelsea PC's Virtual Megastore
Scores Online
Chelsea FC has opened the
doors of its online MegaStoreat wwwxhelseafc.co.uk.
Chelsea supporters, from all
over the globe, can purchase
official merchandise from the
MegaStore twenty-four hours,
seven days a week.

ft-.-

The MegaStore is claimed
to be the .first online football
stores in the worid. Until now
fens could only but' goods
through Chelsea's MegaStore
at Stamford Bridge or by mail
artier. But now supporters
woridwide are guaranteed a
wide range
of official
Chelsea FC
merchandise
which can
be bought
quicfclyand
securely
frdm the
comfort of
their home
or office.
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documents is with a PDF
Plug-in far your Web browser.
Once installed in your Web
browser, following a link to a
PDF document will let you
view the document directly
within a broser window. You
don't actuaily need to
download the whole
document if you don't want it
all, as you can then just view
the pages you want to view.
This has benefits far people
who create PDF documents of
course, simply because it
means they can create a PDF
document and use it as a
quasi-Web page — with the
drawback that for other users
to access it as a quasi-Web
page the piug-in must be
installed in their browsers.
Another way to create Web
pages (real ones this time, not
quasi ones) from PDF
documents Is to use a couple
of new plug-ins for the program
(Acrobat Exchange) that
creates the PDF document in
the first place. Genus HTML
and Genus Photo are available
from Iceni Technology
<http^AvwwJcenj.com> and
provide a fairty simple means
of creating HTML documents
from PDF documents. Genus
HTML is the piug-in that
creates the actual HTML
document, and it allows the
user to insert links to graphic
images. It works by checking
through the PDF document, to
define headings, body text,
Indented paragraphs and so
on according to the HTML
standard formats, as well as
adding page numbers and the
document's name. Genus

Photo, on the other hand,
allows the Web page graphic
images themselves to be
extracted from the images in
the PDF document flseif The
result is an HTML document
complete with all linked
graphic images, ready for
viewing with a Web browser
and upload to a Web site.
'Piug-ins Hke the Genus
ones are available for other
programs, too. There are
several availabie for word
processors, and quite a few
for design and layout
programs. However, the
principle can be extended
significantfy. Plug-ins like
these work with just the
program they plug-in to. What
about something (call ft a
plug-in if you want) that
operates right across the
operating system and allows
any program to export
whatever file as an HTML
document? Lucky Mac users
have Myrmidon which does
just thatl
Currently just released as
version 2, Myrmidon is
effectively a printer driver that
operates right across any
program running on a Mac so
that, instead of providing
output to a printer, a program
provides output in the form of
an HTML document, complete
with linked graphics. It's a
clever method and works well.
Best though Is the way it
attempts to recreate
elements visually, so that the
HTML document it produces
displays In a Web browser as
closely as possible to the
original format.

Doing the Rounds
. i.
s-t-alrit >1 ooaslaty.t oi
2—

'Graduates get a helping hand
to find employment at
www.iiiiTkround.com, designed
id ease the arduous path to
the. right career. The.site
gives advice on constructing
the perfect C\( and how to
present letters to give die

right
impression.
By clicking on
a particular
profession
field, such as
engineering, a
user can access
a database of
more than
350
companies;
Students
can also
submit their details to the CV
tlatabase, which employers
peruse for likely candidates,
and can subscribe to a new
job-mailihg list that saves'
diem frorii the strain of.
logging on to ihe TXfebsite-

Apple Builds-to-Order Over the Web
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Companies Count On Quick Payoffs
With E^-Commerce
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The A^ple Store
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cv -As part of its efforts to
re-establish itself as a force
within desktop computing,
Apple has announced that it
intends build and sell its
computers in a new and
different wap
The company has launched
die Apple Store at
www.app1e.com as part of its
newdjstribuiioo strategy that
utilises the Internet, along
with the company's existing
retailers and resellers to seli
products.
The Apple Store has been
built using WebObjects, the
technology developed by '■

Next Software, the company
founded by Apple founder
and interim CEO, Steve Jobs
and acquired by-Apple in
January. Cudously enough,
the same software also
powers Dell's online store.
Shopping at the Apple
Store Is rema rkably easy and
once a customer order has
been placed, Apple will send
a confirmation email.
Jn-siock products can
arrive as quickly as two
business days. Build-to-prder
products will ship about
two weeks after order is
processed-

cmp-a
iA new study by CMP
Research at www.cmp.cora
and Sage Research predtas
chat electronic commerce
among large and mid-size
companies will grow more,
than 50 percent in the next

year, with'64 per cent of the
. current and future users
anticipating recouping their
investments within a year.
Only about 18 per cent
expect to lose money in their
electronic ventures.

Stand By For A New Box
11' ipi ' i ■
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internet Population
to Hit 100 Million in 1998
sm
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Similar to a baby boom, a .
Web boom is on its way tbis
year with the advent of less
expensive, means' for getting
online such as set-top boxes,
according to a study released
today 6y research firm
Imernadonal Data Corporation
(IDC) acwww.idc.com.
The study predicts that the
Web population will reach
close to 100 million, fuelling a

boom in e-commcrceto
more than $20. billion; The
cause for all this explosive
growth will stem from the
Intrpductidn of more types
of less expensive and less
techhdlbgicaUy complicated
appliances for. geuing on
the Internet, including W
set-top boxes, Web-enabled
TS's and ffersonal Digital
Assistants (PDAs).

Summarise and Survive
The news from BT Labs under this heading last month misquoted
the URL. It should be as follows (transend without a "c")
www.trans end.1abs.bt.com.

■The much hyped Internet
set-top box has arrived in the
UK If you've ever wanted to
surf the.Imemet without the
technical hassles normally
associated with home
computers then look no
further than the NetSiation at
www.netstatlon.co.uk,ah
Internet set-top box
developed by UK start-up
NetProducts.
Installaiion is very
straightforward: there's only a
main's lead and a couple of
other leads to connect — One
goes, into the SCART socket
on. the back of the TV! and
the other to the telephone.
Once the preliminary' log-on
procedures have been
completed you'ffe ready to
send 'and receive e-mail and

surf the Internet,
Navigation around cyber
space Is achieved using an
Infrared remote control to
control where you want to go
and what you want to see.
This can be a pain to use, so
the option of a cordless
QWERTY keyboard is
welcome to existing users,
A smancard system
provides full password access
to the digital world,
preventing younger members
of the family from accessing
unsuitable rnatetial,
NetStatiqn costs around
£-300, plus, of course, your
phone.bills and internet
access. Fbr derails of your
nearest stockist e-mail
infoC'Inerproduas.net or
telephone 0845 60 505 60.
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Fernhart Technology Brings Virgin
Radio to the Desktop
Virgin Radio is being brought
to the desktop of-'listeners' by
Fernhart Technology at
www.fernhart.com, a UKdeveloper of posh technology.
BackWeb at wwt. bac kweb. com
is a.push technology platibrra
that enables companies to
build their own Internet
broadcast and oiT-line
programming channels which
are delivered using a
.proprietary client/server model.
With BackWeb, companies cart
establish pro-active

comrmmications with
customers based on their
personal interests.
Virgin Radio asked [•cmhart
to create a dtannel dvat used
push technologv- to deliver
information, images and music,
dips direct to die PCs of fans.
Push technology enables
information of inreresc to the
user can be delivered directly
to aJPC screen so the user is
made immediately- aware of the
latest developments that may
be of interest-
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Between 50 per cent to 75
percent of time conaected.to
the Internet does not involve
any activity. The user could be
.reading a Web page or e-mail
message, writing e-mail or
simply dunking. During that
time, up to informauon relating
to subiects that the'user has
expressed an interest in can be
downloaded
Fcmhnrt daims that this is
the first content-based channel
in the UK and die only'
" BackWeb posh channel radio
station in the world. Within 24
hours of the service going live,
more than 1,000 channel
registrations had been received.
The Virgin Radio channel
'created by Femhart will have a
two-part roll out. Initially,
inforihatidii.on die Chris Evans

Breakfast Show will be sent
directly" to listeners, hut within a
matter of days they will be
receding more generic ,
information from Virgin Radio,
including latest play lists,
5chedules:and breaking
station nctvs.
Informatibn about Virgin
Radio can he. found on die:
World Wide Web at
www.virginrad1o.cQ.uk/
breakfast.html.

*

Myrmidon — Myrmidon creates Its HTML document closo to the
original document In appearance, creates hyperlinks from
Internet URLs In the document, and works from any program
running on the Mac.
EjT&Tjitoree- =

fi
i
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destinations
plug-ins for Acrobat Exchange
can be found at the Icerii Web
site at <http: //vmw. i cent. conri.
Prospective Myrmidon
usets should checkout the.
author's.Wefa siteat:
<http://ww.terryraorse.com>
if they can't find a sales oudet
.locally,Abu can download a
free trial version from there,

Adobe's Web site ah.
<http://vww.adobe.com> is
the place to find a free
download of the Adobe
Acrobat Reader With it, you'll
be able to download and use
any Acrobat PDF file, exacdy
as the file's creator intended.
Details of iceni's Genus
ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND March 1998

and even pay electronically if
you want.
Finally with eiecrronic
commerce being the hyped
hews "item it you can
handle all your iinanda!
matters electronicaliv with the

>
m

Nationwide Building Sociere's
new bntine banking service.
While many banks are alreidxlooking into the prospect of
online banking, the
Nationwide Is the first
building society to do so.
Point yotir browsers at:
<http ://v,Wrf. nationwide, co.uk>
and throw vbur wallet awav
.i.vaibi.Hlde';
72

=u.
Genus — Showing the HTML
output (right) from a standard
PDF document extracted using
the Genus plug-Ins.
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Project Ratings
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Don't miss another great assprtmeni of entertaining
and easy-to-make projects and essential electronics
information aimed at the novice constructor.
Issue 124 on sale Friday 6th March

Build a Bare-bones PC
Stay with us on this new series and we
will guide you through the process of
building a top of-the-range PC. together
with options that suit your requirements.

P U C11
L

with the April edition of Electronics arid Beyond
the Maplin Electronics Catalogue on CD-ROM,

For the first time you will be able to browse through the Maptin
Catalogue on screen. So make sure of getting your favourite
electronics magazine next month'
-iiv
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Write to:
E/ecfrohlcs
and Beyond,
P.O. Box 777,
Raylolgh,
Essex SSG 8LU

E-moJl your
vtows nnrt commonts to;
AYV@mapHn.demon.ca.uk

Beta Trials?
Dear Sirs,
Reading issue 122 of EJearonics
and Beyond. I feel I cannot read
your review of Nuts and Bolts
without letting you know of my
experience.
I purchased version 1.01 back
in August and found several
bugs in it — I reported them to
Helix Software, who informed
me thin they would be fixed in
the next release, available "in a
few days" on their Web site.
After a few weeks theupgrade version 1,03 appeared.
I downloaded and installed it,
however 1 then found that half
the facilities had more bugs
than before.
I was informed eventually by
Helix that the version 1.03
problems were caused by me
downloading the patch which is

;
|
I
=

only for the US market. I was
promised a new CD with the
updates in November, and again
at the stan of December.
Ksvin Hyman
l(}iyman@iee.ofg.uK

Praise be!
Dear Sir,
Thimk you for our wonderful
new local Maplin store here, at
last, in Norwich; It's been worth
the wait! No longer do I have to
make a 500 mile round trip to
your Preston store to get my
electronic "fix". I know you have
stores a little nearer, but my wife
said she didn't mind, and that
watching me in .Maplin
EleAronics at Preston, was like
watching a child in Santa's
Grotto at ToysUs. (Can't
think what she's talking about!
Thank you for the new
section "SOFTWARE HINTS.and
TTPS" written by Ruth Hewer
Vm* informative. But have you
got a hidden camera
somewhere in our third
bedroom? (our computer
room). How on earth could you

possibly know that at the time
= you published both of her
; articles, I was looking at the
j exact things Ruth discussed,
; (printscreervbit map images,
i M3g.l21 -Jan, 1998, and
; keyboard shortcuts, Mag.122 i Feb. 1998). Only yesterday I was
' looking at "Keyboard Shortcuts",
; and this morning through my
= letterbox pops the latest edition
I of the magazine, and there Ls
I the article bv-Ruth,
i Coincidence?! think nor!
I: Go-on, own-up,! wall find that
i cameca in die end!. (I'll take the
I dock apart tonight if you don't
i own up, when my wife has gone
; to bed. It's got to be there
i -somewhere).
Thank you for the efforts
; of all. your editorial staff in
; keeping the magazine such an
informative and illuminating
- publication. In the 13 years I

; Stephen Waddlngton replies;
: You certainly seem to have had a
; raw deal. Prior to undertaking the,.
review featured to issua.122,1 ran
Nuts & Bolts on my machine and
did not experience any majar
prabisms. This may be because I
tested version 4.0, which is an
Intematlonat version released In the
summer last year, not one of the
earlier US-vetslons you describe.
We have forwarded your comments
on to Cross Alfanlic, the distributor
for Nuts & Bolts In the UK. Rollaad
Leggat, their technical services
director should be contacting you
to address and resolve your
Issues. Do let us know If this Issue
Is not resolved to your satisfaction
and we'll take ft furthsr.
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Dear sir,
In the October 1997
"Comment", Keith Brindiey
states that you can't run
windows on anything other
than an Intel (or done)
microprocessor. Windows NT
has been available for the
Digital Alpha processor from
the very beginning and 1 am
using it now on my 1993 vintage
Alpha system at home.
Not only can you run NT (or
Unix or. VMS), on alpha
processors, they are also the
basis for some of the fastest
computer systems available.

Microsoft are developing 64-bii
NT systems for alpha processors
NOW -alpha has always been a
64 hit architecture—while I
believe the Intel 64-bit offering
will not be available until 1999.
The Alpha processor often
seems to be overlooked by the
press, perhaps because of die
vast noise of Intel's marketing
engines, but it remains a viable
and very powerful altemadve.
The Alpha is one alternative
that can help diversify the Inteldominated culture than Keith
seemed to be complaining about.
P N Jtcteon, Acton, london.

Hie Big Countdown
Dear Sir,
With reference to the article in
issue 114 Time Measuremnent
by Douglas Ciarkson, I wish to
correct an error of mine in a
letter you published issue 118.
The first 24 days of the 1000
day countdown to the next
millenium occur in April 1998,
so that the start date Ls strictly
7th April not the. fith. Thus the
countdown that commenced on
4th April 1997 has commenced
.368. days early not 367J Moioney. Boweo. Queensland,
Australia

going back to the more deep
rooted pagan festivities of summer
and the winter solstice. However,
to celebrate the millenium, some
would argue is so artffielal and
also that it Is Inaccurate If H Is
related to a certain religious birth.
Perhaps the logical starting date
should have been from the 'Big
Bang". Even then because the unit
of the second Is man-made and we
base our counting on a denary
system of tens, it still bears no
more significance when we arrfva
at a nice round number like 1
million, than wtth any other base of
time or numbers. One thing we as
humans do Ilka is regularity. The
rhythm of human life loves to cling
on to periodicity, the most
important being the single rotation
of the Earth, it must be locked in
to our genes to give us our body
clocks. So.why dont we celebrate
every 24 hoursl Commeirts please.

Oh the magic of numbers. I know
we all like an excuse to celsbrate
for 3 variety of reasons, even
HI there,
Please could you consider
featuring "building your own
IrDAserial pact.adapter".
This would be of great
interest since commercially
available models seem to be
pricey at around ,£-100 and
have taken it, (my first copy was
issue no 21 Dec 1985) you have
striven to keep a bungling
amateur, (me), up-to-date. Sorry,
.1 feifed on diat score, but I
.suspect that it's riot tour fault!
Seriously though, die very latest
information combined with
"Basic" circuits etc. keeps, the
magazine alive for me.
Now a request:
I am sure that there are a
good many readers/subscribers
to the magazine, who own
computers and modems with
Fax facilities, like myself but who
me.not internee subscribers, and
cannot therefore use your "Email" facility. Could you please
consider providing us with the
ability to Fax to you documents
diagrams etc. I'm sure you must
have an underworked Fax
machine sirring on a phone line
somewhere? -

= users with Kion SQSiena
i palmtops would probably find
I this very useful.
Mam tnante
Ian Gardner
=
Q-jorrishire
I We will see what can ba done for you.

I Oaa final note, I hope that a
| photocopy of this month's
i competition form will suffice in
j place of an original. I just could
not bear to cut up one of my
f precious mags! If it's acceptable,
i perhaps a very small note on
future compenrion forms that
1 photocopies of die form are
acceptable (accompanied by a
customer number, maybe? Just
to prove authenudiy)
:
Youts (very) Faithfully.
Mr A.Comwell, Kickling, Norfolk
! Thank you for your Wmi commants
i and that you are pleased with our
; Norwich store. Yes you can Fax us
on our. main Fax number 01702
554001. Yes, you can photocopy
i compettiion entries and what a good
; idea to put your customer number
; on it. Wa will do that next time.
: PS. We revetsed the 'ft'
i Ah, the wonder of DTPI

;
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